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Abstract
In this thesis an extension of the classical intersection cohomology of Goresky
and MacPherson, which we call multiperverse cohomology, is defined for a certain
class of depth 1 controlled stratified spaces, which we call multicontrolled strati-
fied spaces. These spaces are spaces with singularities – this being their controlled
structure – with additional multicontrol data. Multiperverse cohomology is con-
structed using a cochain complex of τ -multiperverse forms, defined for each case τ
of a parameter called a multiperversity. For the spaces that we consider these mul-
tiperversities, forming a lattice M, extend the general perversities of intersection
cohomology.
Multicontrolled stratified spaces generalise the structure of (the compactifications
of) Q-rank 1 locally symmetric spaces. In this setting multiperverse cohomology
generalises some of the aspects of the weighted cohomology of Harder, Goresky
and MacPherson.
We define two special cases of multicontrolled stratified spaces: the product-type
case, and the flat-type case. In these cases we can calculate the multiperverse
cohomology directly for cones and cylinders, this yielding the local calculation at
a singular stratum of a multicontrolled space. Further, we obtain extensions of
the usual Mayer-Vietoris sequences, as well as a partial Ku¨nneth Theorem.
Using the concept a dual multiperversity we are able to obtain a version of Poincare´
duality for multiperverse cohomology for both the flat-type and the product-type
case. For this Poincare´ duality there exist self-dual multiperversities in certain
cases, such as for non-Witt spaces, where there are no self-dual perversities.
For certain cusps, called double-product cusps, which are naturally compacti-
fied to multicontrolled spaces, the multiperverse cohomology of the compactific-
ation of the double-product cusp for a certain multiperversity is equal to the
L2-cohomology, analytically defined, for certain doubly-warped metrics.
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Introduction
The interaction between L2-cohomology, harmonic forms and intersection (co)homology
is classical and can be found in many works, spanning from algebraic applications,
such as locally symmetric spaces and arithmetic groups, to applications to spaces
arising in mathematical physics. The correspondence between L2-cohomology and
harmonic forms, arising from Hodge theory, is an interesting source of analytic
problems; furthermore, though harmonic forms are not amenable to sheaf theor-
etic methods, L2-forms are, and L2-cohomology can often be compared to intersec-
tion cohomology by passing to local calculations, which in certain cases determine
intersection (co)homology.
1 Outline
The aim of this thesis is to describe a construction of a cochain complex, the
complex of multiperverse forms, whose cohomology is a generalisation of inter-
section cohomology for a certain class of spaces which we call multicontrolled
spaces. The motivating example for this construction is the computation of the
(weighted) L2-cohomology of a double-product cusp, that is of Y :“ Rą0ˆF ˆL1,
where F and L1 are compact Riemannian manifolds, and where the metric on Y
is dr2 ` e´2a1rds2F ` e´2a2rds2L1 , with a2 ă a1. Using the natural compactification
of Y to a cone cpF ˆ L1q, a direct computation using Zucker’s Ku¨nneth formula
([32], Corollary 2.36) shows that the (weighted) L2-cohomology is not the inter-
section cohomology for any perversity on the compactification cpF ˆL1q. However
this L2 cohomology is isomorphic to the multiperverse cohomology for a certain
multiperversity.
1
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The outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2 we will cover the back-
ground on controlled stratified spaces, in Chapter 3 we will cover the background
on liftable forms, in Chapter 4 we will introduce multicontrolled spaces in depth
1; following this are two chapters where we define and study multiperverse co-
homology, in Chapter 5 we define multiperverse cohomology, and in Chapter 6 we
study certain properties arising from the definition.
2 Background
2.1 Intersection (co)homology
Intersection (co)homology is an invariant associated to a complex defined on a
stratified space, and in particular this can be defined for various kinds of pseudo-
manifolds. Intersection homology was developed in the 1970s by Goresky and
MacPherson ([17]), their aim being to define a theory for pseudomanifolds which
was an invariant that was stratification independent, and which furthermore pre-
served a kind of Poincare´ duality for the spaces that they considered. For the
pseudomanifolds that they considered, unlike for smooth manifolds, the ordinary
cohomology and homology theories did not satisfy a Poincare´ duality. For the
purposes of this thesis we will not need to consider questions relating to stratific-
ation independence of pseudomanifolds, so we work directly with stratified spaces
and a fixed stratification. The background and definition of stratified spaces will
be covered in Chapter 2. A simple and locally typical example is the cone: let
S be a compact smooth manifold, then the quotient of S ˆ Rě0, under the equi-
valence relation which identifies the 0 coordinate to a pt, is the cone cS. The
singular stratum of cS is pt. For general stratified spaces the singularities are
more complicated but they are required to posses a structure so that locally they
are a product of a cone and Rn.
To define intersection (co)homology one needs an extra parameter; this extra
parameter is called a perversity. The background for perversities will be covered
in Subsection 1.1 in Chapter 5 and also in Subsection 2.3 of this introduction. For
the cone cS with the fixed stratum pt, a perversity can be thought of as an integer
p P Z, though in this subsection, for technical reasons1, we will assume that p P
r0, dimpSq ´ 1s. An abundance of constructions which have been used by various
authors to define intersection homology or cohomology. All such constructions
begin with some complex of chains or cochains. Here are some examples; we state
how these are defined for cS only:
1See comments in [1] (4. Intersection Homology) and [13] for details. Note also that the zero
perversity 0 is given by 0 and that the top perversity t is given by dimpSq ´ 1.
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1. Using finite simplicial chains. For the cone cS, assuming that cS has a
PL-structure (originally in [17]; see also [23], pp. 51-53), let T be a triangu-
lation of cS. If γ is a simplicial k-chain γ “ řσ γσσ for T on cS, where σ
ranges over k-simplices in T , then we say that γ is p-allowable if its support
satisfies:
dimpsupppγq X ptq ď k ´ pdimpSq ` 1q ` p . (1.1)
We let IpCTk pXq be the set of those k-simplices which are p-allowable such
that their boundary is also p-allowable. After taking the filtered colimit
over all compatible triangulations T , we obtain a chain complex IpC‚pcSq
of p-perverse simplices. From IpC‚pcSq we obtain the simplicial intersection
homology groups IpHkpcSq. For cS it is immediate that these groups vanish
in degree k ě dimpSq ´ p, a little more computation yields:
IpHkpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ă dimpSq ´ p,
0 otherwise.
(1.2)
For details see [23] (Sections 4.4 and 4.7) and [8] (pp. 14-16). This construc-
tion is heuristically the simplest but requires a PL-structure. Note that we
also need to work with equivalence classes of chains at all times.
2. Using singular chains. These chains are also known as compact chains.
One can use singular simplices without the requirement for a PL-structure,
with a similar condition to the above Equation 1.1, to define the perverse
singular chains. See [22] for the original definition, see also [23] (Section
4.3). For cS this chain complex satisfies the same homology calculation as
in Equation 1.2 above ([22], Proposition 5)2.
3. Using Borel-Moore chains. These chains are also known as BM-chains or
closed chains. Borel-Moore chains are more delicate to define than singular
(compact) chains but form a sheaf (unlike the compact chains) as they are
locally finite rather than globally finite, and thus can be restricted to open
subsets; the original construction of Borel-Moore chains was motivated by
sheaf theory ([6]). In the example of the cone cS this yields a chain complex
2In [22] King considers slightly more general perversities, this leads to the discrepant middle
line in the calculation for the cone (IHpi pC˚Xq in the reference), which can be ignored if p Pr0,dimpSq ´ 1s.
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IpSBM‚ pcSq whose homology satisfies:
IpHBMk pcSq –
#
Hk´1pSq if k ą dimpSq ´ p,
0 otherwise,
“
#
Hk´1pSq if k ě dimpSq ` 1´ p,
0 otherwise.
(1.3)
For details see [8] (pp. 14-16). Analogues of the BM-chains can also be
defined using a PL-structure and were the starting point for the sheaf-
theoretic treatment of intersection homology, as in [18] (2.1). All the above
constructions, including this one, can be achieved using stratified local coef-
ficient systems ([18], 2.2); in the above we have tacitly assumed that we take
values in the coefficient system Z or Q.
4. Using smooth differential forms. One starts out with smooth forms
on the regular part, so for cS we start with forms on regpcSq :“ cSzpt “
Rą0ˆS, and then require certain conditions. In the example of cS a smooth
form ω P ΩkpregpcSqq is said to be p-admissible if for any set X1, . . . , Xp`1 of
smooth vector fields in T pregpcSqq we have ωrX1, . . . , Xp`1s “ 0, where the
square brackets denote contraction. Letting IpΩkpcSq be the set of k-forms
which are p-admissible such that exterior derivative is also p-admissible, one
obtains a cochain complex whose cohomology satisfies the following calcula-
tion:
IpHkpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ď p,
0 otherwise,
(1.4)
“
#
HkpSq if k ă p` 1,
0 otherwise,
(1.5)
The above Equation 1.4 is the description of intersection cohomology which
we will use throughout this thesis; this is also, visually speaking, the simplest
formula amongst the ones that we have stated in this list. If we compare the
above Equation 1.5 with Equation 1.2, noting also that i ă dimpSq ´ p is
equivalent to i ď dimpSq ´ p´ 1, then letting q “ dimpSq ´ 1´ p we obtain
IpHkpcSq – IqHBMdimpSq`1´kpcSq.
This is not a coincidence and is obtained in more generality in [26] (Theorem
7.1), where q is known as the dual perversity. This construction was known
to Goresky and MacPherson, the reference that we use here is [26].
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5. Using regular differential forms. In [10] the approach is to start out with
smooth forms on the regular part and on each singular stratum. Conditions
similar to the ones above are applied, but there are also certain glueing con-
ditions. This approach requires fixing certain trivilizations called Σ-charts,
but the resulting cohomology is independent of this choice.
6. Using liftable forms. In [11] the approach is to start out with smooth
forms on the regular part, as in the case two above, but then the require-
ment is added so that these forms lift to a smooth forms on a certain desin-
gularization of the space, known as the deshirring (or unfolding). Conditions
similar to the ones two above are applied.
In [18] Goresky and MacPherson develop the sheaf theoretic approach to intersec-
tion cohomology using the Deligne sheaf. The Deligne sheaf ([18], 3.1) is construc-
ted using homological algebra, utilising the truncation functor, and producing a
complex of constructible sheaves P ([18], 3.1, Lemma). This complex of sheaves
is characterised by four axioms ([18], 3.3, Definition.), so that if a constructible
complex of sheaves satisfies these four axioms, then it is quasi-isomorphic to P
(in other words uniquely determined in the derived category); further, if the con-
structible complex is fine, then its cohomology groups are naturally isomorphic
to the intersection homology groups (Borel-Moore or the equivalent PL-definition;
[18], 3.6, Theorem). The sheaf formulation of intersection cohomology provides a
framework for studying intersection cohomology using sheaf theory, in particular
for applying Verdier duality to obtain Poincare´ duality ([18], 5.3).
2.2 L2-cohomology
Let Y be a complete Riemannian manifold with metric gY . At each point y P Y
the metric gY defines a scalar product on the k-th exterior product Λ
kTy˚ pY q, from
where a global scalar product is defined:
pα, βq “
ż
Y
pαy, βyqy for α, β P Ω‚pY q.
Using this global scalar product, which may be infinite, the space of smooth L2-
forms on Y is tω P ΩkpY q and pω, ωq ă 8u. It is then possible to define the
L2-cohomology groups directly ([12], pp.314-316; [32], (1.2)):
Hkp2qpY, gY q :“ tω P Ω
kpY q : dω “ 0 u
t η P ΩkpY q : η “ dη1, ||η||L2 ă 8, ||η1||L2 ă 8u .
The L2-cohomology groups are not always finite dimensional, depending on the
metric, even for R ([12], Example 3.1).
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The space of smooth L2 forms is not closed with respect to the norm ||ω||L2 :“apω, ωq, as defined from the L2 scalar product; the closure with respect to this
norm is denoted by L2ΩkpY, gY q, and this is the domain of the closure of the
exterior derivative d also, written conventionally as d. When pY, gY q is geodesically
complete the closure of d is unique. From this we can define the reduced L2-
cohomology groups ([32], (1.4)):
H
k
p2qpY, gY q :“ tω P L
2ΩkpY, gY q : dω “ 0 u
t closure of dL2Ωk´1pY, gY q in L2ΩkpY, gY q u .
The reduced L2-cohomology groups and L2-cohomology groups are isomorphic if
dL2Ωk´1pY, gY q is closed, and in this case they are also isomorphic to L2-Harmonic
forms (though some care must be taken in defining the adjoint to d in this case).
If Y is compact, the L2 growth conditions are vacuous, so the spaces of interest
for L2-cohomology are non-compact. If Y is a complete non-compact manifold
with a compactification Y , then one of the techniques used in comparing the L2-
cohomology of Y to the intersection cohomology of Y is to use the sheaf-based
axioms of intersection cohomology on Y ([18], 3.3, Definition.). These essentially
distil to a local calculation at the singularities; to do this calculation one must
consider the complex of sheaves of L2-forms on Y , which is done by a stalk-like
construction (by pushing forward the sheaf of L2-forms on Y ). This sheaf may fail
to be a fine sheaf on Y , depending on the particular compactification chosen, but
when it is fine the comparison can be made. Let us now consider two examples of
L2-cohomology ([30], 2.1-2.2):
1. Metric cones. Let S be a compact manifold of odd dimension. Further
let cS be the cone on S and let regpcSq :“ cSzpt be the interior, which
we call the regular stratum on cS (this is just Rą0 ˆ S.) We reparametrise
this interior and consider the non-compact manifold Y :“ p0, 1q ˆ S. If the
conical metric on Y is gY :“ dr2 ` r2gS, where gS is a Riemannian metric
on S, then the L2-cohomology satisfies ([30], Theorem 2.3; [23], Proposition
6.2.2):
Hkp2qpY, gY q –
#
0 if k ě dimpSq´1
2
,
HkpSq otherwise.
Comparing this to Equation 1.3 we see that that Hkp2qpY, gY q can be naturally
compared with intersection cohomology on cS; the perversity is p “ dimpSq`1
2
,
where we recall that dimpSq is assumed to be odd, so that this is an integer
(this also holds without the assumption on dimpSq but is more delicate). No-
tice that the “infinity” here is at r “ 0 (in the other weighted L2 calculation
we put it at r “ 8 by reparametrising, as appropriate).
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2. Locally symmetric spaces. Let D be a Hermitian symmetric space and
Γ an arithmetic subgroup. The Bergman metric on D induces a locally
symmetric metric on Y :“ ΓzD. If the Baily-Borel Satake compactification
of Y is Y ˚, then the L2-cohomology satisfies ([30], 4.2.3):
Hkp2qpY, gY q – ImHBMk pY ˚q.
This is the statement of the Zucker conjecture. In [32] (6.20) Zucker con-
jectured that for a Hermitian locally symmetric space the L2 cohomology is
isomorphic to the intersection cohomology of its Baily-Borel Satake compac-
tification; this conjecture was proven independently by Saper-Stern in 1990
([29]) and by Looijenga in 1988 ([24]).
For the example of the metric cone we can examine the calculation in more detail.
Considering the metric gY “ dr2 ` r2gS, the determinant |gY | is given by
|gY | “ |gS| ¨ r2 ¨ . . . ¨ r2looooomooooon
dimpSq-times
“ |gS| ¨ r2¨dimpSq,
so that, if η P ΩkpSq, and if pS : Y Ñ S is the natural projection, then we obtain:
||p˚Spηq||2L2 “
ż
Y
||p˚Spηq||2 dvolgY “
ż r“1
r“0
ż
Y
r´2k||η||2 p
?
r2¨dimpSq ¨ dvolgSq dr
“
ż r“1
r“0
ż
Y
rpdimpSq´2kq ||η||2 dvolgS dr.
The r´2k is obtained by considering that the inner product extending gY to the
exterior algebra is defined as
px1 ^ . . .^ xk, x11 ^ . . .^ x1kq :“ |pxi, x1jqi,j|,
so that, by similar considerations as with the volume form for gY , we obtain that
the r2 is repeated k times:
||η||2 “ r2k ¨ ||p˚η||2.
From this we can obtain the following observation: ||pS˚pηq||2L2 ă 8 if and only if
η “ 0 or ż r“1
r“0
rpdimpSq´2kq dr ă 8.
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Thus ||pS˚pηq||2L2 ă 8 if and only if k ď dimpSq`12 . This provides heuristic evidence
for the calculation; the proof is achieved by using the standard Poincare´ homotopy
operators, which one must verify map L2-forms to L2-forms in an appropriate way.
2.3 Perversities
For a fixed space X the standard homology and cohomology groups have one
parameter (in addition to the choice of coefficients, which we will consider fixed).
This parameter is degree, so that we obtain groups HkpXq and HkpXq. If the space
X is a Riemannian manifold then the metric gX on X can alter the (weighted) L
2-
cohomology groups Hkp2qpX, gXq, one would also obtain different groups by taking
relative groups, and also by changing the subset relative to which the (co)homology
is computed. The notion of a perversity for intersection (co)homology takes this
a step further and introduces formally a parameter called perversity, so that for
each perversity there is a (co)chain complex, as we have seen briefly in Subsection
2.1 for cS.
The original perversities of Goresky and MacPherson, as in [17] and [18], were
designed with two purposes in mind: stratification independence of the resulting
intersection homology groups for pseudomanifolds (which are stratifiable, but do
not have a fixed stratification), and the existence of a dual perversity for Poincare´
duality. For certain applications where the stratification is fixed, such as study-
ing the relationship between L2-cohomology and intersection (co)homology, the
stratification independence aspect is less important, so more general perversities
have been used. These permit a certain amount of “extra perversity”, but do not
alter the ideas of Goresky and MacPherson in any consequential way, so that most
constructions, except the aforementioned stratification independence, are carried
forward; a thorough summary can be found in [13]. Formal properties of perversit-
ies become more important when general perversities are considered, or when more
abstract properties of standard perversities are considered; some formal properties
that one can consider involve studying the lattice of perversities, as well as study-
ing the homological algebra associates to perversities ([20]). Other definitions of
perversities have also been considered, for example in [14], where certain multiper-
versities are considered (these do not appear to relate directly the multiperversities
that we define).
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2.4 Locally symmetric spaces
It was noticed that for naturally constructed metrics on Hermitian locally symmet-
ric spaces the L2-cohomology groups were isomorphic to the intersection homology
groups for certain compactifications; an overview and definition can be found in
[7], where this is shown by algebraic means. From a geometric point of view we
include two examples from [28] (5.1, 5.2):
1. SL2pZqzSL2pRq{SO2pRq. The underlying space H :“ SL2pRq{SO2pRq is
the upper half-plane, so is identified with Rą0 ˆ R. The action of SL2pZq
wraps up the R direction into an S1, so topologically we obtain that SL2pZqzH
is the cusp Rą0 ˆ S1. The naturally constructed Riemannian metric on this
cusp is of the form dr2 ` e´2rgS1 . The Borel-Serre compactification is ob-
tained by adding in the boundary, resulting in the manifold with boundary
p0,8sˆS1. As r  8 the metric on the S1 component vanishes, so that the
reductive Borel-Serre compactification is cS1, appropriately reparametrised.
2. Hilbert modular surface. This example yields the cusp R`ˆY where Y is
a flat fibre bundle over S1 with fibre T 2. The natural Riemannian metric on
this cusp is of the form dr2`gS1`e´rgT 2 . The Borel-Serre compactification is
obtained by adding in the boundary, resulting in the manifold with boundary
p0,8s ˆ Y . As r  8 the metric on on the fibre T 2 vanishes, so that the
reductive Borel-Serre compactification is obtained by adding the singular
stratum S1 at infinity, whose link bundle is then Y .
Both of these examples have Q-rank 1, where this rank (defined algebraically)
refers to the number of directions at infinity; the compactifications of the above
spaces have depth 1, the compactifications of higher rank locally symmetric spaces
have higher depth. In the above examples the metric is not doubly-warped; for a
doubly-warped metric we include an example from [32] (Appendix):
3. Doubly-warped cusp. The space which occurs is R` ˆ Y , obtained as a
locally symmetric space, where Y is a bundle over T 2 with fibre S1, with
the natural metric induced from the metric dr2` e´2rpgT 2q ` e´4rgS1 on the
universal cover. Further, in [32], the author considers more general doubly-
warped metrics dr2 ` e´2k1rpgT 2q ` e´2k2rgS1 , where k2 ą 2k1 ą 0.
The above metrics, without the algebraic conditions imposed by the locally sym-
metric space structure, provide the motivation for studying the L2-cohomology of
cusps equipped with such metrics and the intersection cohomology of their nat-
ural compactifications; the natural compactification is one on which the sheaf of
L2-forms is fine, see for example [19].
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2.5 Weighted cohomology
For locally symmetric spaces, through their work to introduce invariants for arith-
metic groups, Goresky, Harder, and MacPherson, defined weighted cohomology
([15]). This weighted cohomology is constructed on the reductive Borel-Serre
compactification Xˆ of a locally symmetric space X using special forms satisfying
conditions depending on a weight profile on the Borel-Serre compactification X,
which are then pushed forward as a sheaf onto Xˆ. These special forms are partly
geometric and partly algebraic in nature ([15], 13.2) but the weight profiles are
algebraic in nature, and resemble perversities. Further in [15] it is shown that the
weighted cohomology (with either of the two middle weight profiles) computes the
intersection cohomology with middle perversity on the Baily-Borel compactifica-
tion of a locally symmetric space, which is itself related to L2-cohomology of the
locally symmetric space.
For a Q-rank 1 locally symmetric space, whose Borel-Serre and reductive Borel-
Serre compactifications are depth 1 stratified spaces, a weight profile ([15], 1.A.) is
an integer in Z` 1
2
; this parameter alters the way a complex of sheaves is truncated,
which is done not by degree, but by weight ([15], 1.C).
3 Main properties of multiperverse cohomology
The motivating problem for the construction of multiperverse cohomology in this
thesis, as mentioned earlier, was to describe certain naturally arising (weighted)
L2-cohomology groups of a double-product cusp by using a topologically defined
cochain complex on the natural compactification of this cusp. We compute the
L2-cohomology of double-product cusps in Section 5 of Chapter 6 and compare
this to the topologically defined multiperverse cohomology in Subsection 5.2 of
Chapter 6. Let us briefly consider the main aspects of the construction and the
differences between multiperverse cohomology and intersection (co)homology:
1. Truncation not by degree only. Recall from Equation 1.5 that for the
stratified cone cS the intersection cohomology satisfies:
IpHkpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ă p` 1,
0 otherwise.
In this sense the truncation, here determined by an integer p, occurs only
by degree of forms in S. In the construction of multiperverse cohomology
for the cone cS, where S “ L1 ˆ F for two compact manifolds L1 and F , we
introduce a decreasing function τ : Z Ñ Z, satisfying ´1 ď τpkq ď dimpF q,
which is ´1 for k ą dimpSq, and which is dimpF q for k ă 0; we call such a
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function a multiperversity (Definition 5.2 in Chapter 5). The multiperverse
cohomology with multiperversity τ satisfies (Theorem 5.43 in Chapter 5):
MHkτ pcSq –
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq.
In this calculation the truncation is no longer necessarily achieved by de-
gree in S. This is then, in some sense, a topological analogue (of sorts)
of the weighted cohomology that is defined for locally symmetric spaces.
As the vanishing of certain groups underlies the isomorphism between L2-
cohomology and intersection cohomology on the Baily-Borel Satake compac-
tification for Hermitian locally symmetric spaces (see [16] for details relating
to this isomorphism), then it may be possible to study aspects of this using
this multiperverse cohomology.
2. Existence of many self-dual multiperversities. For certain multicon-
trolled spaces we will demonstrate, in Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 6, that
there is a Poincare´ duality for multiperverse cohomology, utilising a dual
multiperversity. We will also show that there exist many self-dual multiper-
versities, in certain cases there exists a self-dual multiperversity where there
do not exist any self-dual perversities (Subsection 4.2 in Chapter 6).
3. A more complex lattice. We will show that multiperversities form a
lattice (Proposition 5.10 in Chapter 6) and we will also consider how this
lattice is different to the lattice of perversities.
The spaces for which we can study the properties of multiperverse cohomology
are the flat-type multicontrolled spaces; these have quite rigid structure. For
these spaces, apart from the aforementioned Poincare´ duality for multiperverse
cohomology (Sections 2 and 3 of Chapter 6), we also demonstrate extensions of
the usual Mayer-Vietoris sequences (Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4 in Chapter 6) and prove
a partial Ku¨nneth formula (Lemma 6.8 in Chapter 6).
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4 Higher depth
In Chapter 3 we will recall the complex of liftable forms in depth 1; this follows
the presentation in [11]. The complex of liftable can be defined in arbitrary (fi-
nite) depth by using a desingulrisation of the controlled straitifed space known as
the deshirring or unfolding. The multiperverse forms we construct are based on
this complex. It thus seems plausible that the definition of multiperverse cohomo-
logy can be achieved in higher depth. However, it seems likely that the lattices
of multiperversities and the definition of multiperverse cohomology will be more
complex for higher depth, especially from a purely combinatorial perspective. It
is also expected that the multicontrol data will be more complex. In the depth 1
case we use certain properties which follow from the assumption that the depth
is 1 to simplify the definitions that we use (see Remark 5.29 to Definition 5.28 in
Chapter 5).
Chapter 2
Controlled stratified spaces
In this chapter we will recall the background on controlled stratified spaces. In
Section 1 we will recall the definition of a controlled stratified space and of associ-
ated constructions, while in Section 2 we will recall the deshirring of a controlled
stratified space.
1 Stratified spaces and control data
In Subsection 1.1 we will recall the general definition of a controlled stratified
space and the depth 1 case that we consider, while in Subsection 1.2 we will recall
the constructions of the controlled cone and cylinder, recalling also some results
on the local structure of a controlled stratified space.
1.1 General definition
In this document we will be concerned with depth 1 controlled stratified spaces. To
recall the definition of a depth 1 controlled stratified space, in this subsection we
will first recall the general definition of a controlled stratified space, then recalling
the definition of the special case that we consider. This material is standard and
we generally follow the notation of [11].
Definition 2.1 ([11], A.I.1; [26], Definition 1.1). A topological space X is a
controlled stratified space if it satisfies the following eight numbered conditions:
1. X is locally compact, Hausdorff and admits a countable basis for its topology.
Recall that, in the presence of the Hausdorff separability condition, local
compactness is equivalent to the statement that every point in X has a
closed compact neighbourhood.
13
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2. There exists a locally finite partition of X into locally closed subsets, called
strata, each of which has the structure of a smooth manifold. Recall that a
subset A Ď X is said to be locally closed if it is closed in an open subspace
of X. The set of strata is written as SpXq.
If we let Xi denote the union of those elements of SpXq whose dimensions, as
smooth manifolds, are less than or equal to i, then there exists a filtration
H “ X´1 Ď X0 Ď X1 Ď . . . . (2.1)
We place the following condition on the filtration in Equation 2.1:
3. There exists an integer n P Zě1 such that the following conditions (a) to (c)
are satisfied:
(a) Xn “ X.
(b) XzXn´1 is a dense open subset of X.
Concerning the above condition 3, we will use the following notation, writing
regpXq :“ pXzXn´1q (2.2)
to denote the dense open subset of X, as specified above, calling this the regular
subset of X; we also define a subset of singular strata as
SSpXq :“
!
A P SpXq : dimpAq ď n´1
)
Ă SpXq. (2.3)
The next conditions specify how the strata, that is elements of the set SpXq, fit
together in X:
4. There exists a set DpXq of control data, indexed by the set of strata SpXq,
of the form
DpXq “
!
pTA, piA : TA Ñ A, ρA : TA Ñ Rě0q
)
APSpXq
such that, for each stratum A P SpXq, the following conditions (a) to (c) are
satisfied:
(a) TA Ď X is an open subset of X containing A. This subset is called the
tubular neighbourhood of A.
(b) piA is a continuous retraction of TA onto A. This map is called the
retraction to the stratum for A.
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(c) ρA is a continuous function which satisfies A “ ρ´1A r0s. This function is
called the singularity defining function for A. The function ρA is similar
in purpose to the boundary defining function and gives, in essence, a
measure of “distance” from the stratum.
5. If two strata A,B P SpXq satisfy A X clXpBq ‰ H, then A Ă clXpBq. This
condition is called the frontier condition.
6. For all pairs of strata A,B P SpXq the following properties (a) and (b) are
verified:
(a) AX clXpBq ‰ H if and only if TA XB ‰ H.
(b) TA X TB ‰ H if and only if one of the following conditions i. to iii. is
satisfied:
i. A Ă clXpBq.
ii. B Ă clXpAq.
iii. A “ B.
7. If a pair of strata A,B P SpXq satisfies TA XB ‰ H, so that TA X TB ‰ H,
then the continuous map
ppiA, ρAq : TA XB ÝÑ Aˆ Rą0
is a smooth submersion. Note that both TA X B and A ˆ Rą0 are smooth
manifolds, and that the above map is induced from the universal property
of a product, mapping an element b P TA XB to ppiApbq, ρApbqq P Aˆ Rą0.
8. For all strata A,B,C P SpXq and elements
x P TA X TB X C and piBpxq P TA XB,
the following relations (a) and (b) are verified:
(a) piApiBpxq “ piApxq.
(b) ρApiB “ ρApxq.
The data of a controlled stratified space is a tuple pX, SpXq,DpXqq.
Definition 2.2 ([11], A.I.2; [26], Definition 1.7). Let X and Y be a pair of con-
trolled stratified spaces. An isomorphism of controlled stratified spaces is a homeo-
morphism f : X Ñ Y which satisfies the following four numbered conditions:
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1. The morphism, f maps each stratum of X onto a stratum of Y , that is, for
each stratum A P SpXq, the image under f of A satisfies f rAs P SSpY q.
2. The restriction f |A, for each stratum A P SpXq, is a smooth map between
the smooth manifolds A and f rAs.
3. For each stratum A P SpXq there exists an open subset W Ď TA such that,
for all x P W , the following two conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied:
(a) pif rAsfpxq “ fpiApxq.
(b) ρApxq “ ρf rAsfpxq.
Definition 2.3. Let X be a controlled stratified space. For a pair of strata
A,B P SpXq we write A ă B if both A Ă clXpBq and A ‰ B are verified; in this
case it is said that A is incident to B.
Let A P SpXq be a stratum in a controlled stratified space X. The depth of A
in X is the largest integer j P Zě0 for which there exists a chain
A0 ă A1 ă A2 ă . . . ă Aj “ A , (2.4)
with all Ai P SpXq. We write depthXpAq to denote the the depth of A in X,
dropping the subscript X to write depthpAq when no confusion can arise. We
remark that if A ă B is satisfied, then depthXpAq ă depthXpBq. Using the
notion of depth for a stratum, one can then define the global depth of a controlled
stratified space X to be
depthpXq :“ sup
!
depthXpAq : A P SpXq
)
P Zě0 . (2.5)
1.2 Controlled cylinder and cone
In this subsection we will recall the construction of the controlled cylinder and the
controlled cone.
Definition 2.4 (Controlled cylinder; [26], Example 1.5). Let X be a controlled
stratified space. The product X ˆ R, called the cylinder on X, can be given the
structure of a controlled stratified space. The strata of X ˆ R are
SpX ˆ Rq :“
!
pAˆ Rq : A P SpXq
)
,
and the set of control data DpX ˆ Rq is produced from DpXq as follows. For a
stratum A ˆ R P SpX ˆ Rq the tubular neighbourhood is TAˆR :“ TA ˆ R, with
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the retraction
piAˆI : TA ˆ R ÝÑ Aˆ R
px, tq ÞÝÑ ppiApxq, tq.
The singularity defining function is ρAˆRpx, tq “ ρpxq. The validity of the condi-
tions of Definition 2.1 for X ˆ R is verified directly from their validity in X.
The cylinder on a controlled stratified space X has the same depth as X. In
fact, for each stratum A P SpXq, the following expression is verified:
depthXpAq “ depthXˆR pAˆ Rq . (2.6)
Definition 2.5 (Controlled cone; [26], Example 1.6). Let X be a controlled strat-
ified space. We define the following topological space:
cX :“ X ˆ Rě0„cone , with px, tq „cone px
1, t1q if and only if t “ t1 “ 0.
The above-defined space cX is called the cone on X, constructed by identifying
all the points with t coordinate equal to 0. Writing rx, ts for rx, ts„cone , we set
pt :“ rx, 0s P cX to be the unique cone point. The cone cX can be stratified by
letting the strata be
SpcXq :“
!
pt
)
Y
!
Aˆ Rą0 : A P SpXq
)
.
The control data piAˆRą0 and ρAˆRą0 , for a stratum A ‰ pt, are defined as in the
above Definition 2.4. For the singular stratum pt we define pipt : cS Ñ pt to be
the map which maps rs, ts to rs, 0s, while the singularity defining function ρpt is
defined to be the function which maps rs, ts to t.
We observe that for cone cX, as defined in the above Definition 2.5, and for
each stratum A P SpXq, the expression pt ă pAˆRą0q holds. In fact the relation
ă on pt is defined by these expressions, from which we deduce, for each stratum
A P SpXq, the validity of the expression
depthcpXqpAˆ Rą0q “ depthXpAq ` 1,
this further yielding the global expression
depthpcXq “ depthpXq ` 1.
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Thus the cone has strictly greater depth and is consequently always a space with
at least one singular stratum, in other words SSpcXq ‰ H.
Lemma 2.6 ([11], A.I.6; [31], p.16). Let X be a controlled stratified space. For
each stratum A P SpXq there exists a set!
Ui Ď A, φi : pi´1A rUis Ñ pUi ˆ cLAq
)
iPI
satisfying the following conditions:
1. LA is a controlled stratified space.
2. tUiuiPI is an open covering of A.
3. For each i P I, the map φi is an isomorphism of controlled stratified spaces.
4. piA : TA Ñ A is a fibre bundle with fibre cLA.
5. The transitions functions for the above covering and piA take their values in
the group of stratified automorphisms of TA.
The concept of an isomorphism of controlled stratified spaces was defined in Defini-
tion 2.2; a stratified automorphism is simply an automorphism which is a stratified
isomorphism.
1.3 Depth 1 case
As mentioned before, in this document we will be principally concerned with
controlled stratified spaces of depth 1; to simplify the notation involved we will
include certain technical assumptions in the definition that we use. Thus, we
reformulate the contents of the above Definition 2.1 in the depth 1 case, including
therein the additional assumptions that we make.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a topological space. We will say that X is a depth 1 con-
trolled stratified space if satisfies the conditions of Definition 2.1, with depthpXq “
1, and further satisfies the following numbered conditions:
1. The only stratum of depth 1 is the set regpXq “ XnzXn´1. Thus, for all
A P SSpXq, we have A ă regpXq, this defining fully the relation ă on SpXq.
Note that SSpXq is non-empty and so regpXq cannot have dimension 0 or
be empty.
2. There is a fixed local structure, as defined Lemma 2.6. There is also a fixed
set of identifications between TA and the cylinder on piA, see Lemma 2.11
below.
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3. There is a fixed β P p0, 1q. For each stratum A P SpXq we fix SA “ ρ´1A rβs
to be a fixed link bundle of A, with the restriction piA|SA : SA Ñ A written
just piA when no confusion can arise.
Remarks 2.8. We make the following remarks concerning the implications of the
above Definition 2.7:
1. From the assumption that regpXq is the sole stratum of depth 1, we conclude
that SSpXq “ SpXqzregpXq.
2. For a pair of singular strata A,B P SSpXq it is impossible that A ă B or
B ă A, from where we have TA X TB “ H, unless A “ B.
3. The control data for regpXq is defined as follows. The tubular neighbourhood
TregpXq “ regpXq, the retraction piregpXq is the identity and ρregpXq is the zero
map.
4. The numbered condition 7 in Definition 2.1 reduces to the requirement that,
for all A P SSpXq, the map
ppiA, ρAq : TA X regpXq ÝÑ Aˆ Rą0
be a smooth submersion.
5. The numbered condition 8 in Definition 2.1 is not applicable when X satisfies
depthpXq “ 1.
Hereinafter the words depth 1 controlled stratified space will always refer to a
space satisfying the conditions of the above Definition 2.7.
Example 2.9. Let S be a smooth manifold. The cone cS is a depth 1 controlled
stratified space in accord with Definition 2.7. The sole singular stratum is pt,
while the regular stratum regpcSq “ cSzpt is diffeomorphic to S ˆ Rą0 or, by
reparametrisation of Rě0 to r0, 1q, to S ˆ p0, 1q.
Definition 2.10 (Mapping cylinder). Let S be a smooth manifold which is the
total space of a fibration:
F // S
pi

A
Assume that both A and F are smooth manifolds, and that pi is a smooth sub-
mersion. Consider the following quotient space:
cylpi :“ S ˆ Rě0„pi , with ps, tq „pi ps
1, t1q if and only if t “ t1 “ 0 and pipsq “ pips1q.
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This space has a singular stratum A at the coordinate t “ 0. The strata of cyl pi
are
Spcylpiq :“
!
A, pcylpizAq
)
, with reg pcylpiq “ pcylpizAq ,
and we define pireg pcylpiq to be the identity, while we define piA : cyl pi Ñ A to be
the map which sends rs, ts to rpipsq, 0s, where we write rs, ts for the equivalence
class rs, ts„pi . The map ρreg pcylpiq is defined to be identically 0, while ρA is defined
to be the map rs, ts ÞÑ t.
Lemma 2.11 ([11], A.I.6.3). Let X be a depth 1 controlled stratified space. For
each stratum A P SpXq there exists an isomorphism of stratified spaces
CA : cylppiAq ÝÑ TA,
where the cylinder is on piA|SA : SA Ñ A.
We note the definition of CA, which can be extracted from the proof of A.I.6.3 in
[11], and the properties that this entails; for this we fix an element rs, ts P cylppiAq,
with s P pi´1A rUis. If φUipsq “ pu, rl, βsq P Ui ˆ cLA, where φUi is a stratified
isomorphism as in Lemma 2.6, then we define
CA
´
rs, ts
¯
:“ φ´1Ui
´
u, rl, ts
¯
.
Note also that every stratified isomorphism f : X Ñ Y satisfies the following
property in Tf rAs:
fCAprs, ts„piAq “ Cf rAsprfpsq, ts„pifrAsq .
2 Deshirring
Deshirring, also known as unfolding, is a general process to resolve the singular-
ities of a controlled stratified space. Elementary deshirring is a process which
removes the singular strata of lowest depth, resulting in a deshirred space; the full
deshirring of a controlled stratified space can be achieved by iteratively applying
the elementary deshirring, reducing the depth of the controlled stratified space at
each iteration, so that after a finite number of iterations one obtains a smooth
manifold. The presentation in this section follows A.II (“De´plissage d’un Espace
Stratifie´’) of [11], adapted to the depth 1 case of Definition 2.7.
Definition 2.12 (Deshirring; [11], A.II.1). Let X be a depth 1 controlled stratified
space and recall that SSpXq Ď SpXq denotes the set of singular strata, that is the
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strata of depth 0. Consider the space constructed as
D :“
ˆ`
X z
ğ
APSSpXq
A
˘ˆ t´1, 1u˙ \ ˆ ğ
APSSpXq
pSA ˆ p´1, 1q q
˙
,
defining an equivalence relation „D on this space by
pCAps, |t|q, jq „D ps, tq
where |t| “ jt, for all t, A P SSpXq and s P SA. The space D modulo „D, equipped
with the quotient topology, is then called the deshirring of X and is written DpXq.
Proposition 2.13 ([11], A.II.3). DpXq is a smooth manifold.
Proposition 2.14 ([11], A.II.1). There exists a continuous surjective map
θX : DpXq ÝÑ X .
Furthermore, if f : X Ñ X 1 is an isomorphism of stratified spaces of depth 1,
then there exists a diffeomorphism Df : DpXq Ñ DpX 1q, fitting into the following
commutative diagram.
X
f // X 1
DpXq
θX
OO
Df // DpX 1q
θX1
OO
From the proof of the above Proposition 2.13 in [11], it is possible to remark that,
for each A P SSpXq, we have pCAps, 0q,U q D ps, 0q and pCAps, 0q,L q D ps, 0q,
for CAps, 0q R D. From the proof of Proposition 2.14 in [11], it is possible to
obtain the explicit construction of θX . For this let A P SSpXq and recall that
CA : SA ˆ r0, 1q{„ Ñ TA is the mapping cylinder for piA|SA : SA Ñ A. The
restriction of CA to the interior of the subset r0, 1q, written
CA|SAˆp0,1q : SA ˆ p0, 1q ÝÑ regpTAq,
is defined without passing to equivalence classes in SAˆr0, 1q{„; we also note that
this restriction is a diffeomorphism. We define θX as follows:
θXprys„Dq :“
$’’’&’’’%
CAps, |t|q if y „D ps, tq P SA ˆ p´1, 1q, A P S0pXq
x if y „D px, 1q
x if y „D px,´1q.
(2.7)
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Let us show that this is both correctly defined and well-defined. Firstly, note that
the three possibilities in the above Equation 2.7 are (i) mutually exclusive and
(ii) cover all the requisite possibilities; this follows directly from the definition
of „D. Secondly, note that the only well-definition issue that can arise is that,
if ps, tq „D ps1, t1q, then we must verify that CAps, tq “ CAps1, t1q in X, but this
follows directly from the definition of CA.
Example 2.15. Let X be a depth 1 controlled stratified space with a sole singular
stratum A P SSpXq and with regpXq “ regpTAq. At first consider the simplifying
assumption regpTAq “ SA ˆ Rą0, so that CA is the identity on regpTAq. Then
following the above Definition 2.12, we obtain:
D “
ˆ`
X zA ˘ˆ t´1, 1u˙ \ ˆSA ˆ p´1, 1q˙
“
ˆ
regX ˆ t´1, 1u
˙
\
ˆ
SA ˆ p´1, 1q
˙
“
ˆ
SA ˆ Rą0 ˆ t´1, 1u
˙
\
ˆ
SA ˆ p´1, 1q
˙
.
From this we conclude that DpXq “ pD{ „Dq is the smooth manifold SA ˆ R.
Dropping the simplifying assumption regpTAq “ SA ˆ Rą0, we obtain that DpXq
is glued from two copies of C´1A rSA,Rą1s, one DpXqU and other DpXqL , and a
single copy of SA ˆ p´1, 1q.
Let A P SpXq be a stratum and let U Ď A be an open subset. We introduce
the following notation:
pi´1A rU s X SA :“
´
pi´1A rU s X ρ´1A rβs
¯
Ď TA ,
where β P p0, 1q is a fixed constant and we have previously defined SA :“ ρ´1A rβs.
Definition 2.16 (Distinguished subset). Let A P SpXq be a stratum and let
U Ď A be open subset, fixing an  P p0, 1q. A subset of the form
WU, :“
´
pi´1A
“
U
‰ X ρ´1A “r0, q‰ ¯ Ď TA
is a distinguished subset of X, which we write as W when U and  are not em-
phasised.
Chapter 3
Liftable forms
In this chapter we will recall the definition and properties of liftable forms, the
retraction to the boundary for liftable forms and liftable versions of the Poincare´
homotopy operators. In Section 1 we will recall the definition of the complex of
liftable forms and recall some of its properties; all of this material is background.
In Section 2 we will recall the classical Poincare´ homotopy operator for de Rham
cohomology, applying this to obtain Poincare´ homotopy operators for liftable forms
on the cone and the cylinder; most of this material is again background.
1 Complex of liftable forms
In this section we will recall the definition and properties of the complex of liftable
forms. This is a complex associated to a controlled stratified space, and is a
subcomplex of the complex of forms on the regular part of the controlled stratified
space. The material in Subsection 1.1 follows [11] (B.IV), but we restrict ourselves
to depth 1 controlled stratified spaces only; the material in Subsection 1.2 follows
some of the methods of [10].
1.1 Definition of liftable forms
In this subsection we will define the complex of liftable forms. For an open subset
V Ď X, we will henceforth let the regular part of V be the intersection V XregpXq,
written regpV q. The subset regpV q Ď V , if non-empty, is a smooth manifold of
the same dimension as regpXq.
Definition 3.1 ([11], IV.1). Let V Ď X be an open subset such that regpV q is
non-empty. A smooth form ω P ΩkpregpV qq on the regular part of V is said to be
liftable, if there exists a smooth form rω P Ωkpθ´1X rV sq, called the lift of ω, satisfying
pθX |θ´1X rregpV qsq˚pωq “ prωq|θ´1X rregpV qs . (3.1)
23
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The set of liftable forms on V is written Ωkl pV q. To simplify notation, we will
henceforth write θX˚ to denote pθX |θ´1X rregpV qsq˚, where appropriate.
Remark 3.2. It is salient to note that a liftable form is defined only on the regular
part regpV q of V ; a liftable form does not extend to the singular part of V .
Notwithstanding, if a form ω is liftable, then its lift rω is uniquely determined by
denseness. Note also, if V is disjoint from all the singular strata of X, then the
condition of being liftable is vacuous, with Ω‚l pV q “ Ω‚pV q.
From the observation that the restriction of θX˚ to Ω
‚pregpV qq is a morphism
of complexes, further commuting with ^, we obtain the following result.
Proposition 3.3 ([11], IV.1). Let ω, ω1 P Ωkl pV q, and γ P Ωk1l pV q, be three liftable
forms on an open subset V Ď X of a controlled stratified space X. The following
three statements are verified:
1. dω P Ωk`1l pV q with dp rwq “ Ădω.
2. ω ^ γ P Ωk`k1l pV q with Čω ^ γ “ rω ^ rγ.
3. ω ` ω1 P Ωkl pV q with Čω ` ω1 “ rω ` rω1.
Proof. The proof of this result uses the commutativity of θX˚ with the operations
d,^ and ` on the complex Ω‚pregpV qq. For part 1, note that ω P ΩkpregpV qq, so
that Equation 3.1 in Definition 3.1 yields
θ˚Xpdωq “ dθ˚Xpωq “ pdrωq|θ´1X rregpV qs . (3.2)
We deduce part 1 from the above Equation 3.2 by the uniqueness of lifts. A similar
argument, using alternately the equality
θ˚Xpω ^ γq “ θ˚Xpωq ^ θ˚Xpγq “ prω ^ rγq|θ´1X rregpV qs ,
proves part 2. Analogously, from the equality
θ˚Xpω ` ω1q “ θ˚Xpωq ` θ˚Xpω1q “ prω ` rω1q|θ´1X rregpV qs ,
we obtain part 3.
As a direct consequence of the above Proposition 3.3, the object Ω‚l pV q is a
differential graded algebra in the operations induced from the differential graded
algebra Ω‚pregpV qq of smooth forms on V .
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1.2 Pullback of liftable forms on distinguished open
subsets
Throughout this subsection let W :“ WU, Ď X be a distinguished open subset of
a fixed singular stratum A P SSpXq of a depth 1 controlled stratified space X; we
remark that
θ´1X rWU,s “
`
pi´1A rU s X SA
˘ˆ p´, q . (3.3)
Further, as a consequence of the above Equation 3.3, we can obtain the following
result; in this result pSA is the projection
pSA :
`
pi´1A rU s X SA
˘ˆ p´, q ÝÑ `pi´1A rU s X SA˘ .
Proposition 3.4. The lift rω P Ωkpθ´1X rWU,sq of a liftable form ω P Ωkl pWU,q is a
finite linear combination of forms
fps, tq ^ p˚SApηq ^ dt and fps, tq ^ p˚SApηq ,
where the following three numbered conditions are satisfied:
1. f :
`
pi´1A rU s X SA
˘ ˆ p´, q Ñ R is a smooth function and satisfies the
following three conditions (a) to (c):
(a) In the first case, where fps, tq ^ pS˚Apηq ^ dt is considered, the identity
fps, tq “ ´fps,´tq.
(b) In the second case, where fps, tq ^ pS˚Apηq is considered, the identity
fps, tq “ fps,´tq.
(c) In all cases, the restriction fps, 0q|pi´1A rUsXSA is a smooth function on
pi´1A rU s X SA.
2. η P Ω‚pSAX pi´1A rU sq is a smooth form and satisfies the following two condi-
tions (a) and (b):
(a) In the first case, where fps, tq ^ pS˚Apηq ^ dt is considered, the identity
η P Ωk´1pSA X pi´1A rU sq.
(b) In the second case, where fps, tq ^ pS˚Apηq is considered, the identity
η P ΩkpSA X pi´1A rU sq.
3. dt P Ω1pp´, qq is the 1-form corresponding to a standard coordinate t on
p´, q.
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Proof. It is standard that a form on ppi´1A rU s X SAq ˆ p´, q is a combination of
forms of the two types above, what is to be shown is that their constituent parts
satisfy the numbered conditions. These conditions follow directly, in particular
1(a) follows by applying θX˚ of dt on ppi´1A rU s XSAq ˆ p´, 0q and ppi´1A rU s XSAq ˆ
p0, q; this itself uses the identity θXps, |t|q “ θXps, tq.
For the fixed distinguished open subsetW :“ WU, of a singular stratum A P SSpXq
of a depth 1 controlled stratified space X, the smooth map
r :
`
SA X pi´1A rU s
˘ ÝÑ `SA X pi´1A rU s˘ˆ p´, q,
defined by the correspondence s ÞÑ ps, 0q, permits us to introduce the pullback to
the boundary at U for liftable forms on W . This pullback to the boundary is
defined by the composition of the correspondence
ω ÞÝÑ rω ÞÝÑ r˚prωq , (3.4)
leading to an arrow
RU, : Ω
k
l pWU,q ÝÑ ΩkpSA X pi´1A rU sq . (3.5)
The map above is called the pullback to the boundary or the retraction to the
boundary1. One can then make the following observations concerning the above-
defined map RU,.
Lemma 3.5. The map RU, is well-defined, linear and commutes with d. Hence
the map RU, extends to a morphism of complexes
RU, : Ω
‚
l pWU,q ÝÑ Ω‚pSA X pi´1A rU sq,
from the complex of liftable forms on the distinguished open subset WU, to the
complex of smooth forms on the corresponding link bundle SA X pi´1A rU s.
Proof. Note that the map RU,, as defined by the correspondence of Equation 3.4,
is well defined by the uniqueness of lifts. Using the above Proposition 3.4, we then
compute RU, on the two types of forms therein:
1Note that this nomenclature refers to the lift of the form. In [10] a similar operation (pp.299-
300) is called reflection in the singular stratum, in this sense each liftable form leaves a “trace”,
its reflection, in the fixed link bundle SA.
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1. In the first case, where rω “ f ^ pS˚Apηq ^ dt is considered, we have
r˚pf ^ p˚SApηq ^ dtq “ r˚pf ^ p˚SApηqq ^ r˚pdtq
“ r˚pf ^ p˚SApηqq ^ 0
“ 0.
2. In the second case, where rω “ f ^ pS˚Apηq is considered, we have
r˚pf ^ p˚SApηqq “ r˚pfq ^ r˚pp˚SApηqq
“ fr ^ ppSArq˚pηq
“ fr ^ η
“ fps, 0q ^ η.
It follows directly that RU, is linear and commutes with d.
Remark 3.6. From the proof of the above Lemma 3.5, we note the definition of
RU, on the lifts of the two types of forms in Proposition 3.4:
fps, tq ^ p˚SApηq ÞÝÑ fps, 0q ^ η.
fps, tq ^ p˚SApηq ^ dt ÞÝÑ 0.
This description will be used later.
2 Poincare´ lemmas
In this section we will recall the usual Poincare´ homotopy operator for de Rham
cohomology, then consider the extension of this homotopy operator to liftable
forms on the controlled stratified cone and on the controlled stratified cylinder.
The material in Subsections 2.2 and 2.3 follows some of the methods of [10]; the
material in Subsection 2.1 is standard. Similar results to the ones in Subsections
2.2 and 2.3, for general depth, and concerning intersection cohomology, using also
liftable forms, can be found in [11] (C.IV.2).
2.1 Poincare´ operator for smooth forms
In this subsection we will recall the usual Poincare´ homotopy operator for forms
on a smooth manifold. The standard reference for the contents of this subsection
is [9] (Section I.4), but some aspects of the presentation below follow an alternate
presentation, as in [10], for example.
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Let M be a smooth manifold and let M ˆ R be the cylinder on M . Further,
let Q be the pullback to 0, that is the map which is the pullback along s ÞÑps, 0q:
Q : ΩkpM ˆ Rq ÝÑ ΩkpMq.
Consider also the pullback along natural projection pM : M ˆ RÑM :
p˚M : Ω
kpMq ÝÑ ΩkpM ˆ Rq.
With this notation in place, we can recall the utility of the usual Poincare´ homo-
topy operator for de Rham cohomology ([9], Proposition 4.1), which is defined by
making use of the retraction
A : pM ˆ Rq ˆ r0, 1s ÝÑ M ˆ R
pm, t, uq ÞÝÑ pm, tuq,
where we note that Apm, t, 0q “ pm, 0q and Apm, t, 1q “ pm, tq. We fix the names
of the usual coordinates on R and r0, 1s to be t and u respectively.
Definition 3.7 (Poincare´ homotopy of forms). For each k P Zě1 and ω P ΩkpM ˆ
Rq we define the Poincare´ homotopy of ω to be
Kkpωq :“ p´1qk´1 ¨
ż u“1
u“0
pA˚ωqrBus du . (3.6)
In the above Equation 3.6 the notation pA˚ωqrBus denotes the contraction of A˚ω
with the vector field Bu P T pp0, 1qq, the latter corresponding to the 1-form du P
Ω1pp0, 1qq.
The above-defined Poincare´ homotopy of Equation 3.6 extends to a linear map
Kk : ΩkpM ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1pM ˆ Rq ;
this follows by the combined linearity of A˚ and the integral. The map Kk,
where we omit the subscript to write K when no confusion can arise, is called the
Poincare´ homotopy operator.
Remark 3.8. Consider the explicit local description of Kk, where we let pm, tq P
M ˆ R and ω P ΩkpM ˆ Rq. Locally at pm, tq the above Kkpωq corresponds to a
map
Kkpωqpm,tq :
ź
k´1
Tpm,tqpM ˆ Rq ÝÑ R ,
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so that, for Z1, . . . , Zk´1 P Tpm,tqpM ˆ Rq, the object Kkpωqpm,tq is given by
pZ1, . . . , Zk´1q ÞÑ p´1qk´1
ż u“1
u“0
pA˚ωqpm,t,uqpZ1, . . . , Zk´1, Buq du .
Remark 3.9. Consider a concise way of using Kk. Firstly, recall that forms in
ΩkpM ˆ Rq are a finite linear combination of
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq and fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq ^ dw ,
where f : M ˆ R Ñ R is smooth, η P Ω‚pMq and dw P Ω1pRq is the 1-form
corresponding to a coordinate w on R. The pullback along A of fpm,wq ^ pM˚pηq
is
A˚
`
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpηq ,
so that A˚ωrBus “ 0, and thus
Kk
`
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “ 0 .
Similarly, the pullback along A of fpm,wq ^ pM˚pηq ^ dw is
A˚
`
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq ^ dw
˘ “ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpηq ^ pt^ du` u^ dtq ,
so that A˚ωrBus “ t ¨ fpm, tuq ^ pM˚pηq, and thus
Kk
`
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpηq ^ dw
˘ “ p˚M ^ ż w“t
w“0
fpm,wq dw .
Lemma 3.10. For each k P Zě0 and ω P ΩkpM ˆ Rq the following identity is
verified
Kk`1pdωq ´ dKkpωq “ p´1qk ¨ pω ´ p˚MQωq . (3.7)
Proof. As it is sufficient to verify this on the basis of ΩkpM ˆ Rq, we consider
the two cases. Further, as it suffices to verify this in local coordinates, we fix
coordinates m1, . . . ,mn on a patch of M , letting w be the coordinate on R.
1. In the case that ω “ fpm,wq ^ pM˚pηq we compute:
(a) The exterior derivative of ω is
dω “ dpf ^ p˚Mpηqq
“ df ^ p˚Mpηq ` f ^ p˚Mpdηq .
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In the above, df is the 1-form dMpfq ` f 1pm,wq ^ dw, with f 1pm,wq
denoting BfBt pm,wq.
(b) The pullback of dω by A is
A˚pdωq “ dpfAq ^ p˚Mpηq ` fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq
“ dMpfq ^ p˚Mpηq
` f 1pm, tuq ^ pu^ dt` t^ duq ^ p˚Mpηq
` fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq .
When we contract with Bu we obtain
A˚pdωqrBus “ t ¨ f 1pm, tuq ^ p˚Mpηq.
Hereinafter, to simplify the expressions used in this proof, by a slight ab-
use of notation, we write pM˚pηq for ppMAq˚pηq, and dMpfq for A˚dMpfq.
(c) Noting that Kpωq “ 0, so that dpKωq “ dp0q “ 0, it suffices to show
that
Kpdωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨ `ω ´ fpm, 0q ^ p˚Mpηq˘,
to verify the validity of Equation 3.7 in this case. We obtain this by
direct computation as
Kpdωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨
ż u“1
u“0
´
t ¨ f 1pm, tuq ^ p˚Mpηq
¯
du
“ p´1qk´1 ¨ p˚Mpηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
f 1pm,wq dw
“ p´1qk´1 ¨ p˚Mpηq ^
`
fpm, tq ´ fpm, 0q˘
“ p´1qk´1 ¨ `ω ´ fpm, 0q ^ p˚Mpηq˘.
In the above, by slight abuse of notation, we have used the change of
coordinates w “ tu.
2. In the case that ω “ fpm,wq ^ pM˚pηq ^ dw we compute:
(a) The exterior derivative of ω is
dω “ dpp˚Mpηq ^ pf ^ dwqq
“ f ^ p˚Mpdηq ^ dw ` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ df ^ dw
“ f ^ p˚Mpdηq ^ dw ` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq ^ dw. (3.8)
The contents of the final line, labelled as Equation 3.8 above, is justified
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by noting that df is the 1-form
dMpfq ` f 1pm,wq ^ dw.
(b) The pullback of dω by A is
A˚pdωq “ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq ^ dptuq ` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq ^ dptuq
“ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq ^ pt^ du` u^ dtq
` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq ^ pt^ du` u^ dtq.
When we contract with Bu we obtain
A˚pdωqrBus “ p´1qk ¨ t ¨ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq ´ t ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq.
(c) Firstly, we compute the homotopy operator applied to dω:
Kpdωq “ p´1qk ¨
ż u“1
u“0
p´1qk ¨ t ¨ fpm, tuq ^ p˚Mpdηq du
´ p´1qk ¨
ż u“1
u“0
t ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq du
“
ż w“t
w“0
fpm,wq ^ p˚Mpdηq dw
` p´1qk`1 ¨
ż w“t
w“0
p˚Mpηq ^ dMpfq dw
“ p˚Mpdηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fpm,wq dw
` p´1qk`1 ¨ p˚Mpηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
dMpfq dw . (3.9)
In the above, by slight abuse of notation, we have used the change of
coordinates w “ tu.
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(d) Secondly we compute d applied to Kpωq as
dKpωq “ d
´ ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq ^ p˚Mpηq dw
¯
“ d
´
p˚Mpηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw
¯
“ p˚Mpdηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fpm,wq dw
` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^ d
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq ^ dw
“ p˚Mpdηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fpm,wq dw
` p´1qpk´1q ¨ fpm, tq ^ p˚Mpηq ^ dt
` p´1qpk´1q ¨ p˚Mpηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
dMpfq dw. (3.10)
The contents of the final line, labelled as Equation 3.10 above, is jus-
tified by applying the Leibniz integral rule, noting that the limits of
integration are independent of the coordinates m.
(e) Computing the expression for Kpdωq ´ dKpωq, using the above Equa-
tions 3.9 and 3.10, we obtain p´1qk´1 ¨ fpm, tq ^ pM˚pηq ^ dt, which is
as required to show the validity of Equation 3.7.
As mentioned earlier, the two cases form a basis of ΩkpM ˆRq. As all the opera-
tions involved in the expressions are linear, proving this locally for the two cases
proves the result and verifies the validity of Equation 3.7 globally.
The above Lemma 3.10, and in particular the contents of Equation 3.7, proves the
Poincare´ lemma for de Rham cohomology, where the isomorphism below sends a
cohomology class rωs P HkpM ˆ Rq to rQωs P HkpMq.
Corollary 3.11 (Poincare´ lemma). For each k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
between HkpM ˆ Rq and HkpMq.
2.2 Poincare´ operator for liftable forms on the cone
Using the Poincare´ homotopy operator defined in the preceding Subsection 2.1 we
can obtain Poincare´ lemmas for liftable forms on a controlled stratified cone and
on a controlled stratified cylinder; in this subsection we will deal with the case
of a controlled stratified cone and in the following subsection with the case of a
controlled stratified cylinder.
Throughout this subsection we let S be a smooth manifold, with cS the con-
trolled stratified cone on S with the structure of a depth 1 controlled stratified
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space, as in Definition 2.5. Further, recall that pt P SSpcSq is the cone point and
the sole singular stratum of cS, defined as the equivalence class pt :“  rps, 0qs( Ĺ
cS. Note that, following directly from Definition 2.12, the deshirring of the cone
cS is
DpcSq “ S ˆ R. (3.11)
To work with the deshirring, throughout this subsection we fix pS : S ˆ R Ñ S
to be the projection onto the first factor in DpcSq. Recall that Rpt refers to the
pullback to S defined in Lemma 3.5, here the whole of cS is is the distinguished
open subset so we omit the .
Proposition 3.12. Let ω P Ωkl pcSq be a liftable form. The smooth form
p˚SRptpωq P Ωk pDpcSqq
defines the lift of a form, denoted Rω P Ωkl pcSq, this yielding an endomorphism
R : Ω‚l pcSq ÝÑ Ω‚l pcSq.
Proof. That Rpt is well defined and linear follows by the second and third part
of Proposition 3.3. From Lemma 3.5 it follows that the map Rpt is a map of
complexes, from where
p˚SRptlomon
R
pdωq “ dpp˚SRptlomon
R
pωqq. (3.12)
From the above Equation 3.12, combined with the first part of Proposition 3.3,
we deduce that R commutes with d.
Proposition 3.13. The subcomplex pimRq Ď Ω‚l pcSq is isomorphic to Ω‚pSq.
Proof. We begin by remarking that, for a form ω P pimRq, the correspondence
Rω ÞÝÑ Rptpωq (3.13)
defines a surjective map onto Ω‚pSq. To prove that this correspondence is also
injective, assume that Rω “ Rω1. Then, by the uniqueness of lifts, we have
p˚SRptlomon
R
pωq “ p˚SRptlomon
R
pω1q ,
and since pS˚ is injective, we deduce that the above-defined correspondence of
Equation 3.13 is injective; hence the above-defined correspondence of Equation
3.13 defines the appropriate isomorphism between pimRq and Ω‚pSq.
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In consequence of the definition of the deshirring, we note that particular care is
to be taken in defining the appropriate Poincare´ homotopy operator between R
and the identity; this is a direct consequence of parts 1(a) and 1(b) of Proposition
3.4. In essence, the definition of the Poincare´ homotopy operator for liftable forms
on cS is direct, but care must be taken to verify that it maps liftable forms to
liftable forms.
Definition 3.14. Let k P Zě1 and let ω P Ωkl pcSq be a liftable form with liftrω P ΩkpDpcSqq. We define the Poincare´ homotopy of ω to be
Kkl pωq :“ Kkprωq, (3.14)
this yielding a map
Kkl : Ω
k
l pcSq ÝÑ Ωk´1pDpcSqq .
In the above Equation 3.14, the symbol Kk refers to the standard Poincare´ homo-
topy operator, as in Definition 3.7.
To verify that the morphism Kkl maps liftable forms to liftable forms, we begin
with some preliminaries. Firstly, recall that θcS is the deshirring map, which
restricts to a smooth map
θcS : θ
´1
cS rregpcSqs ÝÑ regpcSq,
where θ´1cS rregpcSqs is the union of what we will call the upper part, diffeomorphic
to S ˆ Rą0, and the lower part, diffeomorphic to S ˆ Ră0. Secondly, recall that
there is a diffeomorphism between regpcSq and SˆRą0, inducing an isomorphism
of their form bundles. A liftable k-form ω P Ωkl pcSq is a k-form
ω P ΩkpregpcSqq – ΩkpS ˆ Rą0q,
with lift rω P ΩkpS ˆ Rq. In what follows the case of ω “ fps, tq ^ pS˚pηq will not
be complicated, what we must consider is the other case; to this end let
ω “ fps, tq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dt. (3.15)
Consider the lift of this ω, when restricted to the upper and lower parts:
rω|SˆRą0 “ θ˚cSpωq|SˆRą0 “ fps, tq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dt. (3.16)rω|SˆRă0 “ θ˚cSpωq|SˆRă0 “ ´fps,´tq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dt. (3.17)
The change of sign is imperative, as noted in Proposition 3.4, and arises from the
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expression θc˚Spdtq “ dptθcSq which introduces a change of sign on the lower half,
in turn arising from the expression θcpXqps, tq “ θcpXqps,´tq, which holds for all
s P S. Finally, we note that furthermore we may write
rω “ fˇps, tq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dt
to denote the lift of ω, where ω is as in Equation 3.15, with fˇ agreeing with fθcS
on the interior (up to the change of sign, as detailed above). Note that we may
write fps, 0q :“ fˇps, 0q “ 0.
Lemma 3.15. Let k P Zě1 and let ω P Ωkl pcSq be a liftable k-form. The smooth
form Kkl pωq P Ωk´1pS ˆ Rq is the lift of a form on cS, leading to a well defined
morphism
Kkl : Ω
k
l pcSq ÝÑ Ωk´1l pcSq. (3.18)
The morphism in the above Equation 3.18 is called the Poincare´ operator for lift-
able forms on cS.
Proof. Following Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.6, there are two cases to consider;
note that we use the contents of Remark 3.9 for Kk. If ω “ fps, tq ^ pS˚pηq, then
Kkl pωq “ 0, from where the result follows for this case. To prove the result it will
suffice to prove the result for the case when
ω “ fps, tq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dt.
For this case we will keep to the notation of the preceding paragraph, which
followed Equation 3.15. First we define a form
γ :“
´
p˚Spηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw
¯
P Ωk´1pregpcSqq,
and we aim to demonstrate that
θ˚cSpγq|θ´1cS rregpcSqs “ Kkprωq. (3.19)
The verification of the above Equation 3.19 would imply that rγ “ Kkprωq, which in
turn would imply that Kkl pωq is the lift of a form, which is then unique. To verify
the validity of Equation 3.19, we will verify its validity separately on SˆRą0 and
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S ˆ Ră0. We begin by computing the pullbacks of γ:
θ˚cSpγq|SˆRą0 “ p˚Spηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw, (3.20)
θ˚cSpγq|SˆRă0 “ p˚Spηq ^
ż w“´t
w“0
fps, wq dw. (3.21)
In the above Equation 3.20 we have t ą 0, and in the above Equation 3.21 we
have t ă 0; the orientations of the regions of integration are the standard ones.
Now we compute the restrictions of Kkprωq to SˆRą0 and SˆRă0, in this noting
that fˇps, tq “ ´fˇps,´tq as a consequence of Equations 3.16 and 3.17. The final
computations are the following:
Kkprωq|SˆRą0 “ pp˚Sηq|SˆRą0 ^ ż w“t
w“0
fˇps, wq dw pt ą 0q
“ p˚Spηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw. (3.22)
Kkprωq|SˆRă0 “ pp˚Sηq|SˆRă0 ^ ż w“t
w“0
fˇps, wq dw pt ă 0q
“ pp˚Sηq|SˆRă0 ^´
ż w“0
w“t
fˇps, wq dw
“ pp˚Sηq|SˆRă0 ^
ż w“´t
w“0
fps, wq dw
“ p˚Spηq ^
ż w“´t
w“0
fps, wq dw. (3.23)
Comparing Equation 3.20 and Equation 3.22, and further comparing Equation
3.21 and Equation 3.23, we obtain the validity of Equation 3.19. As noted earlier,
this proves the result.
At this point we also introduce the following result, which will be used when the
above Poincare´ homotopy operator for liftable forms will be extended to a Poincare´
homotopy operator for multiperverse forms.
Proposition 3.16. For all k P Zě1 and ω P Ωkl pcSq we have RpKkl pωqq “ 0.
Proof. Following Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.6, there are two cases to consider;
we also note that we use Remark 3.9 for Kk. If rω “ fps, wq^ pS˚pηq, in which case
A˚prωq “ fps, tuq^pS˚pηq, then we have Kkl pωq “ 0, so that RpKkl pωqq “ 0 holds in
consequence of the linearity of R. Thus it suffices to prove the result in the case
when rω “ fps, wq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dw.
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For this case we compute:
A˚prωq “ fps, tuq ^ p˚Spηq ^ pt^ du` u^ dtq,
A˚prωqrBus “ t ¨ fps, tuq ^ p˚Spηq.
In the above we take the convention that the change of coordinates from pS˚pηq to
ppSAq˚η is understood, where appropriate. Further, applying Kkl , we obtain:
Kkl pωq “
ż u“1
u“0
fps, tuq ^ t ¨ p˚Spηq ^ du “
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq ^ p˚Spηq ^ dw
“ p˚Spηq ^
´ ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw
¯
.
In the above we have used that dw “ t ^ du. We then deduce the validity of
RpKkl pωqq “ 0 from the equalityż w“0
w“0
fps, wq dw “ 0.
Lemma 3.17. For all k P Zě1 and ω P Ωkl pcSq the following identity holds
Kk`1l pdωq ` dKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨ pω ´ Rωq . (3.24)
Thus K‚l defines a chain homotopy between the identity and R endomorphisms of
Ω‚l pcSq.
Proof. It suffices to verify this on the lifts of liftable forms, thus it suffices to verify
that ČKk`1l pdωq ` ČdKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨ ´rω ´ ĂRω¯ .
By applying Proposition 3.3 and the above Lemma 3.15 this reduces to verifying
that
Kk`1pdrωq ` dKkprωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨ prω ´ p˚SQprωqq ,
which follows directly from the validity of a analogous identity in the standard
case, as in Lemma 3.10.
Corollary 3.18. For all k P Zě0 the cohomology computed using the complex of
liftable forms satisfies
HkpΩ‚l pcSqq “ HkpΩ‚pSqq,
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where the cohomology on the left hand side is computed using liftable forms on the
singular space cS and the cohomology on the right hand side is computed using
smooth forms on the (fixed) link bundle S of cS.
Proof. Let rωs P HkpΩ‚l pcSqq be a cohomology class. From Equation 3.24 in
Lemma 3.17 we have
Rω ` p´1qk ¨ dKkpωq “ ω,
so that rωs “ rRωs in HkpΩ‚l pcSq. Note that R and Rpt are morphisms of com-
plexes and that the map
rωs “ rRωs ÞÝÑ rRptωs
is linear, well-defined and injective. To show that the correspondence is surjective,
let rηs P HkpΩ‚pSqq, from where we obtain
rp˚Spηqs “ rRp˚Spηqs ÞÝÑ rRptp˚Spηqs “ rηs.
From this we conclude that HkpΩ‚l pcSqq is isomorphic to HkpΩ‚pSqq.
2.3 Poincare´ operator for liftable forms on the cylinder
Let X ˆ R be the controlled cylinder over a depth 1 controlled stratified space
X. Note that X ˆ R is a depth 1 controlled stratified space, as in Definition
2.4. We will use a similar approach to the preceding Subsection 2.2 to prove the
Poincare´ lemma for the cylinder, as before we first define the appropriate Poincare´
homotopy operator, and then prove that it maps liftable forms to liftable forms.
Definition 3.19. Let ω P Ωkl pX ˆ Rq be a liftable k-form with k P Zě1 and liftrω P ΩkpDpXq ˆ Rq. We define the Poincare´ homotopy of ω to be
Kkl pωq :“ Kkprωq,
yielding a map
Kkl : Ω
k
l pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1pDpXq ˆ Rq .
The next step is to verify that Kkl maps liftable forms on X ˆR to liftable forms
on X ˆ R.
Lemma 3.20. Let ω P Ωkl pX ˆ Rq be a liftable k-form with k P Zě1, then Kkl pωq
is the lift of a form, leading to a well defined map
Kkl : Ω
k
l pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1l pX ˆ Rq .
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Proof. If rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq, where η P Ωkl pDpXqq, then Kkl pωq “ 0, so it will
suffice to prove this for the case when
rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt ,
where η P Ωk´1pDpXqq and fpx, tq is a liftable function in X, that is a liftable
function for each fixed t. Now we apply the Poincare´ homotopy operator to ω,
obtaining
Kk
`
fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt
˘ “ p˚DpXqpηq ^ ż w“t
w“0
fpx,wq dw .
To prove that this is a lift of a form on X ˆ R, it will suffice to show that the
function
px, tq ÞÝÑ
ż w“t
w“0
fpx,wq dw
is liftable, where px, tq P regpXq ˆ R. We claim that its lift on DpXq ˆ R is the
function
py, tq ÞÝÑ
ż w“t
w“0
fpy, wq dw ,
where py, tq P DpXqˆR. This is verified by noting that, for a fixed y P θ´1X rregpXqs,
we have fpθXpyq, tq “ fpy, tq, so thatż w“t
w“0
fpθXpyq, wq dw “
ż w“t
w“0
fpy, wq dw .
For the result below we let pregpXq : regpXqˆRÑ regpXq be the natural projection
and let Q be the pullback along the map defined by x ÞÑ px, 0q, as for the usual
Poincare´ lemma of Subsection 2.1.
Proposition 3.21. The endomorphism p˚regpXqQ maps liftable forms to liftable
forms, yielding a map of complexes
p˚regpXqQ : Ω
‚
l pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ω‚l pX ˆ Rq .
Proof. If the form ω is defined by
ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq ^ dt ,
then p˚regpXqQpωq “ 0; here 0 is a liftable form, as it is constant. On the other
hand, if ω is defined by
ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq ,
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then we compute Qpωq “ fpx, 0q ^ η, so that
p˚regpXqQpωq “ fpx, 0q ^ p˚regpXqpηq ,
which is liftable, for fpx, 0q is a liftable function in x.
Lemma 3.22. For all k P Zě1 and ω P Ωkl pX ˆ Rq the following identity holds
Kk`1l pdωq ` dKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1
`
ω ´ p˚regpXqQω
˘
. (3.25)
Thus K‚l defines a chain homotopy between the identity and p˚regpXqQ endomorph-
isms on Ω‚l pcSq.
Proof. This follows by applying Lemma 3.10 on lifts, analogously to the proof of
Lemma 3.17.
Corollary 3.23. For the cylinder XˆR and for all for all k P Zě0 the cohomology
computed using the complex of liftable forms satisfies
HkpΩ‚l pX ˆ Rqq “ HkpΩ‚l pXqq,
where the cohomology on the left hand side is computed using liftable forms on the
singular space XˆR and the cohomology on the right hand side is computed using
liftable forms on the singular space X.
Proof. This follows from the above Lemma 3.22, in the same was as Corollary 3.23
follows from Lemma 3.17.
Chapter 4
Multicontrolled spaces
In this chapter we will define multicontrol data for depth 1 controlled stratified
space and consider the multicontrolled cylinder and cone.
1 Depth 1 multicontrol data
1.1 Definition of multicontrol data
In subsection we will define multicontrol data for a depth 1 controlled stratified
space, thus obtaining the definition of a multicontrolled controlled stratified space.
Definition 4.1 (Multicontrol data). Let X be a depth 1 controlled stratified
space. A set of multicontrol data for X is a set of objects and arrows
MpXq “
!
pT 1A, pi1A : T 1A Ñ A, ρ1A : T 1A Ñ Rě0, µA : TA Ñ T 1Aq
)
APSSpXq
(4.1)
satisfying the following four numbered conditions:
1. For each singular stratum A P SSpXq the object T 1A is a depth 1 controlled
stratified space and the arrows piA, ρA, and µA are continuous maps.
2. For each singular stratumA P SSpXq the stratified space T 1A satisfies SSpT 1Aq “
tAu, with the tubular neighbourhood of A equal to the whole of T 1A. The
control data in T 1A for the singular stratum A P SSpT 1Aq is given by
pi1A : T
1
A ÝÑ A and ρ1A : T 1A ÝÑ Rě0.
3. For each singular stratum A P SSpXq the map µA : TA Ñ T 1A restricts to
the identity map on A and to a smooth map on regpTAq, and furthermore
satisfies the following properties:
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(a) The restriction of µA onto regpTAq is a fibre bundle with smooth man-
ifold fibre FA, as illustrated on the following diagram.
FA // regpTAq
µA|regpTAq

regpT 1Aq
(b) piA is the composition of pi
1
A and µA, so
piA “ pi1AµA.
(c) µA commutes with ρA and ρ
1
A, so that for all x P regpTAq we have
ρApxq “ ρ1ApµApxqq.
4. For each singular stratum A P SSpXq the (locally trivial) fibre bundle piA :
TA ÝÑ A has the following structure
cLA // TA
µA

piA

cL1A // T 1A
pi1A

A
So that piA “ pi1AµA as above, where both L1A and LA are smooth manifolds.
In the above cLA is the fibre of piA and cL
1
A is the fibre of pi
1
A.
A depth 1 controlled stratified space endowed with a set of multicontrol data is
called a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space, or (for brevity) a multicontrolled
space.
1.2 Definition of multicontrolled isomorphisms
In this subsection we will define multicontrolled isomorphisms. Let f : X Ñ Y be
a controlled isomorphism between two controlled stratified spaces. Henceforth, let
fA denote the restriction of f to TA, noting that the following diagram commutes.
TA
piA //
fA

A
f |A

Tf rAs
pifrAs // f rAs
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From this we note that fA : TA Ñ Tf rAs is itself an isomorphism of stratified
spaces.
Definition 4.2 (Multicontrolled isomorphism). Let X and Y be two depth 1
multicontrolled spaces and f : X Ñ Y a controlled isomorphism between them.
We will say that f is multicontrolled isomorphism, if it satisfies the following
additional conditions:
1. There exists a set of controlled morphisms!
f 1A : T
1
A ÝÑ T 1f rAs
)
APSSpXq
,
indexed by the set SSpXq of singular strata, such that pf 1Aq|A “ f |A.
2. For each singular stratum A P SSpXq, consider the following diagram.
TA
piA

fA //
µA

Tf rAs
pifrAs

µfrAs

T 1A
pi1A

f 1A // T 1f rAs
pi1
frAs

A
f |A // f rAs
We require that the top and bottom square commute (note also that the
outer square commutes, for fA is a controlled isomorphism).
Proposition 4.3. Let f : X Ñ Y and g : Y Ñ Z be two multicontrolled iso-
morphisms. Their composition gf : X Ñ Z, with gf 1A : T 1A ÝÑ T 1gf rAs defined
by
pgfq1A :“ g1f rAsf 1A,
is itself a multicontrolled isomorphism. Furthermore, the composition of multicon-
trolled isomorphisms is associative.
Proof. The given data populate the following commutative diagram.
TA
fA //
µA

Tf rAs
µfrAs

gfrAs // Tgf rAs
µgfrAs

T 1A
pi1A

f 1A // T 1f rAs
pi1
frAs

g1
frAs // T 1gf rAs
pi1
gfrAs

A
f |A // f rAs g|f rAs // gf rAs
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If the shaded arrows are removed from the above diagram, then the diagram so
defined still commutes, thus proving that gf is a multicontrolled isomorphism. The
final part follows directly, for the composition of multicontrolled isomorphisms is
actualised by pasting together commutative diagrams.
2 Local structure
2.1 Multicontrolled cylinder and cone
In the controlled setting the cylinder of a controlled stratified space has the same
depth as the original space, whereas the cone on a controlled space increments
the depth of the original space by 1. We begin with the multicontrolled cylinder,
where this operation is defined upon a given a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
space and yields a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space.
Definition 4.4 (Mutlicontrolled cylinder). Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space. Let the product X ˆ R be given the structure of a controlled
stratified space, as in Definition 2.4. For this controlled stratified structure on
X ˆR we can define a set of multicontrol data MpX ˆRq for X ˆR; for this we
use the multicontrol data MpXq for X:
1. For each singular stratum Aˆ R P SSpX ˆ Rq, we set T 1AˆR “ T 1A ˆ R.
2. The retraction from T 1A ˆ R to the singular stratum A ˆ R P SSpX ˆ Rq,
having the form
pi1AˆR : T
1
A ˆ R ÝÑ Aˆ R,
is defined by the correspondence px, tq ÞÑ ppi1Apxq, tq, that is to say as the
product morphism pi1A ˆ 1R.
3. The continuous map between the two tubular neighbourhoods TA and T
1
A,
having the form
µAˆR : TA ˆ R ÝÑ T 1A ˆ R,
is defined by the correspondence px, tq ÞÑ pµApxq, tq, that is to say as the
product morphism µ1A ˆ 1R.
For each singular stratum A P SSpXq, the above-defined data populates the fol-
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lowing diagram.
cpLA ˆ Rq // TA ˆ R
µAˆR

piAˆR
zz
cpL1A ˆ Rq // T 1A ˆ R
pi1AˆR

Aˆ R
The conditions of Definition 4.1 are then verified directly, noting that µAˆR|regpTAˆRq
is still a fibre bundle with fibre FA.
The construction of the multicontrolled cone does not extend directly from the
controlled setting. To see this, we remark that a sensible definition of a depth 0
multicontrolled space is as a manifold1. If we then take the cone over the smooth
manifold, the resulting controlled space can only be furnished with the trivial
multicontrol data, that is, there is no candidate for T 1A except that of TA itself.
To rectify this we introduce the concept of fibering data.
Definition 4.5 (Fibering data). The data of a smooth manifold S and a smooth
fibration λ : S Ñ S 1 with smooth manifold fibre F is a set of depth 0 fibering
data. For two fibering data, the first λ1 : S1 Ñ S 11, and the second λ2 : S2 Ñ S 12,
a morphism of depth 0 fibering data is an arrow f : S1 Ñ S2 which is the data of
the following commutative diagram.
S1
λ1

ft // S2
λ2

S 11
fb // S 12
Thus, in the above, ft and fb are smooth maps; so is a morphism of fibering data
is simply a morphism of smooth fibre bundles.
Definition 4.6 (Multicontrolled cone). Let λ : S Ñ S 1 be a set of depth 0 fibering
data and let the cone cS be given the structure of a controlled stratified space as
in Definition 2.5. For this controlled stratified structure on cS we can define a set
of multicontrol data MpcSq by using the fibering data λ:
1. For the sole singular stratum pt P SSpcSq we set T 1pt “ cS 1.
2. The retraction from cS 1 to the singular stratum pt P SSpcS 1q is defined as
in Definition 2.5, giving cS 1 the controlled stratified structure of a cone.
1This justified by considering that a depth 0 controlled stratified space is simply a manifold.
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3. The continuous map between the two tubular neighbourhoods, cS and cS 1,
having the form
µpt : cS ÝÑ cS 1,
is defined by the correspondence rx, ts ÞÑ rλpxq, ts, that is to say as the
product morphism λˆ1 applied to the equivalence classes in cS (this is well
defined because pt “ rλpxq, 0s).
This defines a multicontrolled space cS, which we say is associated to the fibering
data λ : S Ñ S 1.
2.2 Multicontrolled mapping cylinder and local structure
Definition 4.7 (Multicontrolled mapping cylinder). Let µ : S Ñ S 1 be a morph-
ism between pi : S Ñ A and pi1 : S 1 Ñ A, thus forming the following commutative
diagram.
L1 // S 1
pi1

L // S
pi

µ
88
A
A
1A
88
(4.2)
In the above 1Api “ pi1µ, or more indicatively pi “ pi1µ. Let us also be given the
datum of the following diagram.
F // S
µ

S 1
Assume that the µ appearing in Equation 4.2 is a smooth fibre bundle with fibre
F , where F is a smooth manifold. From this data we form the controlled stratified
spaces cylppiq and cylppi1q, as in Definition 2.10, between which we then define a
continuous map
µA : cylppiq ÝÑ cylppi1q
rs, tspi ÞÝÑ rµpsq, tspi1 ,
using which we can define a multicontrolled structure on cylppiq. We recall from
Definition 2.10 that SSpcylppiqq “ tAu, with TA “ cylppiq, and similarly for cylppi1q.
Hence we set T 1A “ cylppi1q and µA as above to obtain the multicontrolled mapping
cylinder on µ.
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Remark 4.8. One can alternatively construct the first datum in Equation 4.2 of
the above Definition 4.7 as the following double fibration diagram.
L // S
µ

pi
~~
L1 // S 1
pi1

A
(4.3)
In the above L is the fibre of pi and L1 is the fibre of pi1.
Fix a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space X. From Lemma 2.11 there are
isomorphism of stratified spaces
CA : cylppiA|SAq ÝÑ TA and C 1A : cylppi1A|S1Aq ÝÑ TA, (4.4)
fitting into the following diagram.
cL // cylppiA|SAq
piAˆ1
{{
µAˆ1

cL1 // cylppi1A|S1Aq
pi1Aˆ1

A
In the above diagram the large-dashed arrow µA ˆ 1 is defined by making use of
the morphism µA : TA Ñ T 1A and is defined by the correspondence
rs, tspiA ÞÝÑ rµApsq, tspi1A ,
making cylppiA|SAq into a multicontrolled stratified space, which, in the notation
of Definition 4.7, is just the cylpµA|SAq. For the following result we also note that
for each A P SSpXq the tubular neighbourhood TA has the induced structure of a
multicontrolled space.
Lemma 4.9. There exists an isomorphism of multicontrolled spaces
BA : cylpµA|SAq ÝÑ TA,
between the above-defined cylpµA|SAq and the multicontrolled stratified space TA.
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Proof. Consider the following diagram.
cL // TA
piA
{{
µA

cL1 // T 1A
pi1A

cL // cylppiA|SAq
CA
66
piAˆ1
{{
µAˆ1

A
cL1 // cylppi1A|S1Aq
C1A
77
pi1Aˆ1

A
In this diagram the square is commutative and hence satisfies
µACAprs, tspiAq “ C 1AprµApsq, tspi1Aq.
We then define Bt “ CA and Bb “ C 1A, and it follows that BA is an isomorphism,
for both CA and C
1
A are.
Chapter 5
Multiperverse cohomology
In this chapter we will define the lattice of multiperversities and the complex of
multiperverse forms, from where we will be able to compute multiperverse cohomo-
logy. In Section 1 we will define the lattice of multiperversities and consider the
properties of this lattice. Following this, in Section 2, we will define multiperverse
cohomology in a reduced product-type case, calculating the multiperverse cohomo-
logy of the cone and of the cylinder. In the final Section 3 we study multiperverse
cohomology in the flat-type case, which is a generalisation of the product-type
case.
1 Lattice of multiperversities
In this section we will define the concept of a multiperversity, study the properties
of the resulting lattice of multiperversities, and define the dual multiperversity.
For the multicontrolled spaces defined in Chapter 4, the concept of a multiper-
versity extends the concept of a perversity, taking the same roˆle in the definition
of multiperverse cohomology as the one taken by perversities in the definition of
intersection (co)homology.
1.1 General perversities
In this subsection we will recall the definition and some properties of general
perversities. The concept of a perversity, as used in the original definition of
intersection homology in [17], can be generalised in a number of ways; one such
generalisation is the following.
Definition 5.1 (General perversities; [13], p.24). Let X be a controlled stratified
space. A general perversity is a function
p : SSpXq ÝÑ Z,
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satisfying, for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, the identity
´1 ď ppAq ď codimXpAq ´ 1 . (5.1)
The identity in the above Equation 5.1 is known as the efficiency condition. The
set of general perversities forX is written as PpXq, or just P whenX is understood.
The above-defined general perversities are extensible to multiperversities, in
the sense that the definition of a multiperversity is based on the idea of the above-
defined general perversities. Furthermore, we will show in Proposition 5.10 that a
general perversity can be naturally considered as a multiperversity. Henceforth by
the word perversity we will mean, unless otherwise specified, a general perversity
as in Definition 5.1.
We continue recalling the properties of the set P. The set P can be made
into a partially ordered set by taking the partial order relation to be pointwise
comparison; P is then a lattice where the greatest lower bound, written ^, and the
least upper bound, written _, are computed pointwise. As a consequence of the
efficiency condition in Equation 5.1, the lattice P has both a highest and a lowest
element; the highest element is defined as hpAq “ codimpAq ´ 1 and the lowest
element is defined as lpAq “ ´1, for A P SSpXq. It is important not to confuse
h with the top perversity tpAq “ codimpAq ´ 2 and l with the zero perversity
0pAq “ 0; these are the highest and lowest perversities in the setting of standard
perversities, but the general perversities permit two extra perversities1.
We recall the result of the cone calculation for the general perversities of Defin-
ition 5.1. Restricting ourselves to the depth 1 case, and to the case of intersection
cohomology, the calculation for the cone over a compact manifold S has the form:
IHkp pcSq “
#
HkpSq if k ď ppptq,
0 if k ą ppptq. (5.2)
This result can be found in [21] (local Poincare´ lemma formula on page 2 and also
in Section 5.2) and will also be obtained in Corollary 5.68 in the flat-type case. In
the above Equation 5.2, if the perversity p is the highest perversity
hpptq “ pcodim pptq ´ 1q “ dimpSq,
1Thus, if all four are defined, then l ă 0 ă t ă h.
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then we obtain absolute cohomology of cS; on the contrary, if the perversity p
is the smallest perversity lpptq “ ´1, then we obtain relative cohomology of cS,
which is zero. Because IHkp pcSq is defined using smooth forms, these calculations
can be compared to the calculation using Borel-Morre chains (also known as closed
chains), for example in [8] (top of p.17) or in Equation 1.4 in Subsection 2.1 of
Chapter 1; for details see Equation 1.5 in in Subsection 2.1 of Chapter 1.
1.2 Definition of depth 1 multiperversities
In this subsection we will define the concept of a multiperversity for a depth 1
multicontrolled stratified space; for the definition of a depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space see Definition 4.1 in Chapter 4. To define the concept of a mul-
tiperversity we will first need to recall some notation. Let P be a partially ordered
set. The partially ordered set P op will denote the opposite partially ordered set to
P , where x ď y holds in P if and only if y ď x holds in P op; while pP,Qq, for two
partially ordered sets P and Q, will denote the set of order preserving maps from
P to Q. By combining the two preceding sentences it is immediate that pP op, Qq
denotes the set of order reversing maps from P to Q. There is a natural pointwise
order on pP,Qq, and hence on pP op, Qq, inherited from the partial orders for P
and Q, and described in the following way. An order preserving map e : P Ñ Q
is less than or equal to an order preserving map f : P Ñ Q, this being written
e ď f , if and only if, for all elements p P P , eppq ď fppq holds in the order relation
of Q.
In order to simplify the notation involved, we will henceforth use the following
overloading of the codim notation. If A P SSpXq is a singular stratum in a depth
1 multicontrolled stratified space X, then we will write
codimXpS 1Aq :“ dimpregpXqq ´ dimpS 1Aq, (5.3)
where dimpMq denotes the dimension of the manifold M . By codimension we will
always mean codimension with respect to the ambient controlled stratified space.
Definition 5.2 (Multiperversities). Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
space. A multiperversity for X is a function
τ : SSpXq ÝÑ pZop,Zq
satisfying two efficiency conditions. The first efficiency condition is the require-
ment that the identity
´1 ď τpAqpkq ď codimXpS 1Aq ´ 1 (5.4)
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hold for all singular strata A P SSpXq and integers k P Z; equivalently the first
efficiency condition requires that the image of τpAq be contained in the interval
r´1, codimpS 1Aq ´ 1s. The second efficiency condition is the requirement that the
following two identities be satisfied for all singular strata A P SSpXq:
k ă 0 ùñ τpAqpkq “ codimXpS 1Aq ´ 1. (5.5)
k ą codimXpAq ´ 1 ùñ τpAqpkq “ ´1. (5.6)
The set of multiperversities for X is written as MpXq, or just M when X is
understood.
Remark 5.3. The two efficiency conditions in the above Definition 5.2, in their
essence, serve to discard some of the values at which the multiperversity will
have no highestological meaning in the definition of multiperverse cohomology.
However, for a given space, the two efficiency conditions do not discard all the
values at which the multiperversity will have no highestological meaning in the
definition of multiperverse cohomology; for further details see Example 5.30 in
Subsection 2.1 of this chapter.
To illustrate the above Definition 5.2 we consider an example. Note that
the definition of a multiperversity depends only on the values of codimXpAq and
codimXpS 1Aq for singular strata A P SSpXq. These values completely determine
the efficiency conditions in Equations 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6.
Example 5.4. Consider a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified X with a single sin-
gular stratum A, such that codimXpAq “ 5 and codimXpS 1Aq “ 3. We can define
a multiperversity τ PMpXq by specifying the following data:
τpAqpkq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’%
2 if k ă 0
2 if k “ 0
1 if k “ 1
1 if k “ 2
0 if k “ 3
´1 if k “ 4
´1 if k ą 4
Writing τpkq for τpAqpkq, we can further represent the above-defined multiper-
versity τ by using the following diagram.
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´1
0
1
2
´2 ´1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
τpkq
k
Figure 5.1: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ .
To read the above Figure 5.1 we count vertically the hatched or solid grey cubes at
a particular value of k; the highest value which is hatched or solid grey is the value
of τ at this k. The hatched part denotes the part of the multiperversity which
is not subject to either the first or the second efficiency condition of Equations
5.4, 5.5 or 5.6; the solid grey part denotes the part of the multiperversity which
is subject to the aforementioned efficiency conditions. To define a multiperversity
it is sufficient to define the part which is not subject to the efficiency conditions.
Multiperveristies on X, that is elements of the set MpXq, admit a pointwise-
defined order relation.
Definition 5.5. Let τ, τ 1 PMpXq be two multiperversities. We will say that τ is
less than or equal to τ 1, written τ ď τ 1, if for all singular strata A P SSpXq the
relation τpAq ď τ 1pAq holds in pZop,Zq.
Remark 5.6. As the set pZop,Zq of order reversing functions from Z to Z itself
inherits a natural structure of a partially ordered set under pointwise-defined com-
parison, the expression τpAq ď τ 1pAq in the above Definition 5.5 is meaningful.
We will now define an embedding of the set PpXq into MpXq; this will show
that every general perversity, as in Definition 5.1, can be considered as a multiper-
versity.
Definition 5.7. Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. The embed-
ding of PpXq into MpXq is an arrow
m : PpXq ÝÑ MpXq,
which, for a perversity p P PpXq, is defined to be the arrow
mppq : SSpXq ÝÑ pZop,Zq,
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itself defined by the following correspondence, for all singular strata A P SSpXq
and all integers k P Z:
mppqpAqpkq “
$&% codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 if k ď ppAq,´1 if k ą ppAq. (5.7)
Let us briefly consider why the two efficiency conditions in Definition 5.2 are veri-
fied for mppq. The validity of the first efficiency condition of Equation 5.4 follows
directly from the definition of mppq in the above Equation 5.7. The validity of
the second efficiency condition of Equations 5.5 and 5.6 follows from the efficiency
condition for p in Equation 5.1 of Definition 5.1.
The embedding m is utile in identifying the least and highest multiperversit-
ies, as shown below. Recall that the least and highest perversities are l and h
respectively, which correspond to absolute and relative cohomology in intersection
cohomology (see also Subsection 1.1). One can interpret the succeeding result as
follows: the set of perversities parametrises a gradation between the absolute and
relative cohomology and, for the spaces which we consider, the same is true of
multiperversities.
Proposition 5.8. The element mphq is the highest element in MpXq, while the
element mplq is the least element in MpXq.
Proof. From Equation 5.7, for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, we have:
mphqpAqpkq “
$&% codimS 1A ´ 1 if k ď codimA´ 1,´1 if k ą codimA´ 1. (5.8)
The above implies that pointwise mphq attains the maximum possible values within
the constraints of the two efficiency conditions in Definition 5.2. Similarly, for each
singular stratum A P SSpXq, we have the following:
mplqpAqpkq “
$&% codimS 1A ´ 1 if k ă 0,´1 if k ě 0. (5.9)
The above implies that pointwise mplq attains the minimum possible values within
the constraints of the two efficiency conditions in Definition 5.2. This proves the
result.
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Example 5.9. Consider again an example where a depth 1 multicontrolled strat-
ified space X has a sole single singular stratum A, such that codimpAq “ 5 and
codimpS 1Aq “ 3; following on from Example 5.4. The greatest multiperversity
mphq PMpXq, as defined in the above Equation 5.8, is illustrated on the following
diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mptqpkq
k
Figure 5.2: Diagram representing the multiperversity mphq.
Similarly, the least multiperversity mplq PMpXq, as defined in the above Equation
5.9, is illustrated on the following diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mp0qpkq
k
Figure 5.3: Diagram representing the multiperversity mplq.
In general, to simplify the notation involved, and in light of Proposition 5.8,
we will write h for mphq and l for mplq, wherever this does not lead to confusion
between these respective elements considered within PpXq and MpXq.
Proposition 5.10. The set of multiperversities MpXq is a complete lattice and
the map
m : PpXq ÝÑ MpXq
is an injective lattice morphism.
Proof. As Z is a totally ordered set, which is in particular a lattice, then pZop,Zq is
a lattice, with the lattice operations computed pointwise. From this we conclude
that MpXq is a lattice with the lattice operations computed pointwise. To verify
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that MpXq is a complete lattice, we proceed as follows. The second efficiency
condition of Equations 5.5 and 5.6 implies that a multiperversity is allowed to vary
only a finite number of elements, while the first efficiency condition of Equation 5.4
implies that a multiperversity may take only a finite number of values; from this
we obtain that there are a finite number of distinct multiperversities. Combining
this with the result of Proposition 5.8, which states that MpXq has a least and
greatest element, we conclude that MpXq is complete as a lattice. For the second
part, we first note that m is injective, as this follows directly from the definition
of m in Equation 5.7. To verify that m is a lattice morphism, we must verify ([4],
Section 2.4) that the following hold for all perversities p, q P PpXq:
mpp^ qq “ mppq ^mpqq, (5.10)
mpp_ qq “ mppq _mpqq. (5.11)
In the above Equations 5.10 and 5.11, the greatest lower bound and least upper
bound ^ and _ are computed in PpXq and MpXq as appropriate. From the
pointwise definition of ^ in MpXq the following series of equalities is obtained for
each singular stratum A P SSpXq:
pmppq ^mpqqq pAqpkq “ mppqpAqpkq ^mpqqpAqpkq
“
$&% codimS 1A ´ 1 if k ď ppAq and k ď qpAq,´1 otherwise.
This establish the identity in Equation 5.10. From the definition of _ in MpXq
the following series of equalities is obtained for each singular stratum A P SSpXq:
pmppq _mpqqq pAqpkq “ mppqpAqpkq _mpqqpAqpkq
“
$&% codimS 1A ´ 1 if k ď ppAq or k ď qpAq,´1 otherwise.
This establish the identity in Equation 5.11. Altogether this proves the result.
Finally, let us consider the differences between the lattice of perversities and the
lattice of multiperversities.
Example 5.11. Consider again an example where a depth 1 multicontrolled strat-
ified space X has a sole single singular stratum A, such that codimpAq “ 5 and
codimpS 1Aq “ 3; following on from Examples 5.4 and 5.9. Consider the upper and
lower middle perversities m and m, considered as multiperversities τ˚˚ :“ mpmq
and τ˚ :“ mpmq, as illustrated on the following two diagrams.
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´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ˚˚
k
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ˚
k
Figure 5.4: Diagrams representing the multiperversities τ˚˚ and τ˚.
In the lattice PpXq there are no elements between m and m, so m covers2 m in
PpXq. However in the lattice MpXq there are two elements between m and m,
forming a chain
mpmq ą τ ą τ 1 ą mpmq,
as illustrated on the following two diagrams.
2An element y P P is said to cover an element x P P in a partially ordered set P if there
is no intermediate element “in-between x and y”, that is if there does not exist a z P P with
y ą z ą x; this is equivalent to the condition that rx, ys be equal to tx, yu.
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´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ
k
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ 1
k
Figure 5.5: Diagrams representing the multiperversities τ and τ 1.
In this sense multiperversities can be seen as interpolating between two perversit-
ies, one of which covers the other; however not all multiperversities interpolate
between two such perversities.
1.3 Operations on multiperversities
In this subsection we will consider the operations of subtraction and addition
for multiperversities. These are similar to, but do not extend, the operations of
subtraction and addition for perversities. For the lattice of perversities P the
operations of subtraction and addition are defined in [20] and we briefly recall
their definitions3. The lattice P can be equipped with an operation of addition,
written p`q, for two perversities p and q, p`q being the greatest perversity below
their pointwise sum; the pointwise sum is a function defined by ppAq ` qpAq ` 1
for each A P SSpXq. Analogously the operation of subtraction, written ´, can
be defined on the lattice P by replacing, directly in the preceding sentence, p` q
by p ´ q, greatest by least, below by above and using the pointwise subtraction
ppAq ´ qpAq ´ 1.
3In [20] (paragraph between Lemma 1-1 and Proposition 1-2) the operations of subtraction
and addition are defined for standard perversities, but these can be defined for PpXq as in
Definition 5.1. Note also that the numbering in [20] is different, in particular we have two extra
perversities, so the formulae for addition and subtraction there do not have the ˘1 term of the
formulae we use for PpXq.
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Definition 5.12. Let τ, τ 1 P MpXq be two multiperversities. For each singular
stratum A P SSpXq and each integer k P Z we define the pointwise subtraction of
τ 1 from τ as follows. If ´1 ď k ď codimpAq ´ 1, then we define
pτ ´ τ 1qpAqpkq :“ τpAq pkq ´ τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q ´ 1 . (5.12)
To make this into a function with domain Z, we also define:
k ă ´1 ùñ pτ ´ τ 1qpAqpkq :“ codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 , (5.13)
k ą codimpAq ´ 1 ùñ pτ ´ τ 1qpAqpkq :“ ´1 . (5.14)
The function defined by the above Equations 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14 is then an arrow
pτ ´ τ 1q : SSpXq ÝÑ SetpZ,Zq,
but pτ ´ τ 1q is not necessarily a multiperversity.
Example 5.13. Consider again an example where X has a sole singular stratum
A and satisfies codimpAq “ 5, codimpS 1q “ 3; following on from Examples 5.4 and
5.9. Consider two multiperversities τ and τ 1 as defined on the following diagrams.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τpkq
k
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ 1pkq
k
Figure 5.6: Diagram representing the multiperversities τ and τ 1.
We can obtain the pointwise subtraction τ ´ τ 1, as represented on the following
diagram.
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´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
pτ ´ τ 1qpkq
k
Figure 5.7: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ ´ τ 1.
The function τ ´ τ 1 does not define a multiperversity, to see this we compute:
pτ ´ τ 1qp4q “ τp4q ´ τ 1p5´ 4´ 1q ´ 1,
“ τp4q ´ τ 1p0q ´ 1,
“ 1´ 2´ 1 “ ´2 .
This is not within the bounds of the efficiency conditions of Definition 5.2; the
same is true of pτ ´ τ 1qp3q “ ´2.
Proposition 5.14. For all singular strata A P SSpXq and for all multiperversities
τ, τ 1 PMpXq the function
pτ ´ τ 1qpAq : r´1, codimpAq ´ 1s ÝÑ Z
is a decreasing function; here r´1, codimpAq ´ 1s denotes the set of integers k P Z
satisfying ´1 ď k ď codimpAq ´ 1.
Proof. We must show that pτ ´ τ 1qpAqpkq is a decreasing function in k P Z for
´1 ď k ď codimpAq´1; by the definition of pointwise subtraction this is equivalent
to showing
τpAq pk ` 1q ´ τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ pk ` 1q ´ 1q ´ 1 (5.15)
ď τpAq pkq ´ τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q ´ 1 .
To demonstrate the validity of the above Equation 5.15, we note that
τpAq pk ` 1q ´ 1 ď τpAq pkq ´ 1 , (5.16)
and that furthermore
´τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 2q ď ´τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q , (5.17)
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following on from the inequality
τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 2q ě τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q .
The final line above is obtained because codimpAq ´ k ´ 2 ď codimpAq ´ k ´ 1.
We also recall that, for integers a, b, c, d P Z, if a ď b and c ď d, then a` c ď b`d;
the result now follows from this observation by adding Equation 5.16 to Equation
5.17, obtaining thus the validity of Equation 5.15.
Proposition 5.15. Let τ, τ 1 PMpXq be two multiperversities. There exists a least
multiperversity τ a τ 1 that completes τ ´ τ 1 to a multiperversity, in the sense that
for all singular strata A P SSpXq and integers k P Z we have
pτ ´ τ 1qpAqpkq ď pτ a τ 1qpAqpkq ,
and there is no smaller4 multiperversity which satisfies these conditions.
Proof. This follow from the fact that M is a complete lattice, as shown in Pro-
position 5.10.
We can now define the dual multiperversity. We remark that subtraction of per-
versities and subtraction of multiperversities do not correspond, except for defining
the dual perversity.
Definition 5.16. Let τ P M be a multiperversity. The dual multiperversity to τ
is defined to be
Dpτq :“ ha τ PMpXq .
Proposition 5.17. The function ph´ τqpAq : ZÑ Z satisfies the inequality
´1 ď ph´ τqpAqpkq ď codimpS 1Aq ´ 1
for all multiperversities τ PMpXq and for all singular strata A P SSpXq.
Proof. From the efficiency condition for τ we deduce that for all j P Z the following
inequality holds
´1 ď τpAqpjq ď codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 ,
and rearranging this inequality we have
1 ě ´τpAqpjq ě 1´ codimpS 1Aq .
4For each singular stratum A P SSpXq the comparison is realised in the lattice of decreasing
functions.
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From the preceding line, by adding codimpS 1Aq to both sides and writing from right
to left, we obtain
1 ď codimpS 1Aq ´ τpAqpjq ď codimpS 1Aq ` 1,
from where we finally conclude that
´1 ď codimpS 1Aq ´ τpAqpjq ´ 2 ď codimpS 1Aq ´ 1,
which we can rewrite as
´1 ď pcodimpS 1Aq ´ 1q ` τpAqpjq ´ 1 ď codimpS 1Aq ´ 1, (5.18)
The result now follows by comparing the above Equation 5.18 with Equation 5.12,
setting j “ codimpAq ´ k ´ 1, where j ď codimpAq ´ 1, so that k ě 0.
Directly from the above Proposition 5.17 we obtain that for the dual multiper-
versity the formalities of Proposition 5.15 are unnecessary, so that the dual mul-
tiperversity Dpτq can be computed pointwise.
Corollary 5.18. The dual multiperversity Dpτq can be computed using pointwise
subtraction, that is
Dpτq “ ha τ “ h´ τ .
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 5.17; heuristically this can also be
deduced by considering Example 5.13.
Corollary 5.19. Let p P PpXq be a perversity, then
mphq amppq “ mphq ´ mppqlooooooomooooooon
PMpXq
“ mph ´ plomon
PPpXq
q . (5.19)
Proof. The first equality follows directly from Proposition 5.17; the second equality
is obtained directly, for this we consider the definition of m in Definition 5.7 and
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compute, for a fixed singular stratum A P SSpXq:
pmphq ´mppqqpAqpkq “ mphqpAqpkq ´mppqpAqpcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q ´ 1
“
$&%´1 if codimpAq ´ k ´ 1 ď ppAq,codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 if codimpAq ´ k ´ 1 ą ppAq,
“
$&%´1 if hpAq ´ k ď ppAq,codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 if hpAq ´ k ą ppAq,
“
$&% codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 if k ď ph´ pqpAq,´1 if k ą ph´ pqpAq.
The final line is obtained by noting that hpAq “ codimpAq´1 (see also Subsection
1.1), so that
ph´ pqpAq “ hpAq ´ ppAq ´ 1.
Comparing this final line with the definition of m in Definition 5.7 proves the
result.
Using the same approach, we can extend the definition of addition to multiper-
versities.
Definition 5.20. Let τ, τ 1 P MpXq be two multiperversities. For each singular
stratum A P SSpXq and each integer k P Z we define the pointwise addition of τ
to τ 1 as follows. If ´1 ď k ď codimpAq ´ 1, then we define
pτ ` τ 1qpAqpkq :“ τpAq pkq ` τ 1pAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q ` 1 . (5.20)
To make this into a function with domain Z, we also define:
k ă ´1 ùñ pτ ` τ 1qpAqpkq :“ codimpS 1Aq ´ 1 , (5.21)
k ą codimpAq ´ 1 ùñ pτ ` τ 1qpAqpkq :“ ´1 . (5.22)
The function defined by the above Equations 5.20, 5.21 and 5.22 is then an arrow
pτ ` τ 1q : SSpXq ÝÑ SetpZ,Zq,
but pτ ` τ 1q is not necessarily a multiperversity.
Example 5.21. Consider again an example where X has a sole singular stratum
A and satisfies codimpAq “ 5 and codimpS 1q “ 3; following on from Examples 5.4
and 5.9. Consider two multiperversities defined by the following diagrams.
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´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τpkq
k
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ 1pkq
k
Figure 5.8: Diagrams representing the multiperversities τ and τ 1.
We can obtain the pointwise sum τ ` τ 1, as represented on the following dia-
gram.
´1
0
1
2
3
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
pτ ` τ 1qpkq
k
Figure 5.9: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ ` τ 1.
Notice that τ`τ 1 does not define a multiperversity, for it exceeds the bounds of
the efficiency conditions for a multiperversity and is furthermore not a decreasing
function.
Proposition 5.22. Let τ, τ 1 P MpXq be two multiperversities. There exists a
multiperversity τ ‘ τ 1 such that for all singular strata A P SSpXq and integers
k P Z we have
pτ ` τ 1qpAqpkq ě pτ ‘ τ 1qpAqpkq,
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and there is no greater multiperversity that satisfies these conditions.
Proof. This follows as in Proposition 5.10.
For the multiperversities τ and τ 1 in Example 5.21 the multiperversity τ ` τ 1 is
completed to the multiperversity τ ‘ τ 1, as represented on the following diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τ 1pkq
k
Figure 5.10: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ ‘ τ 1.
It is salient to note that this does not extend the addition of perversities. Further,
the following result can be obtained.
Proposition 5.23. Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space and let
p, q P PpXq be two perversities. If p` q “ h, then
mppq ‘mpqq “ mphq.
Proof. Firstly, for ´1 ď k ď codimpAq ´ 1 we obtain the following:
pmppq `mpqqqpAqpkq :“ mppqpAq pkq ` mpqqpAq pcodimpAq ´ k ´ 1q ` 1.
From the equality
ppAq ` qpAq ` 1 “ codimXpAq ´ 1,
we obtain that if k ď ppAq, then codimXpAq´k´1 ě qpAq`1, so that codimXpAq´
k ´ 1 ą qpAq. Furthermore, we also obtain that if k ď qpAq, then codimXpAq ´
k ´ 1 ą ppAq. By considering the definition of m in Definition 5.7, the result now
follows.
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2 Product-type case
In this section we will define the main case of depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
spaces that we consider, called the product-type case, in which multiperverse co-
homology can be calculated; we will present the calculations for the cone and the
cylinder, when these spaces satisfy the product-type assumptions. In the succeed-
ing section we will consider a generalisation of the product-type case, called the
flat-type case, where the assumptions there will permit most of the proofs in the
product-type case to be extended to the flat-type case without modification.
2.1 Definition of multiperverse forms on a product-type
depth 1 multicontrolled space
In this subsection we will define the product-type conditions for a depth 1 mul-
ticontrolled stratified space, consider the necessary prerequisites to define mul-
tiperverse forms, which we then define, and finally state some immediate proper-
ties of this definition.
Definition 5.24. Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. We will say
that X is of product-type if, for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, the following
numbered conditions are verified:
1. The link bundle SA of piA is a product:
SA “ FA ˆ L1A ˆ A. (5.23)
2. The link bundle S 1A of pi1A is a product:
S 1A “ L1A ˆ A. (5.24)
3. The restriction of piA to SA is the projection onto the third factor in Equation
5.23:
piA|SA : pFA ˆ L1A ˆ Aq ÝÑ A.
4. The restriction of pi1A to S 1A is the projection onto the second factor in Equa-
tion 5.24:
pi1A|S1A : pL1A ˆ Aq ÝÑ A.
5. The restriction of µA to SA is the projection onto the factor L
1
A ˆ A in
Equation 5.24:
µA|SA : pFA ˆ pL1A ˆ Aqq ÝÑ pL1A ˆ Aq.
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6. There exists a finite good cover of A and the manifolds SA, S
1
A and FA are
oriented, each with a fixed compatible orientation.
Throughout this subsection we will let X be a product-type depth 1 multicon-
trolled stratified space, as in the above Definition 5.24. For a fixed singular
stratum A P SSpXq, from the product structure on the link bundle SA, as in
Equation 5.23, there exists a canonical decomposition on tangent spaces, which
induces, for x P FA, y P L1A and z P A, the canonical decomposition on cotangent
spaces:
T ˚px,y,zqpSAq –
`
T ˚xFA
˘ˆ `T ˚y L1A˘ˆ `T ˚z A˘. (5.25)
By considering the k-th exterior product, for k P Zě0, the above Equation 5.25
further induces the following decomposition on the k-form bundle:
Λk
`
T ˚px,y,zqpSAq
˘ – à
i`j`h“k
`
Λi pT ˚xFAq ˆ Λj
`
T ˚y L
1
A
˘ˆ Λh pT ˚z Aq˘ . (5.26)
Moreover, the decomposition in the above Equation 5.26 itself entails that the
complex of smooth differential forms on SA satisfies the following decomposition:
ΩkpSAq “
à
i`j`h“k
Γ
`
SA,
`
ΛiFA ^ ΛjL1A ^ ΛhA
˘˘
.
In the above, we denote the pi, j, hq-th component of ΩkpSAq as
Ωi,j,hpSAq “ Γ
`
SA,
`
ΛiFA ^ ΛjL1A ^ ΛhA
˘˘
, (5.27)
from where ΩkpSAq “ Ài`j`h“k Ωi,j,hpSAq. For the pi, j, hq-th component, as in
the above Equation 5.27, we will say that a form contained in Ωi,j,hpSAq has total
degree k “ i`j`h, has total fibre degree i`j “ k´h, has lower fibre degree j,
and has upper fibre degree i. We remark that in the preceding paragraph, one can
replace SA with
SA X pi´1A rU s “ FA ˆ L1A ˆ U,
for an open subset U Ď A of the singular stratum A, obtaining thus a decompos-
ition Ωi,j,hpSA X pi´1A rU sq.
The use of the grading of the above paragraph is standard and appears in
[1] (Section 6), for example. Our next aim is to obtain a decomposition for the
exterior derivative
dSA : Ω
kpSAq ÝÑ Ωk`1pSAq
according to the tri-grading above.
Lemma 5.25. Let X be a depth 1 product-type multicontrolled stratified space.
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There exists a decomposition of the exterior derivative dSA acting on Ω
i,j,hpSAq
into components
dSA “ dFA ` p´1qi ¨ dL1A ` p´1qi`j ¨ dA . (5.28)
In the right hand side of the above Equation 5.28 each component acts as follows:
dFA : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi`1,j,hpSAq. (5.29)
dL1A : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi,j`1,hpSAq. (5.30)
dA : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi,j,h`1pSAq. (5.31)
Consequently the exterior derivative dSA acts as
dSA : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi`1,j,hpSAq ‘ Ωi,j`1,hpSAq ‘ Ωi,j,h`1pSAq.
Proof. Another proof of this result can be found in Lemma 5.59, where we consider
the more general setting of a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. For
this proof, let there be defined three coordinate patches U Ď FA, V Ď L1A and
W Ď A; respectively with coordinates u “ pu1, . . . , uf q P Rf , v “ pv1, . . . , vl1q P Rl1
and w “ pw1, . . . , waq P Ra; in this f “ dimpFAq, l1 “ dimpL1Aq and a “ dimpAq.
The k-form ω, given by the expression
ω :“ fpu, v, wq ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH , (5.32)
represent a basis i`j`h“k-form in Ωi,j,hpSAq, where |I| “ i, |J | “ j and |H| “ h.
Each component in the decomposition of dSA , as in Equation 5.28, acting on the
form ω in Equation 5.32, can be written as follows:
dFApf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
fÿ
i“1
Bf
Bui ^ dui ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.33)
dL1Apf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
l1ÿ
j“1
Bf
Bvj ^ dvj ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.34)
dA pf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
aÿ
h“1
Bf
Bwh ^ dwh ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.35)
From this we deduce the appropriate forms of the components, as in Equations
5.29, 5.30 and 5.31; the conclusion of Equation 5.28 follows directly from the local
coordinate description.
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Remark 5.26. The two sign changes, the p´1qi, and the p´1qi`j, which occur in
the above Equation 5.28 are in consequence of the convention that the order of the
operations is FA, L
1
A and then A, from left to right. Note that the content of the
above Lemma 5.25 remains unchanged if we were to replace SA by SA X pi´1A rU s,
for some open subset U Ď A of the singular stratum A.
Remark 5.27. Let ω P ΩkpSAq be a k-form and let Zi P T pSAq be a collection of
smooth vector fields on SA. The exterior derivative dSA satisfies
pdSAωqpZ1, . . . , Zk`1q “ (5.36)
k`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zk`1q`ÿ
1ďcădďk`1
p´1qc`d ωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Zk`1q.
In the above Equation 5.36 the notation Zˆc and Zˆd denotes that these vector fields
are omitted, while rZc, Zds denotes the standard commutator of Zc and Zd. In this
setting the components dFA , dL1A and dA, as in Equation 5.28, have the following
presentations:
dFApωqpZ1, . . . , Zi, Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq “ (5.37)
i`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq`ÿ
1ďcădďi`1
p´1qc`dωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq
dL1ApωqpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j, Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq “ (5.38)
j`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Z 1c ωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq`ÿ
1ďcădďj`1
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Zk; rZ 1c, Z 1ds, Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Zˆ 1d, . . . , Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq
dApωqpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2h, Z2h`1q “ (5.39)
h`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Z2c ωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Z2h`1q`ÿ
1ďcădďh`1
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j; rZ2c , Z2d s, Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2h`1q
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This approach will be used in the flat-type case, for this see the proof of Lemma
5.59 in Section 3 of the current chapter.
With the appropriate notation in place, we can define the set of τ -multiperverse
forms for a depth 1 product-type multicontrolled stratified space X and a mul-
tiperversity τ PMpXq.
Definition 5.28. Let ω P Ωkl pXq be a liftable form on a product-type depth 1
multicontrolled stratified space X and let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity for X.
We will say that the liftable form ω is τ -admissible if, for each singular stratum
A P SSpXq, we have
RApω|regpTAqq P
à
iďτpAqpk´hq
Ωi,j,h pSAq . (5.40)
In the above Equation 5.40 the integer i is the upper fibre degree, j is the lower fibre
degree and h is the base degree; i`j is the total fibre degree and k “ i`j`h is the
total degree. Furthermore, we will say that the liftable form ω is τ -multiperverse if
both ω and dω are τ -admissible. We write MΩkτ pXq for the set of τ -multiperverse
forms on X. It is immediate that the set of τ -multiperverse forms is a cochain
complex MΩ‚τ pXq under the exterior derivative inherited from Ω‚l pXq, which is
just the exterior derivative on regpXq. The cohomology of the cochain complex
MΩ‚τ pXq is called the τ -multiperverse cohomology of X, where we write
MHkτ pXq :“ Hk pMΩ‚τ pXqq .
Remark 5.29. Where intersection forms are defined from liftable or smooth forms,
as in [11](B.III.2) or [26](Definition 3.2), the definitions are local to each point on
the singular stratum. In the setting of our Definition 5.28, this type of definition
would be as follows: for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, and for each a P A,
there exists some distinguished open subset W :“ WU, of A, with a P WU,, such
that
RU,pω|regpW qq P
à
iďτpAqpk´hq
Ωi,j,h
`
SA X pi´1A rU s
˘
. (5.41)
However, because we have assumed that A has a finite cover, and because
Čω|regpW q “ rω|θ´1X rregpW qs,
this definition would be equivalent to Definition 5.28 above.
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If a multicontrolled space X has a sole singular stratum A, in other words
if SSpXq “ tAu, then we will adopt the following notation. To simplify the
presentation of formulae for this reduced case we will not write the subscripts
corresponding to A, so that the following notation is maintained: S :“ SA, where
this space is the link bundle of A; S 1 :“ S 1A; F :“ FA, the fibre of µ :“ µA; LA “ L,
the fibre of pi “ piA; and L1A “ L1, the fibre of pi1 “ pi1A. Furthermore, when working
with the lattice of multiperversities MpXq for this reduced case, we will adopt the
following notation. For a multiperversity τ PMpXq we will write τpkq for τpAqpkq,
thus considering a multiperversity τ as fixed by the element τpAq P pZop,Zq.
Example 5.30. Consider again an example where the depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space X has a sole singular stratum A and satisfies codimpAq “ 5,
codimpS 1q “ 3; following on from Examples 5.4 and 5.9. We make a further
assumption that dimpregpXqq “ dimpSq ` 1, from which we derive:
codimpAq “ dimpSq ` 1´ dimpAq
“ dimpF q ` dimpL1q ` 1,
codimpS 1q “ dimpSq ` 1´ dimpS 1q
“ dimpF q ` 1.
This implies that dimpF q “ 2 and dimpL1q “ 2. Let τ be the multiperversity
specified as follows:
τpAqpkq “
$’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’%
2 if k ă 0
2 if k “ 0
1 if k “ 1
1 if k “ 2
0 if k “ 3
´1 if k “ 4
´1 if k ą 4
This multiperversity can also represented on the following diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τpkq
k
Figure 5.11: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ .
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The integer pi, jq-indices, where 0 ď i, j ď 2, which satisfy the identity
i ď τpk ´ hq “ τpi` jq,
as involved in Definition 5.28, can be represented on the following diagram; in this
diagram the numbers within the shaded squares represent k“ i`j.
0 1 2
0
1
2
i
j
0 1
1 2
2
Figure 5.12: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ on the fibre degrees of F
and L1.
Consider the following observations. The above Figure 5.11 contains more inform-
ation than the resulting condition on the pi, jq-indices in Figure 5.12. This can be
explained by noting that certain aspects of a multiperversity have no topological
meaning within the scope of Definition 5.28; we can illustrate this on the following
diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τpkq
k
Figure 5.13: Diagram representing the topologically relevant part of the multiper-
versity τ .
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In the above Diagram 5.13 the lightly shaded part has topological meaning in
Definition 5.28; the hatched part is the intersection of the multiperversity τ of
Figure 5.11 and the lightly shaded part, that is the part of the multiperversity τ
which has topological meaning within the scope of Definition 5.28 above5.
Example 5.31. Consider again an example where X has a sole singular stratum
A and satisfies codimpAq “ 5, codimpS 1q “ 3; following on directly from the
above Example 5.30 and Examples 5.4, 5.9. As in Example 5.30, we make a
further assumption that dimpregpXqq “ dimpSq ` 1, so that dimpF q “ 2 and
dimpL1q “ 2. Consider the highest multiperversity mphq, as represented on the
following diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mptqpkq
k
Figure 5.14: Diagram representing the multiperversity mphq.
The integer pi, jq-indices, where 0 ď i, j ď 2, which satisfy the identity
i ď mphqpk ´ hq “ mphqpi` jq,
as involved in Definition 5.28, can be represented on the following diagram; in this
diagram the numbers within the shaded squares represent k“ i`j.
5Note that in the above Figure 5.13 we have not included the medium grey guide shading,
as in the other diagrams of this type that appear in this document; this is done to indicate
that there can be a topological difference between τp0q “ ´1 and τp0q “ 0 within the scope of
Definition 5.28.
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0 1 2
0
1
2
i
j
0 1
1
2
2
2
3
3 4
Figure 5.15: Diagram representing the multiperversity mphq on fibre degrees of F
and L1.
Now consider the bottom multiperversity mplq, as represented on the following
diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mp0qpkq
k
Figure 5.16: Diagram representing the multiperversity mplq.
The integer pi, jq-indices, where 0 ď i, j ď 2, which satisfy the identity
i ď mplqpk ´ hq “ mplqpi` jq,
as involved in Definition 5.28, can be represented on the following diagram.
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0 1 2
0
1
2
i
j
Figure 5.17: Diagram representing the multiperversity mplq on fibre degrees of F
and L1.
Finally, consider the multiperversity mppq, where ppAq “ 2, as represented on the
following diagram.
´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
mppqpkq
k
Figure 5.18: Diagram representing the multiperversity mppq.
The integer pi, jq-indices, where 0 ď i, j ď 2, which satisfy the identity
i ď mppqpk ´ hq “ mppqpi` jq,
as involved in Definition 5.28, can be represented on the following diagram.
0 1 2
0
1
2
i
j
0 1
1
2
2
2
Figure 5.19: Diagram representing the multiperversity mppq on fibres F and L1.
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As MpXq is a lattice, and in particular a partially ordered set, we can note
the following relationship between the order relation on multiperversities and the
inclusion of the complexes of multiperverse forms.
Proposition 5.32. Let τ, τ 1 P MpXq be two multiperversities. If τ ď τ 1 holds,
then there is an inclusion of complexes MΩ‚τ pXq ãÑMΩ‚τ 1pXq.
Proof. This follows directly from the implication
i ď τpAqpk ´ hq ùñ i ď τ 1pAqpk ´ hq,
valid for all singular strata A P SSpXq, combined with the content of above Defin-
ition 5.28.
To aid the presentation of the computations which follow, we define an interme-
diary complex; this complex will be used in the computation of the multiperverse
cohomology of a cone.
Definition 5.33. Let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity and let SA be the link
bundle of a singular stratum A P SSpXq of a depth 1 product-type multicontrolled
stratified space X. Define MΩkτ pSAq to be the set of forms ω P ΩkpSAq which
satisfy:
ω P
ˆ à
iďτpAqpk´hq
Ωi,j,hpSAq
˙
and dSApωq P
ˆ à
i1ďτpAqppk`1q´h1q
Ωi
1,j1,h1pSAq
˙
.
This extends to a cochain complex MΩ‚τ pSAq, with the coboundary operator the
restriction of the exterior derivative dSA .
Remark 5.34. Concerning the above Definition 5.33. For clarity, if ω P Ωi,j,hpSAq,
i ď τpAqpk´hq and i` j`h “ k, then dSApωq P Ωi1,j1,h1pSAq, for some indices i1,j1,
and h1, which satisfy i1 ď τppk ` 1q ´ hq and i1`j1`h1“k`1. Note that without
the condition on dSApωq this would not define a complex. An analogous remark
applies to Definition 5.28.
Proposition 5.35. Let τ PMpXq be a multiperversity for a depth 1 product-type
multicontrolled stratified space X and τ 1 P MpY q a multiperversity for a depth 1
product-type multicontrolled stratified space Y . Consider a morphism of complexes
f : Ω‚l pXq ÝÑ Ω‚l pY q.
Then f descends to τ -multiperverse forms, yielding
f : MΩ‚τ pXq ÝÑ MΩ‚τ pY q,
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if and only if for all τ -multiperverse forms ω P MΩkτ pXq the form fpωq P Ωkl pY q
is τ 1-admissible.
Proof. It suffices to show that dpfpωqq is τ 1-admissible, assuming that ω is τ -
multiperverse and fpωq is τ 1-admissible. Consider for each singular stratum B P
SSpY q the expression
RBpdpfpωqq|regpTBqq “ RBpfpdpωqq|regpTBqq .
The result is obtained directly from the observation that dpωq is τ -multiperverse,
for dpωq is τ -admissible and ddω “ 0 is τ -admissible also; from this it follows that
dpfpωqq “ fpdωq is τ 1-admissible.
2.2 Calculation of τ-multiperverse cohomology for a
product-type cone
In this subsection we will compute the τ -multiperverse cohomology of a product-
type cone, wherein Definition 5.28 can be applied. The computation will proceed
via the intermediary complex of Definition 5.33.
Let cS be the depth 1 multicontrolled fibered cone over the depth 0 fibering
data µ : S Ñ S 1 “ L1, where S “ L1 ˆ F is a product with S 1 “ L1 a compact
smooth manifold and F a compact smooth manifold also; we refer to Definition
4.6 for the definition of the multicontrolled fibered cone and to Definition 4.5 for
the definition of the fibering data. Let us assume that the space cS is a product-
type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space, so that cS is a multicontrolled space
satisfying the conditions of Definition 5.24. As the sole singular stratum of cS
is pt P SSpcSq, and pt is 0-dimensional, for the purpose of Definition 5.28 it
will suffice to consider, in lieu of the threefold decomposition Ωi,j,hpSq, simply the
twofold decomposition Ωi,jpSq :“ Ωi,j,0pSq. In this setting the content of Equation
5.28 takes the form
dS “ dF ` p´1qi ¨ dL1 ,
for dpt acts as the zero map.
We begin the computation ofMH‚τ pcSq by recalling some preliminaries. Firstly,
recall that the deshirring DpcSq of the cone cS is the cylinder S ˆ R. Let
pS : S ˆ R ÝÑ S
be the natural projection. To simplify notation, for ω PMΩkτ pSq, and for pS˚pωq P
MΩkτ pcSq, we will interchangeably write:
1. The form ω is τ -multiperverse.
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2. The lift pS˚pωq is τ -multiperverse.
3. The restriction of the lift pS˚pωq to θ´1cS rregpcSqs defines a τ -multiperverse
form.
This reduces the notational overhead in working with the intermediary complex
MΩkτ pSq, which we will use throughout this subsection. By translating the defin-
ition of τ -admissibility from the trigrading Ωi,j,hpSq to the bigrading Ωi,jpSq, we
obtain the following description of the τ -multiperverse forms on cS.
Proposition 5.36. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity for cS and let ωi,j P Ωi,jpSq
be a k-form, where i` j“k. Then pS˚ pωi,jq P Ωkl pDpcXqq is the lift of a τ -admissible
form if and only if i ď τpkq. Furthermore, the following two numbered statements
are verified:
1. Let pS˚ pωi,jq be the lift of a τ -admissible form and let
dSpωi,jq “ ηi`1,j ` ηi,j`1,
with ηi`1,j P Ωi`1,jpSq, and with ηi,j`1 P Ωi,j`1pSq; then pS˚ pωi,jq is the lift of
a τ -multiperverse form if and only if dSpωi,jq is τ -admissible if and only if
i`1 ď τpk`1q. If ηi`1,j “ 0, then the condition is weakened to i ď τpk`1q.
2. Let p˚ pωi,jq be the lift of a τ -admissible form and let
dSpωi,jq “ ηi`1,j ` ηi,j`1,
with ηi`1,j P Ωi`1,jpSq, and with ηi,j`1 P Ωi,j`1pSq. If j “ τpkq and if p˚ pωi,jq
is the lift of a τ -multiperverse form, then dF pωi,jq “ 0, that is ηi`1,j “ 0. If
further τpk`1q ă τpkq, then dL1pωi,jq “ 0, that is ηi,j`1 “ 0 and dSpωi,jq “ 0.
Proof. The statement that pS˚ pωi,jq is the lift of a τ -admissible form if and only if
i ď τpkq follows directly from Definition 5.28 and the definition of Ωi,jpSq above,
as does the numbered part 1, where it is helpful to consider the following diagram.
ηi,j`1
ωi,j
_
dL1
OO

dF
// ηi`1,j
In the above diagram ωi,j P Ωi,jpSq, ηi`1,j P Ωi`1,jpSq and ηi,j`1 P Ωi,j`1pSq.
Further, we illustrate the situation which arises in part 1 on the following two
Figures 5.20 and 5.21; in these two diagrams the shaded grey denotes the pi, jq-
indices which are required to be τ -admissible.
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ωi,j ηi`1,j
ηi,j`1
Figure 5.20: Diagram illustrating part 1.
ωi,j 0
ηi,j`1
Figure 5.21: Diagram illustrating part 1, when ηi`1,j“0.
For the numbered part 2 we proceed as follows. If we assume that ηi`1,j ‰ 0,
then, from τpk ` 1q ď τpkq, we would obtain that i ` 1 ď τpk ` 1q ď τpkq “ i;
this statement implies that i ` 1 ď i and this is a contradiction. The above
Figure 5.21 also illustrates this situation. If additionally τpk ` 1q ă τpkq holds,
then similarly, assuming that ηi,j`1 ‰ 0, we would obtain the statement that
i ď τpk ` 1q ă τpkq “ i; this statement implies that i ă i and this is again a
contradiction. This last part is illustrated on the following Figure 5.22.
ωi,j 0
0
Figure 5.22: Diagram illustrating part 2, when τpk ` 1qăτpkq.
Fix a Riemannian metric gF on F , with the orientation of F fixed as in Definition
5.24. The metric gF defines the linear operator ˚F on the complex of smooth
differential forms Ω‚pF q; this operation is known as the Hodge star
˚F : ΩkpF q ÝÑ Ωf´kpF q. (5.42)
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Further, for all k P Zě0, the Hodge star ˚F satisfies the following three numbered
properties ([27], pp.19-22):
1. For all ω, ω1 P ΩkpF q the identity:
ω ^ ˚F pω1q “ ˚F pωq ^ ω1.
2. For all ω P ΩkpF q the identity:
˚F ˚F pωq “ p´1qkpdimpF q´kq ^ ω “ p´1qkpf´kq ^ ω .
3. For all ω P ΩkpF q, if the identity ω ^ ˚F pωq “ 0 holds, then ω “ 0.
These three numbered properties imply a local description for ˚F ; for this consider
an oriented coordinate patch U Ď F with coordinates tuiufi“1, as used in Equation
5.32. For an integer k P Z satisfying k P r1, f s, we can consider an ordered set of
indices
1 ď i1 ă i2 ă . . . ă ik´1 ă ik ď f,
which we call I :“ pi1, . . . , ikq, this corresponding to a permutation σ P Sympfq of
p1, . . . , fq; the full permutation is written pi1, . . . , if q. It suffices to consider the
expression
pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq ^ ˚F pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq
“ ||dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ||2 ¨
b
det ppgF qijq ¨ du1 ^ . . .^ duf ,
in order to derive that
˚F pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq
“ ||dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ||2 ¨ sgnpσq ¨
b
det ppgF qijq ¨ duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif (5.43)
“ GIpuq ¨ duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif . (5.44)
In the above Equation 5.43 the notation sgnpσq denotes the sign of the permuta-
tion, this evaluates to 1 if the permutation is even and ´1 if the permutation is
odd. In the above Equation 5.44 we have written
GIpuq :“ ||dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ||2 ¨ sgnpσq ¨
b
det ppgF qijq .
The next step is to extend ˚F to Ω‚pSq. For this we fix oriented local coordinate
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patches U Ď F and V Ď L1, and consider a base form ω in Ωi,jpSq Ď ΩkpSq:
ω :“ fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ , (5.45)
with |I| “ i, |J | “ j, and with i` j “ k. The extension of ˚F to ΩkpSq is defined
on this ω and extended linearly:
˚F p fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ q :“ fpu, vq ^ ˚F pduIq ^ dvJ . (5.46)
Using the content of Equation 5.43, for a permutation σ P Sympfq of p1, . . . , fq,
with the notation as in Equation 5.43, we can rewrite the contents of Equation
5.46:
˚F p fpu, vq ^ dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ^ dvJ q (5.47)
“ pfpu, vq ¨GIpuqq ^
`
duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif
˘^ dvJ .
It is important to note that in the above Equation 5.47 the function GIpuq is
dependent only on the u coordinates. Globally this extension of ˚F defines an
arrow
˚F : Ωi,jpSq ÝÑ Ωf´i,jpSq.
From this, by using the extension of ˚F to Ωi,jpSq, we can extend δF to Ωi,jpSq:
δF “ p´1qpfi`f`1q ¨ ˚FdF ˚F “ p´1qpfpi`1q`1q ¨ ˚FdF ˚F . (5.48)
We obtain an arrow
δF : Ω
i,jpSq ÝÑ Ωi´1,jpSq.
Next we will consider the commutativity of ˚F with dL1 , deriving that this holds
up to a sign term. From this we derive the commutativity of δF and dL1 , which
also holds up to a sign term.
Lemma 5.37. For a depth 1 multicontrolled product-type cone cS, with link bundle
S “ F ˆ L1, the following three numbered identities are verified:
1. dFdL1 “ p´1q ¨ dL1dF .
2. dL1˚F “ p´1qf ¨ ˚FdL1 .
3. dL1δF “ p´1qf`1 ¨ δFdL1.
Proof. It suffices to verify this in the oriented local coordinate patches given by the
open subsets U Ď F and V Ď L1, with coordinates tuiufi“1 and tvjul1j“1 respectively.
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For identity 1 we reproduce here the content of Equations 5.33 and 5.34, for dF
and dL1 acting on fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ :
dF pfpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJq “
fÿ
i“1
ˆ Bf
Bui ^ dui
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ , (5.49)
dL1pfpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJq “
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ^ dvj
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ . (5.50)
Using the above Equations 5.49 and 5.50 we compute the two expressions for dFdL1
and dL1dF applied to fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ :
dFdL1
`
fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ
˘ “ dF ˜ l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ^ dvj
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
¸
“
fÿ
i“1
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆˆ Bf
Bui Bvj ^ dui ^ dvj
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
˙
“ p´1q ¨
fÿ
i“1
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆˆ Bf
Bvj Bui ^ dvj ^ dui
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
˙
, (5.51)
dL1dF
`
fpu, vq ^ duI ^ dvJ
˘ “ dL1 ˜ fÿ
i“1
ˆ Bf
Bui ^ dui
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
¸
“
l1ÿ
j“1
fÿ
i“1
ˆˆ Bf
Bui Bvj ^ dvj ^ dui
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
˙
“
fÿ
i“1
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆˆ Bf
Bvj Bui ^ dvj ^ dui
˙
^ duI ^ dvJ
˙
. (5.52)
By comparing the expression in the above Equation 5.51 with the expression in
the above Equation 5.52, we obtain identity 1.
For identity 2 we compute the expressions for dL1˚F and ˚FdL1 applied to
fpu, vq ^ dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ^ dvJ ,
where i1, . . . , ik is an ordered set of indices corresponding to a permutation σ:
dL1 ˚F p fpu, vq ^ dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ^ dvJ q
“ dL1
`pfpu, vq ¨GIpuqq ^ `duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif ˘^ dvJ˘
“
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ¨GIpuq ^ dvj
˙
^ `duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif ˘^ dvJ , (5.53)
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˚F dL1 p fpu, vq ^ pdui1 ^ . . .^ duik q ^ dvJq
“ ˚F
˜
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ^ dvj
˙
^ pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq ^ dvJ
¸
“ ˚F
˜
p´1qk ¨
l1ÿ
j“1
Bf
Bvj ^ pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq ^ pdvj ^ dvJq
¸
“ p´1qk ¨
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ¨GIpuq
˙
^ `duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif ˘^ pdvj ^ dvJq
“ p´1qk ¨ p´1qf´k ¨
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ¨GIpuq ^ dvj
˙
^ `duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif ˘^ dvJ
“ p´1qf ¨
l1ÿ
j“1
ˆ Bf
Bvj ¨GIpuq ^ dvj
˙
^ `duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif ˘^ dvJ . (5.54)
In the above Equations 5.53 and 5.54 the function GI is dependent only on the u
coordinates, as in Equation 5.47, thus the partial derivatives of GI with respect
to the v coordinates vanish. By comparing the expression in the above Equation
5.53 with the expression in the above Equation 5.54, we obtain identity 2.
For identity 3 we combine the two preceding identities:
dL1δF “ p´1qpfpi`1q`1q ¨ dL1 p˚FdF ˚F q
“ p´1qf ¨ p´1qpfpi`1q`1q ¨ ˚FdL1dF ˚F (5.55)
“ p´1q ¨ p´1qpfpi`1q`1q`f ¨ ˚FdFdL1˚F (5.56)
“ p´1qpfpi`1q`1q`pf`1q ¨ p˚FdF ˚F q dL1 (5.57)
“ p´1qf`1 ¨ δFdL1 .
In the above Equation 5.55 we have used identity 2; in the above Equation 5.56
we have used identity 1; in the above Equation 5.57 we have used the fact that
p´1q2f`2 “ 1. Altogether this proves the final identity 3, establishing the result.
Lemma 5.38 ([1], Lemma 6.4). The Hodge decomposition for Ω‚pF q induces the
following decomposition:
Ωi,jpSq “ dF pΩi´1,jpSqq ‘ δF pΩi`1,jpSqq ‘ pHipF q b ΩjpL1qq. (5.58)
Furthermore the decomposition in the above Equation 5.58 is preserved by the
operation dL1.
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Proof. We reproduce here a brief outline of the proof, which can be found in the
aforementioned reference. Firstly, note that we may work in local coordinates
of the form Rl1 ˆ F , in which the metric is a product metric. The Hodge de-
composition with respect to the F direction comes from the application of the
projection ΠF onto F -harmonic forms and the general inverse PF of ∆F b 1Rl1 , so
that ω “ ∆FPFω`ΠFω. The three operators ΠFb1Rl1 , dF δFb1Rl1 and δFdFb1Rl1 ,
when applied to ω give smooth results, so that we obtain ω “ dFα` δFβ ` γ.
In Definition 3.14 of Subsection 2.2 we have defined the Poincare´ homotopy oper-
ator for liftable forms on cS; this Poincare´ homotopy operator is
Kkl : Ω
k
l pcSq ÝÑ Ωk´1l pcSq,
taking liftable k-forms on cS to liftable pk´1q-forms on cS, as shown in Lemma
3.15. Kkl also satisfies the definition of a chain homotopy operator, as shown in
Lemma 3.17. To compute the multiperverse cohomology of cS we will need to
go through an argument analogous to that of Subsection 2.2, with the aim of
proving a result analogous to Corollary 3.23; to do this we will need to extend
the Poincare´ homotopy operator from liftable forms on cS to multiperverse forms
on cS. Firstly we note the requisite extension of R, the endomorphism of Ω‚l pcSq
defined in Proposition 3.12, which we redefine here for convenience.
Proposition 5.39. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity and let ω PMΩkτ pcSq be a
τ -multiperverse form. The smooth form pS˚Rptpωq P ΩkpDpcSqq defines the lift of
a τ -multiperverse form, denoted Rω PMΩkτ pcSq, this yielding an endomorphism
R : MΩ‚τ pcSq ÝÑ MΩ‚τ pcSq.
Proof. Let ω be a τ -multiperverse k-form. From Proposition 5.36 we obtain that
Rptpωq P
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
Ωi,jpSq,
but, by the definition of Rpt, we have RptppS˚Rptq “ Rpt, from where we obtain
Rpt
`
p˚SRptlomon
R
pωq˘ P à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
Ωi,jpSq. (5.59)
From the above Equation 5.59, and using again Proposition 5.36, we conclude that
pS˚Rptpωq is τ -admissible. The result now follows from Proposition 5.35, where we
note that R is a morphism of complexes, for it is a composition of morphisms of
complexes.
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Let RrMΩ‚τ pcSqs denote the image of the endomorphism R on MΩ‚τ pcSq. Using
an argument analogous to Proposition 3.13 we obtain the following result.
Proposition 5.40. The subcomplex R rMΩ‚τ pcSqs Ď MΩ‚τ pcSq is isomorphic to
MΩ‚τ pSq.
Proof. Let ω P MΩkτ pcSq be a τ -multiperverse form and consider the definition
of Rpt. The map defined by the correspondence Rω ÞÑ Rptω, which extends
to a map of complexes, is surjective onto MΩkτ pSq. The map defined by this
correspondence is injective by the uniqueness of lifts, as in Proposition 3.13, and
is thus the required isomorphism.
Lemma 5.41. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity for a product-type cone cS and
consider the homotopy operator Kkl on liftable forms on cS. The following two
numbered statements are verified:
1. The operator Kkl descends to an operator
Kkl : MΩ
k
τ pcSq ÝÑ MΩk´1τ pcSq,
that is to say, Kkl takes τ -multiperverse k-forms on cS to τ -multiperverse
pk´1q-forms on cS.
2. For all ω PMΩkτ pcSq the following identity is verified:
Kk`1l pdωq ´ dKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1 pω ´ Rωq . (5.60)
Hence K‚l defines a chain homotopy between the identity and R endomorphisms
of the complex MΩ‚τ pcSq of τ -multiperverse forms on cS.
Proof. Let ω PMΩkτ pcSq be a τ -multiperverse k-form. To prove that Kkl descends
to τ -multiperverse forms we must verify that both Kkl pωq and dKkl pωq are τ -
admissible. From Proposition 3.16 we deduce that RptpKkl pωqq “ 0, so that Kkl pωq
is τ -admissible. Applying the result of Proposition 3.16 to the result of Lemma
3.17 one obtains the following:
RptpdKkl pωqq “ RptpKk`1l pdωqq ` p´1qk ¨Rptpω ´ p˚SRptpωqq
“ 0 ` p´1qk ¨Rptpωq ´ p´1qk ¨Rptpωq
“ 0.
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From this we conclude that dKkl pωq is τ -admissible and hence that Kkl pωq is τ -
multiperverse; this proves the first numbered part. The identity in Equation
5.60 now follows from Lemma 3.17; this proves the second numbered part and
establishes the result.
Corollary 5.42. Let τ P MpcSq be a multiperversity for a product-type cone cS.
For all integers k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pcSq – HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq,
so that, for the cone cS, the two complexes defined in Definitions 5.28 and 5.33
are quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. This follows from the above Lemma 5.41 in the same way as Corollary
3.23 follows from Lemma 3.17. For convenience we reproduce the details. Let
rωs P MHkτ pcSq be a cohomology class. From Equation 5.60 in Lemma 5.41 we
obtain
Rω ` p´1qk ¨ dKkl pωq “ ω,
so that rωs “ rRωs in MHkτ pcSq. Note that R and Rpt are morphisms of complexes
and that the map
rωs “ rRωs ÞÝÑ rRptωs
is linear, well-defined and injective. To show that it is surjective, let rηs P
HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq be a cohomology class, so that:
rp˚Spηqs “ rRp˚Spηqs ÞÝÑ rRptp˚Spηqs “ rηs.
From this we conclude that MHkτ pcSq is isomorphic to MHkτ pcSq.
The above Corollary 5.42 reduces the computation of MH‚τ pcSq to the computa-
tion of H‚pMΩ‚τ pSqq. The direct computation of the cohomology of MΩ‚τ pSq will
occupy the remainder of this subsection.
Theorem 5.43. Let cS be the depth 1 multicontrolled fibered cone over the depth
0 fibering data µ : S Ñ S 1 “ L1, where S “ L1ˆF is a product, with L1 and F com-
pact smooth manifolds; assume further that cS is of product-type. Let τ P MpcSq
be a multiperversity for cS. Then, for all k P Zě0, there exists an isomorphism
HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq –
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ , (5.61)
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and hence there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pcSq –
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ . (5.62)
Proof. Note that the the isomorphism in Equation 5.62 will follow from the iso-
morphism in Equation 5.61; this is a consequence of Corollary 5.42. Thus we need
to establish the isomorphism of Equation 5.61 to prove the result.
Fix the natural projections pF : F ˆ L1 Ñ F and pL1 : F ˆ L1 Ñ L1. Without
considering τ -multiperversity conditions, from the Ku¨nneth Theorem ([9],p.47),
there is an isomorphism
Ψ :
à
i`j“k
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ ÝÑ HkpΩ‚pSqq,
defined by the correspondence
pα b βq ÞÝÑ rp˚F pαq ^ p˚L1pβqs .
Furthermore, it is a statement of the Ku¨nneth Theorem that every element of
HkpΩ‚pSqq is a sum of elements of the form rpF˚ pαq ^ pL˚1pβqs. For clarity, we also
fix the inclusion
Υ : HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq ÝÑ HkpΩ‚pSqq,
from where we obtain a composition
HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq HkpΩ‚pSqq
À
i`j“k pH ipF q bHjpL1qq,Υ Ψ
´1
and we aim to establish that Ψ´1Υ is an isomorphism onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq,
that is that Ψ´1Υ is injective and surjective onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq. Firstly
we will verify the surjectivity of Ψ´1Υ onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq, assuming
that the injectivity of Ψ´1Υ is verified; thus we reduce the proof of the result to
the proof of the injectivity of Ψ´1Υ. To prove the surjectivity of Ψ´1Υ we consider
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the following commutative diagram.
À
i` j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq   Ψ| //
 _

Hk pMΩ‚τ pSqq
 _
Υ
À
i` j“kpH ipF q bHjpL1qq 
 Ψ // // Hk pΩ‚pSqq
Ψ´1
À
i` j“kpH ipF q bHjpL1qq
The arrow Ψ| in the top row is defined identically to Ψ, that is as the map
pα b βq ÞÑ rpF˚ pαq ^ pL˚1pβqs, which maps into Hk pMΩ‚τ pSqq by its definition; this
can be seen by noting that Ψ| maps onto the set!
r p˚F pαq ^ p˚L1pβq s : i` j “ k , rαs P H ipF q , rβs P HjpL1q
)
.
We can deduce that the top right vertical arrow Υ is injective, this follows from
the assumption that Ψ´1Υ is injective. Following a similar argument we also de-
duce that the top row Ψ| is injective; this completes the proof of the surjectivity
of Ψ´1Υ onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
pH ipF q bHjpL1qq, for the square in the above diagram com-
mutes and Ψ´1Ψ is the identity.
Secondly we verify the injectivity of Ψ´1Υ into
À
iďτpkq pH ipF q bHjpL1qq, pro-
ceeding by reducing the proof further as follows. Consider two τ -multiperverse
cohomology classes rγs, rγ1s P HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq which satisfy
Ψ´1Υ prγs ´ rγ1sq “ 0;
to prove injectivity we must show that rγ ´ γ1s “ r0s in HkpMΩ‚τ pSqq. Because
Ψ´1 is an isomorphism, and by basic linear algebra, it will then suffice to verify
that if Υrγs “ r0s in HkpΩ‚pSqq, then rγs “ r0s in HkpMΩ‚pSqq. This reduces
to showing that, if ω P Ωkτ pSq is a closed τ -multiperverse form, that is a form
satisfying dSpωq “ 0, and if we have ω “ dSpηq for some η P Ωk´1pSq, then there
exist a τ -multiperverse form η1 P Ωk´1τ pSq such that ω “ dSpη1q. The rest of the
proof is devoted to the verification of this property and to the construction η1,
where we note that it will suffice to find a τ -admissible η1 P Ωk´1pSq satisfying
this property.
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To construct η1, we fix decompositions of ω and η into their respective components:
ω “
ÿ
i`j“k
ωi,j with ωi,j P Ωi,jpSq ,
η “
ÿ
i`j“k´1
ηi,j with ηi,j P Ωi,jpSq .
If τpkq ě k is satisfied then, from the identity τpk ´ 1q ě τpkq, it would follow
automatically that η P Ωk´1τ pSq, that is that η is τ -admissible and that pS˚pηq is
the lift of a τ -multiperverse form. For the proof we assume6 that τpkq ă k, that is:
ωi,k´i “ 0 for all i ą τpkq. To simplify the presentation we define, for an integer
0 ď N ď k ´ 1, and an integer 0 ď M ď k, a diagonal index of ω and η with
k P Zě0 fixed:
ωpMq :“ ωM,k´M ,
ηpNq :“ ηN,pk´1q´N .
In this notation the preceding assumption τpkq ă k translates as: ωpMq “ 0 for
M ą τpkq. Next we obtain the following list of observations; each observation
follows from the fact that pS˚pωq is the lift of a τ -multiperverse form:
1. For integers 0 ďM ď τpkq we consider the following diagram.
ηpM´1q
dL1
dF
ωpMq
ηpMq
dL1
dF
Figure 5.23: Diagram of dF and dL1 for ωM .
From this Figure 5.23 we conclude that
ωpMq “ dF
`
ηpM´1q
˘ ` p´1qM ¨ dL1 `ηpMq˘ , (5.63)
6This relates to aspect of the multiperversity that do not have topological meaning in Defin-
ition 5.28, see also Figure 5.13 in Example 5.30.
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where the change of sign follows from Lemma 5.25.
2. For τpkq ďM ă k, we have ωpMq “ 0, so that we can consider the following
diagram.
ηpM´1q
dL1
dF
0
ηpMq
dL1
dF
Figure 5.24: Diagram of dF and dL1 for ωM .
From this Figure 5.24 we conclude that
dF
`
ηpM´1q
˘ ` p´1qM ¨ dL1 `ηpMq˘ “ 0. (5.64)
3. For M “ k, since we assume that τpkq ă k, so that ωpkq “ 0, we obtain the
following diagram.
ωpk´1q
ηpk´1q
dL1
dF
0
dF
Figure 5.25: Diagram of dF and dL1 for ωk.
From this Figure 5.25 we conclude that
dF
`
ηpk´1q
˘ “ 0. (5.65)
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For each integer 0 ď N ď k´1, using Lemma 5.38, we fix the Hodge decomposition
ηpNq :“ dF
`
αpN´1q
˘ ` δF `βpN`1q˘ ` γpNq, (5.66)
where the following elements are fixed:
1. αpN´1q P ΩpN´1q,pk´N´1qpSq.
2. βpN`1q P ΩpN`1q,pk´NqpSq.
3. γpNq P HNpF q b Ωpk´N´1qpL1q.
The next step of the proof is to present an iteration. We consider first the case
when N “ k ´ 1. The contents of Equation 5.66 yields
ηpk´1q “ dF
`
αpk´2q
˘ ` δF `βpkq˘ ` γpk´1q, (5.67)
which we combine with dF pηpk´1qq “ 0 from Equation 5.65, to derive
dF pηpk´1qq “ dF
´
dF
`
αpk´2q
˘` δF `βpkq˘` γpk´1q¯
“ 0` dF δF
`
βpkq
˘` 0 “ 0.
From this we conclude that dF δF
`
βpkq
˘ “ 0. Further, by applying the Laplacian
∆F “ δFdF ` dF δF to the element δF
`
βpkq
˘
, we obtain
∆F
`
δF
`
βpkq
˘ ˘ “ δFdF δF `βpkq˘` dF δF δF `βpkq˘
“ δF p0q ` dF p0q “ 0 .
From the above we have ∆F pδF pβpkqqq “ 0, whence δF pβpkqq “ 0 by the uniqueness
of the Hodge decomposition. Consequently we deduce that Equation 5.67 takes
the form
ηpk´1q “ dF pαpk´2qq ` γpk´1q . (5.68)
We take dL1 of both sides in the above Equation 5.68, using also part 1 of Lemma
5.37, to obtain
dL1
`
ηpk´1q
˘ “ dL1dF `αpk´2q˘ ` dL1 `γpk´1q˘
“ ´dFdL1
`
αpk´2q
˘ ` dL1 `γpk´1q˘ , (5.69)
from where we deduce
dL1pγpk´1qq “ dL1pηpk´1qq ` dFdL1pαpk´2qq . (5.70)
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Further, from Equation 5.64 for M “ k ´ 1, we also obtain
0 “ dF pηpk´2qq ` p´1qk´1 ¨ dL1pηpk´1qq
“ p´1qk´2 ¨ dF pηpk´2qq ` p´1qk´2 ¨ p´1qk´1 ¨ dL1pηpk´1qq
“ p´1qk´2 ¨ dF
`
ηpk´2q
˘ ´ dL1 `ηpk´1q˘ ,
from where we conclude that
dL1
`
ηpk´1q
˘ “ p´1qk´2 ¨ dF `ηpk´2q˘ . (5.71)
Combining the above Equation 5.71 with Equation 5.70 we obtain
dL1
`
γpk´1q
˘ “ dL1 `ηpk´1q˘ ` dFdL1 `αpk´2q˘
“ p´1qk´2 ¨ dF
`
ηpk´2q
˘ ` dFdL1 `αpk´2q˘
“ dF
´
p´1qk´2 ¨ ηpk´2q ` dL1
`
αpk´2q
˘ ¯
.
From this we conclude that dL1
`
γpk´1q
˘ P impdF q. We now aim to show that
dSpγpk´1qq “ 0, as this will be used in the final part of the proof. For this it
will suffice to show that both dF pγpk´1qq “ 0 and dL1pγpk´1qq “ 0; the first of
these expressions follows from Equations 5.65 and 5.68, so that we are reduced
to showing that dL1pγpk´1qq “ 0. To show this we apply the Laplacian ∆F to the
element dL1pγpk´1qq:
∆F
`
dL1
`
γpk´1q
˘˘ “ δFdFdL1 `γpk´1q˘ ` dF δFdL1 `γpk´1q˘
“ δFdFdF
´
p´1qk´2 ¨ ηpk´2q ´ dL1
`
αpk´2q
˘ ¯
` dF δFdL1
`
γpk´1q
˘
“ 0 ` dF δFdL1
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.72)
“ p´1qf`1 ¨ dFdL1δF
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.73)
“ p´1q ¨ p´1qf`1 ¨ dL1dF δF
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.74)
“ p´1qf`1 ¨ dL1δFdF
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.75)
“ p´1qf`1 ¨ p´1qf`1 ¨ δFdL1dF
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.76)
“ ´δFdFdL1
`
γpk´1q
˘
(5.77)
“ ´δFdFdF
´
p´1qk´2 ¨ ηpk´2q ´ dL1
`
αpk´2q
˘ ¯
(5.78)
“ 0.
In the above Equation 5.75 we have used the identity dF δF
`
γpk´1qq
˘ “ ´δFdF `γpk´1q˘,
which follows from ∆F pγpk´1qq “ 0; in the above Equations 5.73 and 5.76 we have
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used part 3 of Lemma 5.37; further, in Equations 5.74 and 5.77 we have used part
1 of Lemma 5.37; finally, in Equations 5.72 and 5.78 we have used that dFdF “ 0.
We combine ∆F
`
dL1
`
γpk´1q
˘˘ “ 0 with Equations 5.69 and 5.71 to obtain the
following:
dL1pηpk´1qq “
dF pΩk´2,2pSqqhkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
p´1qk´2 ¨ dF pηpk ´ 2qq
dL1pηpk´1qq “ ´dFdL1pαpk´2qqloooooooomoooooooon
dF pΩk´2,2pSqq
` dL1pγpk´1qqlooooomooooon
Hk´1pF qbΩ0pL1q
By the uniqueness of Hodge decomposition we conclude that dL1
`
γpk´1q
˘ “ 0.
Thus dS
`
γpk´1q
˘ “ 0. Using this conclusion and Equation 5.68, we further obtain
ηpk´1q ´ dS
`
αpk´2q
˘´ γpk´1q “ ηpk´1q ´ dF `αpk´2q˘´ dL1 `αpk´2q˘´ γpk´1q
“ δF
`
βpkq
˘´ dL1 `αpk´2q˘
“ ´dL1
`
αpk´2q
˘
.
The above is the final computational part of the proof; the final stage of the proof
of the first iteration is to define
ηk´1 :“ η ´ dSpαpk´2qq ´ γpk´1q
“ ηp0q ` ηp1q ` . . . ` ηpk´2q ` ηpk´1q ´ dSpαpk´2qq ´ γpk´1q
“ ηp0q ` ηp1q ` . . . ` ηpk´2q ´ dL1pαpk´2qq,
where we also note that
pηk´1qpk´2q :“
´
ηpk´2q ´ dL1
`
αpk´2q
˘ ¯ P Ωpk´2,1qpSq .
Correspondingly pηk´1qpk´1q “ 0. However the form ηk´1, so constructed, still
satisfies
dS pηk´1q “ dS
`
η ´ dSαpk´1q ´ γpk´1q
˘
“ dS pηq ´ dS
`
γpk´1q
˘
“ ω.
This completes the first iteration, where we have verified that the cohomology
class rηs may be represented by rηpk´1qs, which satisfies pηk´1qpk´1q “ 0, as above.
We can iterate the above procedure with ηk´1 in place of η and k ´ 2 in place of
k ´ 1; the only modification that is necessary is to substitute Equation 5.65, by
noting that, provided we have not reached the subscript index pk ´ 1q ´ τpkq at
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k ´ 2, we have
dF
`pηk´1qpk´2q˘ “ 0. (5.79)
We continue this procedure all the way to, but not including, the subscript index
pk ´ 1q ´ τpkq; at the final stage we obtain
η “ ητpkq “
ηp0q ` . . .` ηpτpkqq ` κ,
with the κ P Ωτpkq,pk´1q´τpkqpSq. Furthermore we still have dη “ dη “ ω and
η P Ωk´1τ pSq, so that pS˚pηq is τ -admissible. This verifies injectivity, implying
surjectivity and this proves the result.
Remark 5.44. The computation of the cohomology MH‚τ pcSq in the above The-
orem 5.43 is independent of the choice of metric g on F . The metric g was fixed
in order to define ˚F in Equation 5.42 on page 79.
Example 5.45. Let S “ S1 ˆ S1, where F “ L1 “ S1, and consider the product-
type depth 1 multicontrolled cone cS. We obtain directly that dimpcSq “ 3,
dimpSq “ 2, codimcSpptq “ 3, and codimcSpL1q “ 2, so that a multiperversity
τ PMpcSq may be defined as:
τpkq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
1 if k ă 0
1 if k “ 0
0 if k “ 1
´1 if k “ 2
´1 if k ą 2
Further, we can illustrate the multiperversity τ on the following two diagrams.
´1
0
1
´1 0 1 2 3
τpkq
k
Figure 5.26: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ .
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0 1
0
1
i
j
0
1
Figure 5.27: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ on the fibre degrees of F
and L1.
Using the result of the above Theorem 5.43 we obtain:
MH0τ pcSq “ R, MH1τ pcSq “ R and MH2τ pcSq “ 0.
Remark 5.46. Consider the setting of the above Example 5.45. Replace the mul-
tiperversity τ by multiperversity τ 1:
τ 1pkq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
1 if k ă 0
0 if k “ 0
0 if k “ 1
´1 if k “ 2
´1 if k ą 2
The multiperversity τ 1 can be illustrated on the following two diagrams.
´1
0
1
´1 0 1 2 3
τ 1pkq
k
Figure 5.28: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ 1.
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0 1
0
1
i
j
0
1
Figure 5.29: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ 1 on the fibre degrees of
F and L1.
Thus we obtain MΩ‚τ pcSq “ MΩ‚τ 1pcSq. This again illustrates the comment in
Example 5.30.
If we consider cS equipped with trivial multicontrol data, then the multiper-
verse cohomology computed for cS with a multiperversity mppq, where p is a gen-
eral perversity for cS, should agree with intersection cohomology. This is indeed
the case, if we compare Equation 5.80 below with the computation in [1](Equation
13, p.24).
Corollary 5.47. Let cS be a product-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone. Let
mppq P MpcSq be the multiperversity associated to a perversity p for cS; this
is specified by an integer ppptq P r´1, dimpSqs. Then, for all k P Zě0, there exists
an isomorphism
MHkmppqpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ď ppptq,
0 if k ą ppptq. (5.80)
Proof. There exists an isomorphism MHkmppqpcSq – HkpMΩ‚mppqpSqq, and further
HkpMΩ‚mppqpSqq –
à
i`j“k
iďmppqpkq
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ .
However, from the definition of m in Definition 5.7, we have that mppqpkq “ ´1
for k ą ppptq, and that mppqpkq “ codimpSq´1 for k ď ppptq. Thus for k ą ppptq
we obtain 0, while for k ď ppptq we obtain Ài`j“kpH ipF q bHjpL1qq “ HkpSq.
This proves the result.
Remark 5.48. Note that in the above Corollary 5.47 the condition that the mul-
ticontrol data for cS be trivial is not required. If this assumption were made,
then the computation would simplify further, for the concept of a multiperversity
would be redundant for this space.
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2.3 Poincare´ lemma for τ-multiperverse forms in the
product-type case
In this subsection we will compute the τ -multiperverse cohomology of a cylinder
X ˆ R, where X is a product-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. We
begin with an observation concerning the lattices of multiperversities for X and
for X ˆ R.
Proposition 5.49. There is an isomorphism between the lattice MpXq and the
lattice MpX ˆ Rq.
Proof. Firstly, note that there is a bijection from SSpXq to SSpX ˆRq; this bijec-
tion is defined by the correspondence A ÞÑ pA ˆ Rq for A P SSpXq. Secondly,
by considering Equations 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, in Definition 5.2, we remark that the
result will follow if we can show that the two efficiency conditions are identical in
X and X ˆR. It will suffice to show this for a fixed singular stratum A P SSpXq.
The two efficiency conditions for X and X ˆ R involve only the numerical values
of codimXpS 1Aq and codimXˆRpS 1A ˆ Rq. We compute the expression
codimXpS 1Aq “ dimpXq ´ dimpSAq,
followed by the expression
codimXˆRpS 1A ˆ Rq “ dimpX ˆ Rq ´ dimpS 1A ˆ Rq
“ dimpXq ` dimpRq ´ dimpS 1Aq ´ dimpRq (5.81)
“ dimpXq ` 1´ dimpS 1Aq ´ 1 (5.82)
“ dimpXq ´ dimpSAq.
The expressions for codimXpS 1Aq and codimXˆRpS 1A ˆ Rq are thus identical, from
where the result follows.
For clarity, we briefly remark that for X of product-type, the cylinder X ˆ R
is of product-type. From Equations 5.23 and 5.24, we have
SAˆR “ FA ˆ L1A ˆ pAˆ Rq,
S 1AˆR “ L1A ˆ pAˆ Rq.
The maps piAˆR and pi1AˆR are defined as piA ˆ 1R and pi1A ˆ 1R respectively. Thus
all of the conditions in Definition 5.24 are satisfied. For X ˆ R, the contents of
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Equation 5.26 has the following form, where x P FA, y P L1A and pz1, z2q P Aˆ R:
Λk
`
T ˚px,y,pz1,z2qqpSAˆRq
˘ – à
i`j`h“k
Λi pT ˚xFAqˆΛj
`
T ˚y L
1
A
˘ˆΛh `T ˚pz1,z2qpAˆ Rq˘ .
To prove the Poincare´ lemma for τ -multiperverse forms on X ˆR we will use the
results of Subsection 2.3, verifying as before that the Poincare´ homotopy operator
for liftable forms
Kkl : Ω
k
l pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1l pX ˆ Rq
descends to a homotopy operator on the complex of τ -multiperverse forms Ω‚τ pXˆ
Rq. Firstly, we note the requisite extension of the endomorphism p˚regpXqQ of
Ω‚l pX ˆ Rq, where
pregpXq : regpXq ˆ R ÝÑ regpXq
is the natural projection and
Q : Ωkl pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωkl pXq
is defined as the pullback along the map x ÞÑpx, 0q.
Lemma 5.50. Let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity for X and X ˆ R, and let
ω PMΩkτ pX ˆ Rq be a τ -multiperverse form. The liftable form
p˚regpXqQpωq P ΩkpregpXq ˆ Rq
is τ -multiperverse, this yielding an endomorphism
p˚regpXqQ : MΩ
‚
τ pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ MΩ‚τ pX ˆ Rq .
Proof. By Proposition 5.35 it suffices to verify that p˚regpXqQ maps τ -multiperverse
forms to τ -admissible forms. If ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq ^ dt, then Qpωq “ 0, so
that it will suffice to verify this result in the case when
ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq.
In this case Qpωq “ fpx, 0q ^ η, so that
p˚regpXqQpωq “ fpx, 0q ^ p˚regpXqpηq.
For each singular stratum A P SSpXq, from the assumption ω PMΩkτ pX ˆRq, we
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obtain
RAˆRpωq “ F ps, tq ¨RApηq P
à
iďτpk´hq
i`j`h“k
Ωi,j,hpSAq ,
for some function F , but we also obtain by direct computation
RAˆRpp˚regpXqQpωqq “ RAˆRpfpx, 0q ^ ηq “ F :ps, 0q ^RApηq,
for some function F :. Since F and F : are 0-forms, this proves the result, as it
verifies that p˚regpXqQpωq is τ -admissible.
Remark 5.51. Note the distinction between R defined on cS, as in Proposition
5.39, and p˚regpXqQ, as defined in the above Lemma 5.50. Diagrammatically the
operation R is the pullback to the singular boundary of cS in the deshirring, or a
kind of reflection of the liftable form in the singular stratum; the action of p˚regpXqQ
is, in this sense, perpendicular to the singular stratum of X.
Lemma 5.52. Let τ PMpXq be a multiperversity for X and XˆR. The homotopy
operator Kkl for liftable forms descends to an operator
Kkl : MΩ
k
τ pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ MΩk´1τ pX ˆ Rq,
so that, for all ω PMΩkτ pX ˆ Rq, the following identity holds
Kk`1l pdωq ´ dKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1 ¨
`
ω ´ p˚regpXqQω
˘
. (5.83)
Thus K‚l defines a chain homotopy between the identity and p˚regpXqQ endomorph-
isms on the complex MΩ‚τ pX ˆ Rq.
Proof. If ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq, then Kkl pωq “ 0, so that it will suffice to prove
this result in the case when
ω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq ^ dt .
By direction computation we obtain
Kkl pωq “ Kkl
`
fpx, tq ^ p˚regpXqpηq ^ dt
˘ “ p˚regpXqpηq ^ ż w“t
w“0
fpx,wq dw .
It will suffice to verify that both Kkl pωq and dKkl pωq are τ -admissible for a fixed
singular stratum A ˆ R P SSpX ˆ Rq. To verify that Kkl pωq is τ -admissible we
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compute
RAˆRpKkl pωqq “ RAˆR
´
p˚regpXqpηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fpx,wq dw
¯
“ RApηq ^
ż w“t
w“0
fps, wq dw ,
where s P SA, and we denote the lift of f by f , with RAˆRpKkl pωqq P ΩkpSA ˆRq.
As the expression
şw“t
w“0 fps, wq dw is a 0-form, it will suffice to verify that
RApηq P
à
iďτppk´1q´hq
i`j`h“k´1
Ωi,j,hpSAq,
but this follows directly from the following computation:
RAˆRpp˚regpXqpηq ^ dtq “ pRApηq ^ dtq P
à
iďτpk´h1q
i`j`h1“k
Ωi,j,h
1pSAq. (5.84)
In the above Equation 5.84, as a consequence of the dt term, we have h1 “ h` 1.
To verify that dKkl pωq is τ -admissible, we compute:
RAˆRpdKkl pωqq “ RAˆRpKk`1l pdωqq ` RAˆR
`p´1qk ¨ pω ´ p˚regpXqQωq˘
“ RAˆRpKk`1l pdωqq ` p´1qk ¨RAˆRpωq .
We obtain that RAˆRpωq is contained Àiďτpk´h1q
i`j`h“k
Ωi,j,hpSAq by assumption, and
we obtain that RAˆRpKk`1l pdωqq is contained in
À
iďτpk´h1q
i`j`h“k
Ωi,j,hpSAq by using the
same argument as for Kkl pωq; in this we recall that dω is τ -multiperverse because
ddω “ 0. This proves the result.
Corollary 5.53. Let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity for X and X ˆ R. For all
k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pX ˆ Rq – MHkτ pXq .
Furthermore, by induction, there exists is an isomorphism
MHkτ pX ˆ Rnq – MHkτ pXq .
Proof. This follows from the above Lemma 5.52 in the same way as Corollary
3.18 follows from Lemma 3.17. For convenience we reproduce the details. Let
rωs P MHkτ pX ˆ Rq be a cohomology class. From Equation 5.83 in Lemma 5.52
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we have
p˚regpXqQω ` p´1qk ¨ dKkl pωq “ ω ,
so that rωs “ rp˚regpXqQωs in MHkτ pXˆRq. Note that pr˚egpXq and Q are morphisms
of complexes and that the map
rωs “ rp˚regpXqQωs ÞÝÑ rQωs
is linear, well-defined and injective. To show that it is surjective let rηs PMHkτ pXq,
then we obtain
rp˚regpXqpηqs “ rp˚regpXqQp˚regpXqpηqs ÞÝÑ rQp˚regpXqpηqs “ rηs.
From this we conclude that MHkτ pX ˆ Rq is isomorphic to MHkτ pXq.
From the above Poincare´ lemma and the previous computation for the cone cS,
we obtain the usual local calculation for intersection cohomology (compare to, for
example, with the calculation in [26], Theorem 6.1).
Corollary 5.54. Let cS be a product-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone. Let mppq P
MpcSq be the multiperversity associated to a perversity p for cS and cSˆRn; this
is specified by an integer ppptq P r´1, dimpSqs. Then, for all k P Zě0, there exists
an isomorphism
MHkmppqpcS ˆ Rnq –MHkmppqpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ď ppptq
0 if k ą ppptq
Proof. This follows from the above Lemma 5.52 and Corollary 5.47.
3 Flat-type case
In this section we will define the more general case of depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified spaces that we consider, called the flat-type case, in which multiperverse
cohomology can be calculated; as for the product-type case we will present the
calculations for the cone and the cylinder when these spaces satisfy the flat-type
assumption. In the preceding section we introduced the product-type case and
presented explicit calculations for the cone and the cylinder, once appropriate
properties have been verified for the flat-type case, these calculations can be carried
from the product-type case to the flat-type case without excessive modification.
Additionally, multiperverse cohomology can be defined in a more general setting
still; we present this in Subsection 3.1.
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3.1 Definition of multiperverse forms on a general depth
1 multicontrolled space
In this subsection we will define the complex of multiperverse forms on an arbitrary
depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. For product-type spaces this definition
will be concordant with the definition in Subsection 2.1.
Let X be an arbitrary depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space and consider
the following diagram for the link bundle SA, recalling that LA is the fibre of piA
and L1A is the fibre of pi1A; we also recall that the fibre of µA is FA.
LA // SA
µA

piA

L1A // S 1A
pi1A

A
For each singular stratum A P SSpXq choose horizontal subbundles Q1,A, Q2,A Ď
T pSAq such that the identities
T pSAq “ kerpdpiAq ‘Q2,A and kerpdpiAq “ kerpdµAq ‘Q1,A
are verified, from where
T pSAq “ kerpdµAq ‘Q1,A ‘Q2,A. (5.85)
Hereinafter we write Q :“tQ1,A, Q2,AuAPSSpXq to denote the set of horizontal sub-
bubdles consisting of the various Q1,A and Q2,A involved, further writing pX,Qq to
denote a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space with a fixed choice of horizontal
subbundles Q. Throughout the rest of this subsection we fix an pX,Qq.
For a fixed singular stratum A P SSpXq, and for each s P SA, from the choice
of Q1,A and Q2,A fitting into the decomposition of Equation 5.85, we obtain an
induced decomposition on cotangent spaces:
T ˚s pSAq –
`
kerpdµAq˚s
˘ˆ `pQ˚1,Aqs˘looooooooooooooomooooooooooooooon
kerpdpiAqs˚
ˆ`pQ˚2,Aqs˘.
From there, by considering the k-th exterior product for k P Zě0, we obtain the
following decomposition of the k-form bundle:
Λk
`
T ˚s pSAq
˘ – à
i`j`h“k
´
Λi
`
kerpdµAq˚s
˘ˆ Λj`pQ˚1,Aqs˘loooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooon
Λi`j pkerpdpiAqs˚ q
ˆΛh`pQ˚2,Aqs˘¯. (5.86)
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The decomposition in the above Equation 5.86 further entails that the complex of
smooth differential forms on SA itself satisfies the decomposition
ΩkpSA,Qq “
à
i`j`h“k
Γ
´
SA,
`
Λi
`
kerpdµAq˚s
˘ˆ Λj`pQ˚1,Aqs˘ˆ Λh`pQ˚2,Aqs˘˘ ¯,
where we denote the pi, j, hq-th component of ΩkpSAq as
Ωi,j,hpSA,Qq :“ Γ
´
S,
`
Λi
`
kerpdµAq˚s
˘ˆ Λj`pQ˚1,Aqs˘ˆ Λh`pQ˚2,Aqs˘˘ ¯, (5.87)
from where ΩkpSAq “ Ài`j`h“k Ωi,j,hpSA,Qq. This splitting is a generalisation
of the splitting in Subsection 2.1, the above Equation 5.87 being analogous to
Equation 5.27 in the aforementioned subsection. For the pi, j, hq-th component in
the above Equation 5.87, we will say that a form in Ωi,j,hpS,Qq has total degree
k“ i`j`h, has total fibre degree i`j“k´h, has lower fibre degree j and has upper
fibre degree i. Finally, we remark that in the above paragraph one can replace SA
with SAX pi´1A rU s, for an open subset U Ď A of the singular stratum A, obtaining
thus a decomposition Ωi,j,hpSA X pi´1A rU s,Qq.
Definition 5.55. Let ω P Ωkl pXq be a liftable form on a depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space X and let τ PMpXq be a multiperversity for X. We will say that
the liftable form ω is τ -admissible if, for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, the
following is satisfied:
RApω|regpTAqq P
à
iďτpAqpk´hq
Ωi,j,h pSA,Qq . (5.88)
In the above Equation 5.88 the integer i is the upper fibre degree, j is the lower
fibre degree and h is the base degree; i ` j is the total fibre degree and k “
i ` j ` k is the total degree. Furthermore, we will say that the liftable form ω is
τ -multiperverse if both ω and dω are τ -admissible. We write MΩkτ pX,Qq for the
set of τ -multiperverse forms on X. It is immediate that the set of τ -multiperverse
forms is a cochain complex MΩ‚τ pX,Qq under the exterior derivative inherited
from Ω‚l pX,Qq, which is just the exterior derivative on regpXq. The cohomology
of the cochain complex MΩ‚τ pX,Qq is called the τ -multiperverse cohomology of
X, where we write
MHkτ pX,Qq :“ Hk pMΩ‚τ pX,Qqq .
Definition 5.56. Let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity and let SA be the link
bundle of a singular stratum A P SSpXq of a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
space X with fixed horizontal subbundles Q. Define MΩkτ pSA,Qq to be the set of
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forms ω P ΩkpSAq which satisfy
ω P
ˆ à
iďτpAqpk´hq
Ωi,j,hpSA,Qq
˙
and dSω P
ˆ à
i1ďτpAqppk`1q´h1q
Ωi
1,j1,h1pSA,Qq
˙
.
This extends to a cochain complex MΩ‚τ pSA,Qq with the boundary operator the
restriction of the exterior derivative dSA .
To avoid extraneous notation, as the Q will often be fixed, hereinafter we will
permit ourselves to write, for example, MHkτ pXq or MΩ‚τ pSAq, where the choice
of Q is clear from the context. See also Remark 5.67, which states that flat-type
cone calculation is independent of certain choices, including Q.
Remark 5.57. Let X be a product-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space
and choose Q by using the product structure for SA. The contents of Definitions
5.55 and 5.56, as above, agrees with the analogous Definitions 5.28 and 5.33 for
the product-type case.
Finally, we note that Proposition 5.32 remains valid for the general case of
MΩ‚τ pX,Qq; the proof is unchanged.
3.2 Flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled spaces
In this subsection we will define the flat-type case. This case is more general than
the product-type case, but the assumptions will permit us to carry over the proofs
of the results from the product-type case without excessive modification.
Definition 5.58. Let X be a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space and consider
the following diagram for the link bundle SA, recalling that LA is the fibre of piA
and L1A is the fibre of pi1A; we also recall that the fibre of µA is FA.
LA // SA
µA

piA

L1A // S 1A
pi1A

A
With reference to the above diagram, we will say that X is of flat-type if, for each
singular stratum A P SSpXq, the following conditions are verified:
1. There is a metric gA on FA such that for all z P A the bundle µA|pi´1A pzq is
flat with respect to the group IsompFA, gAq; we assume that SA, S 1A and FA
are oriented with fixed compatible orientations.
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2. The map piA is flat with respect to the group BDiffpLAq of bundle diffeo-
morphisms of LA Ñ L1A.
3. There exists a finite good cover of A.
From this we define Q1,A and Q2,A by patching together the horizontal subspaces
arising from local trivilisations of µA and piA. Then Q is flat and we can assume
that piA is flat with respect to the subgroup whose derivatives are diagonal with
respect to the splitting kerpdpiAq “ kerpdµAq ‘Q1,A.
Throughout the rest of this subsection we fix a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space pX,Qq. Following the same outline as in the product-type case,
our next aim is to obtain a decomposition for the exterior derivative
dSA : Ω
kpSAq ÝÑ Ωk`1pSAq
according to the splitting Ωi,j,hpSAq. To obtain this decomposition we will use the
following description of the exterior derivative. Let ω P ΩkpSAq be a k-form and
let Zi P T pSAq be smooth vector fields on SA. The exterior derivative dSA satisfies
pdSAωqpZ1, . . . , Zk`1q “ (5.89)
k`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zk`1q`ÿ
1ďcădďk`1
p´1qc`d ωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Zk`1q.
Lemma 5.59. Let pX,Qq be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space with
horizontal subbundles Q. There exists a decomposition of the exterior derivative
dSA, acting on Ω
i,j,hpSAq, into components
dSA “ dFA,Q ` p´1qi ¨ dL1A,Q ` p´1qi`j ¨ dA,Q. (5.90)
In the above, each component acts as follows:
dFA,Q : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi`1,j,hpSAq. (5.91)
dL1A,Q : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi,j`1,hpSAq. (5.92)
dA,Q : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi,j,h`1pSAq. (5.93)
Consequently the exterior derivative dSA acts as
dSA : Ω
i,j,hpSAq ÝÑ Ωi`1,j,hpSAq ‘ Ωi,j`1,hpSAq ‘ Ωi,j,h`1pSAq.
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Proof. Note that this result requires the flatness assumptions. In particular we
will use the following properties which follow directly from Definition 5.58. Let
us write i1 : kerpdµAq ãÑ T pSAq for the inclusion of kerpdµAq, i2 : Q1,A ãÑ T pSAq
for the inclusion of Q1,A, and i3 : Q2,A ãÑ T pSAq for the inclusion of Q2,A. Then,
if the various Zi are elements of kerpdµAq, the various Z 1j are elements of Q1,A
and the various Z2h are elements of Q2,A, we obtain the following identities from
flatness: rZc, Zds P kerpdµAq, rZ 1c, Z 1ds P Q1,A and rZ2c , Z2d s P Q2,A; ri1Zc, i2Z 1ds “ 0,
ri1Zc, i3Z2d s “ 0 and ri2Z 1c, i3Z2d s “ 0. Following a slight abuse of notation, we may
rewrite the final three identities: rZc, Z 1ds “ 0, rZc, Z2d s “ 0 and rZ 1c, Z2d s “ 0.
The next step in the proof is to decompose dSA acting on Ω
i,j,hpSAq using the
content of Equation 5.89; due to the trigrading this produces a large number of
expressions7, most of which will vanish as a consequence of flatness. The compu-
tation is split up into three steps which will yield the three terms in Equations
5.91, 5.92 and 5.93. Throughout we let Zi be elements of kerpdµAq, the various Z 1j
be elements of Q1,A and the various Z
2
h be elements of Q2,A. For a fixed sum of
integers e1`e2`e3“ i`j`h`1, we write
pdSAqpωqpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q (5.94)
“ CFA,Q ` CL1A,Q ` CA,Q.
From this, by rewriting the content of Equation 5.89, we obtain expressions for
CFA,Q, CL1A,Q and CA,Q:
CFA,Q “ (5.95)
e1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcădďe1
p´1qc`dωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcďe1
1ďdďe2
p´1qc`d`e1ωprZc, Z 1ds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1d, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`
ÿ
1ďcďe1
1ďdďe3
p´1qc`d`e1`e2ωprZc, Z2d s, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2e3q
7There are 3`P p3, 2q expressions involved, so 3` 6 “ 9 expressions.
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CL1A,Q “ (5.96)
e2ÿ
c“1
p´1qc`e1´1Z 1c ωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcădďe2
p´1qc`d`2e1ωprZ 1c, Z 1ds, Z1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Zˆ 1d, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcďe2
1ďdďe3
p´1qc`d`e1ωprZ 1c, Z2d s, Z1, . . . , . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2e3q
CA,Q “ (5.97)
e3ÿ
c“1
p´1qc`e2`e1´1Z2c ωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcădďe2
p´1qc`d`2e1`2e2ωprZ2c , Z2d s, Z1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2e3q
In the above Equations 5.95, 5.96 and 5.97, we have not gathered the expressions
into the decomposition; we do this in tandem with applying the identities which
arise from flatness assumption. From this we obtain three expressions:
CFA,Q “ (5.98)
e1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`ÿ
1ďcădďe1
p´1qc`dωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q
CL1A,Q “ (5.99)
e2ÿ
c“1
p´1qc`e1´1Z 1c ωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q`
p´1qe1
ÿ
1ďcădďe2
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , rZ 1c, Z 1ds, Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Zˆ 1d, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Z2e3q
CA,Q “ (5.100)
e3ÿ
c“1
p´1qc`e2`e1´1Z2c ωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Z2e3q`
p´1qe1`e2
ÿ
1ďcădďe2
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Ze1 , Z 11, . . . , Z 1e2 , rZ2c , Z2d s, Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2e3q
Having reduced Equations 5.95, 5.96 and 5.97 to Equations 5.98, 5.99 and 5.100,
we can now remark that, if ω P Ωi,j,hpSAq, then the form in Equation 5.98 is in
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Ωi`1,j,hpSAq, the form in Equation 5.99 is in Ωi,j`1,hpSAq, and the form in Equation
5.99 is in Ωi,j,h`1pSAq. Hence we may define dFA,Q, dL1A,Q and dA,Q:
dFA,QpωqpZ1, . . . , Zi, Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq “ (5.101)
i`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Zc ωpZ1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq`ÿ
1ďcădďi`1
p´1qc`dωprZc, Zds, Z1, . . . , Zˆc, . . . , Zˆd, . . . , Zi`1;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq
dL1A,QpωqpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j, Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq “ (5.102)
j`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Z 1c ωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq`ÿ
1ďcădďj`1
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Zk; rZ 1c, Z 1ds, Z 11, . . . , Zˆ 1c, . . . , Zˆ 1d, . . . , Z 1j`1;Z21 , . . . , Z2hq
dA,QpωqpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Z2h, Z2h`1q “ (5.103)
h`1ÿ
c“1
p´1qc´1Z2c ωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j;Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Z2h`1q`ÿ
1ďcădďh`1
p´1qc`dωpZ1, . . . , Zi;Z 11, . . . , Z 1j; rZ2c , Z2d s, Z21 , . . . , Zˆ2c , . . . , Zˆ2d , . . . , Z2h`1q
By the previous comment and by the content of Equations 5.98, 5.99 and 5.100,
combined with Equation 5.94, the definitions in Equations 5.101, 5.102 and 5.103
give us the appropriate arrows of Equations 5.91, 5.92 and 5.93, which satisfy the
contents of Equation 5.90.
It is salient to note that dFA,Q, dL1A,Q and dA,Q are defined using Q; the possibility
to define these three operations depends on flatness and on the particular choice
of Q. Let us consider the local presentation of dFA,Q, dL1A,Q and dA,Q; for this
we fix a stratum A P SSpXq and let there be defined a coordinate patch Y Ď SA
around y P Y . From the flatness assumption, as in Definition 5.58, we can find
coordinate vector fields arising locally from trivilisations of the bundles to span
kerpdµAq, Q1,A and Q2,A; let these be tBuiufi“1, tBvjul1j“1, and tBwhuah“1. A basis
form in Ωi,j,hpSAq is
ω :“ fpu, v, wq ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH , (5.104)
this representing a basis i`j`h“ k-form, where |I| “ i, |J | “ j and |H| “ h.
Consider the action of each component in the decomposition of dSA , as in Equation
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5.90, acting on the form ω in Equation 5.104:
dFA,Qpf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
fÿ
i“1
Bf
Bui ^ dui ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.105)
dL1A,Qpf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
l1ÿ
j“1
Bf
Bvj ^ dvj ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.106)
dA,Q pf ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwHq :“
aÿ
h“1
Bf
Bwh ^ dwh ^ duI ^ dvJ ^ dwH . (5.107)
This is identical to the local presentation in Subsection 2.1, one may respectively
compare Equation 5.105 above with Equation 5.33, Equation 5.106 above with
Equation 5.34 and Equation 5.107 above with Equation 5.35. Furthermore, the
local coordinate changes preserve the pi, j, hq-splitting, as piA is flat with respect
to the subgroup of bundle diffeomorphisms.
3.3 Calculation of τ-multiperverse cohomology for a
flat-type cone
In this subsection we will consider the extension of the results in Subsection 2.2
to the flat-type case; the aim is to obtain the calculation of MH‚τ pcS,Qq for a
flat-type cone cS. For this we will use the intermediary complex of Definition
5.56.
Let cS be the depth 1 multicontrolled fibered cone over the depth 0 fibering
data µ : S Ñ S 1 “ L1, with S 1 “ L1 and F compact smooth manifolds. Further,
assume that cS satisfies Definition 5.58. For clarity we reiterate the contents of
Definition 5.58 for cS:
1. There is a Riemannian metric g on F such that the map µ is flat with respect
to the group IsompF, gq.
2. The map pi : S Ñ pt is flat with respect to the subgroup of BDiffpS 1q of
bundle diffeomorphisms.
As the sole singular stratum of cS is pt P SSpcSq, which is 0-dimensional with
Q2 “ 0, then for the purpose of Definition 5.55 it will suffice to consider, in
lieu of the three fold decomposition Ωi,j,hpSq, simply the two fold decomposition
Ωi,jpSq :“ Ωi,j,0pSq. In this setting the content of Equation 5.90 takes the form
dS “ dF,Q ` p´1qi ¨ dL1,Q,
for the map dpt,Q acts as the zero map.
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To compute MH‚τ pcS,Qq we note that a number of intermediary results and
definitions remain unchanged from the product-type case to the flat-type case.
The definition of R and the definition of Kkl on τ -multiperverse forms remain
unchanged; we will not repeat these definitions here. Further, the results that
remain unchanged are Proposition 5.36, Proposition 5.39 and Lemma 5.41; for
convenience we will restate these results here.
Proposition 5.60. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity for a flat-type cone pcS,Qq
and let ωi,j P Ωi,jpSq be a k-form, where i`j“k. Then pS˚ pωi,jq P Ωkl pDpcXqq is
the lift of a τ -admissible form if and only if i ď τpkq.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 5.36.
Proposition 5.61. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity for a flat-type cone pcS,Qq
and let ω PMΩkτ pcS,Qq be a τ -multiperverse form. The smooth form pS˚Rptpωq P
ΩkpDpcSqq defines the lift of a τ -multiperverse form, denoted Rω P MΩkτ pcS,Qq,
this yielding an endomorphism
R : MΩ‚τ pcS,Qq ÝÑ MΩ‚τ pcS,Qq.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Proposition 5.39.
Lemma 5.62. Let τ P MpcSq be a multiperversity for a flat-type cone pcS,Qq
and consider the homotopy operator Kkl on liftable forms on cS. The following
two numbered statements are verified:
1. The operator Kkl descends to an operator
Kkl : MΩ
k
τ pcS,Qq ÝÑ MΩk´1τ pcS,Qq,
that is to say Kkl takes τ -multiperverse k-forms on cS to τ -multiperverse
pk´1q-forms on cS.
2. For all ω PMΩkτ pcS,Qq the following identity is verified:
Kk`1l pdωq ´ dKkl pωq “ p´1qk´1 pω ´ Rωq . (5.108)
Hence K‚l defines a chain homotopy between the identity and R endomorphisms
of the complex MΩ‚τ pcS,Qq of τ -multiperverse forms on cS.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.41.
From the above Lemma 5.62, we obtain directly the validity of the following
result.
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Corollary 5.63. Let τ PMpcSq be a multiperversity for a flat-type cone pcS,Qq.
For all integers k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pcS,Qq – HkpMΩ‚τ pS,Qqq,
so that, for the cone cS, the two complexes defined in Definitions 5.55 and 5.56
are quasi-isomorphic.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Corollary 5.42.
To complete the computation we will need to verify that the proof of Theorem
5.43 can be adapted to the flat-type case. To do this we must define ˚F , δF ,
and further verify a result analogous to Lemma 5.37. The operator ˚F is defined
locally for z P Z and y P Y Ď pi´1rzs, where Y is an oriented coordinate patch with
tBuiufi“1 locally spanning kerpdµq, and with tBvjul1j“1 locally spanning Q1. Given
a permutation σ P Sympfq of p1, . . . , fq and an ordered set of indices tik1ukk1“1, as
in the product-type case, we define:
˚F pdui1 ^ . . .^ duikq
“ ||dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ||2g ¨ sgnpσq ¨
b
det ppgzqijq ¨ duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif (5.109)
“ GIpuq ¨ duik`1 ^ . . .^ duif . (5.110)
The above Equation 5.109 takes the same form as Equation 5.43 in the product-
type case, while Equation 5.110 takes the same form as Equation 5.44 in the
product-type case. Furthermore, in the above Equation 5.110 we have written
GI :“ ||dui1 ^ . . .^ duik ||2g ¨ sgnpσq ¨
b
det ppgqijq,
noting that this function is dependent only on the ui coordinates; this follows
because µ|pi´1rzs is flat with respect to the group of isometries IsompF, gq. The
definition of δF is as in Equation 5.48.
Lemma 5.64. For a depth 1 multicontrolled flat-type cone pcS,Qq the following
three numbered identities are verified:
1. pdF,Qq pdL1,Qq “ p´1q ¨ pdL1,Qq pdF,Qq.
2. pdL1,Qq ˚F “ p´1qf ¨ ˚F pdL1,Qq.
3. pdL1,Qq δF “ p´1qf`1 ¨ δF pdL1,Qq.
Proof. The proof is identical to that of Lemma 5.37.
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Proposition 5.65 ([2], Theorem 5.1). For a depth 1 multicontrolled flat-type cone
pcS,Qq there is an isomorphism
HkpΩ‚pSqq – à
i`j“k
HjpL1,HipF qq,
where every element rαs P HjpL1,HipF qq can be represented by a γ P Ωi,jpSq
satisfying: (i) dF,Qpγq “ 0, (ii) dL1,Qpγq “ 0, (iii) δF pγq “ 0, (iv) if δSpγq “ 0.
Theorem 5.66. Let cS be the depth 1 multicontrolled fibered cone over the depth
0 fibering data µ : S Ñ S 1 “ L1, with S 1 “ L1 a compact smooth manifold and F
a compact smooth manifold also. Fix a choice of horizontal subbundles Q, noting
that Q2 “ 0, and assume that cS is of flat-type. Further let τ P MpcSq be a
multiperversity for cS. Then, for all k P Zě0, there exists an an isomorphism
HkpMΩ‚τ pSq,Qq –
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq, (5.111)
and hence there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pcS,Qq –
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq. (5.112)
Proof. Note that the the isomorphism in Equation 5.112 follows from the iso-
morphism in Equation 5.111; this is a consequence of Corollary 5.63. Thus we
need to establish the isomorphism of Equation 5.111 to prove the result.
From the above Proposition 5.65 there is an isomorphism
Ψ :
à
i`j“k
HjpL1,HipF qq ÝÑ HkpΩ‚pSqq ,
and, for clarity, we also fix the inclusion
Υ : HkpMΩ‚τ pSq,Qq ÝÑ HkpΩ‚pSqq .
From this obtaining a composition
HkpMΩ‚τ pS,Qqq HkpΩ‚pSqq
À
i`j“kH
jpL1,HipF qq .Υ Ψ´1
We aim to establish that Φ´1Υ is an isomorphism onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq,
that is that Ψ´1Υ is injective and surjective onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq. Firstly,
we verify the surjectivity of Ψ´1Υ onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq, assuming that the
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injectivity of Ψ´1Υ is verified; thus we reduce the proof of the result to the proof of
injectivity. To prove surjectivity we consider the following commutative diagram.
À
i` j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq   Ψ| //
 _

Hk pMΩ‚τ pS,Qqq
 _
Υ
À
i` j“kH
jpL1,HipF qq   Ψ // // Hk pΩ‚pSqq
Ψ´1
À
i` j“kH
jpL1,HipF qq
The top row Ψ| is defined identically to Ψ, which maps into Hk pMΩ‚τ pSqq by its
definition. We can deduce that the top right vertical arrow Υ is injective, this is
as we have assumed that Ψ´1Υ is injective. Following a similar argument, we also
deduce that the top row Ψ| is injective; this completes the proof of the surjectivity
of Ψ´1Υ onto
À
i`j“k
iďτpkq
HjpL1,HipF qq, for the square in the above commutative
diagram commutes and Ψ´1Ψ is the identity.
Now we verify the injectivity of Ψ´1Υ into
À
iďτpkqH
jpL1,HipF qq. As in the
proof of Theorem 5.43 this reduces to the following: if ω P Ωkτ pSq is a closed τ -
multiperverse form, that is a form satisfying dSpωq “ 0, and if we have ω “ dSpηq
for some η P Ωk´1pSq, then there exist a τ -multiperverse form η1 P Ωk´1τ pS,Qq
such that ω “ dSpη1q. The proof of this statement is identical to the proof of the
corresponding statement in Theorem 5.43, using instead of dL1 the operation dL1,Q,
and instead of dF the operation dF,Q, and further applying the above Lemma 5.64
instead of Lemma 5.37.
Remark 5.67. The computation of the cohomology MH‚τ pcS,Qq in the above The-
orem 5.43 is independent of the choice of metric g on F and the choice of horizontal
subbundles Q.
If we consider cS with trivial multicontrol data, then the multiperverse co-
homology computed for cS with a multiperversity mppq, where p is a general
perversity for cS, should agree with intersection cohomology.
Corollary 5.68. Let cS be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone with S 1 “ S
and µ “ 1S, so that the multicontrol data are redundant. Let mppq PMpcSq be the
multiperversity associated to a perversity p for cS; this is specified by an integer
ppptq P r´1, dimpSqs. Then, for all k P Zě0, there exists an isomorphism
MHkmppqpcSq –
#
HkpSq if k ď ppptq,
0 if k ą ppptq. (5.113)
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Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Corollary 5.47 in the product-type case.
3.4 Poincare´ lemma for τ-multiperverse forms in the
flat-type case
In this subsection we will compute the τ -multiperverse cohomology of a cylinder
X ˆ R where X is a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space.
Firstly, recall that by Corollary 5.49 the lattices MpXq and MpX ˆ Rq are
isomorphic. We will be able to use the proofs in Subsection 2.3 without modifica-
tion, but we must verify that the product X ˆR of a flat-type X with R is still of
flat-type, noting the changes that occur to the horizontal subbundles. As the link
bundles in X ˆR are SAˆR “ SAˆR and S 1AˆR “ S 1AˆR, then from the equality
T pSAq “ kerpdµAq ‘Q1,A ‘Q2,A,
we may define
T pSAˆRq :“ kerpdµAq ‘Q1,A ‘ pQ2,A ‘ T pRqq.
Considering the conditions in Definition 5.58 we see that condition 1 is still valid
for X ˆR, as is condition 2, because R has the trivial bundle structure over R in
X ˆR. Finally, condition 3 is still valid because if A has a finite good cover, then
so does Aˆ R.
Corollary 5.69. Let X be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space and
let τ PMpXq be a depth 1 multiperversity for X and XˆR. For all k P Zě0 there
is an isomorphism
MHkτ pX ˆ Rq – MHkτ pXq .
Furthermore, by induction, there exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pX ˆ Rnq – MHkτ pXq .
Proof. This follows exactly as in Corollary 5.53, noting that the contents of Lemma
5.52 and 5.50 remain valid.
Chapter 6
Properties of multiperverse
cohomology
In this chapter we will study properties of multiperverse cohomology, where mul-
tiperverse cohomology has been defined in Chapter 5. For this we will use results
from the theory of de Rham cohomology, combined with the cone calculation of
Theorem 5.66 and the cylinder calculation of Corollary 5.69. In Section 1 we
will obtain Mayer-Vietoris sequences and a Ku¨nneth formula for multiperverse
cohomology; these results will be obtained by modifying the classical proofs for de
Rham cohomology. In Section 2 we will obtain a Poincare´ duality for multiper-
verse cohomology for the cone and the cylinder, defining the complexes of relative
multiperverse and lift-compact multiperverse forms, while in Section 3 we extend
these results to a global duality. In the final two Sections 4 and 5 we consider
self-dual multiperversities and the L2-cohomology of certain cusps.
1 Mayer-Vietoris sequence and a Ku¨nneth
formula
In this section we will obtain two Mayer-Vietoris sequences and a Ku¨nneth formula
for multiperverse cohomology.
1.1 Mayer-Vietoris sequence for multiperverse
cohomology
In this subsection we will obtain two Mayer-Vietoris sequences. In the first se-
quence of Lemma 6.1 the subsets may simultaneously intersect the same singular
stratum, while in the second sequence of Lemma 6.4 the subsets are required not
to intersect at a singular stratum.
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Lemma 6.1. Let X be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space and let
A P SSpXq be a singular stratum. Let U1, U2 Ď A be open subsets and consider
Y1 “ pi´1A rU1s and Y2 “ pi´1A rU2s, with Z “ Y1 Y Y2 “ pi´1A rU1 YU2s. There exists a
short exact sequence
0 ÑMΩ‚τ pZq αÝÑ MΩ‚τ pY1q ‘MΩ‚τ pY2q βÝÑMΩ‚τ pY1 X Y2q Ñ 0 , (6.1)
where α is defined by ω ÞÑ pω|Y1 , ω|Y2q, and where β is defined by pη, η1q ÞÑ
pη|Y1XY2 ´ η1|Y1XY2q.
Proof. It is salient to note the multicontrol structures for Y1, Y2, Z, and Y1 X Y2;
these are induced from the multicontrol structure for X. The singular stratum in
Y1 is U1, with link bundle pi
´1
A rU1s X SA, where we also recall the tri-grading
Ωkppi´1A rU1s X SAq “
à
i`j`h“k
Ωi,j,hppi´1A rU1s X SAq .
The multicontrol structures for Y2, Z, and Y1 X Y2 are defined analogously. We
remark that the restriction of a τ -multiperverse form from Y1 to Y1 X Y2, for
example, is again τ -multiperverse.
The morphisms α and β map τ -admissible forms to τ -admissible forms; this follows
because the τ -multiperversity conditions are local to the singular strata, as noted
in Remark 5.29. Furthermore, since α and β are morphisms of complexes, as
in the smooth case, we can deduce that they map τ -multiperverse forms to τ -
multiperverse forms by Proposition 5.35. Next we verify that Equation 6.1 defines
a short exact sequence, where we begin by noting that α is injective and that the
statement impαq Ď kerpβq follows as in the smooth case. To verify the statement
kerpβq Ď impαq, let βpη, η1q “ 0, so that η|Y1XY2 “ η1|Y1XY2 , from where it follows
that we may patch η and η1 into a τ -admissible form on Z. Furthermore, we have
dβpη, η1q “ dpη|Y1XY2 ´ η1|Y1XY2q “ pdηq|Y1XY2 ´ pdη1q|Y1XY2 ,
so that we may patch dη and dη1 to a τ -admissible form on Z, proving that the
patching of η and η1 is τ -multiperverse. Finally, it remains to verify the surjectivity
of β, that is to show that impβq “MΩ‚τ pY1 X Y2q; for this we fix two functions
χ : regpZq ÝÑ R and χ1 : regpZq ÝÑ R .
For the two functions above, we can assume that χ ` χ1 ” 1, supppχq Ĺ regpY1q
and supppχ1q Ĺ regpY2q; we can further assume that χ and χ1 lift to smooth
functions on the deshirring, that is that they are controlled, and furthermore
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that they lift from a partition of unity for U1 and U2. For a τ -multiperverse form
ω PMΩ‚τ pY1XY2q, we verify that the forms χ¨ω and χ1 ¨ω are both τ -multiperverse
forms, in MΩ‚τ pY2q and MΩ‚τ pY1q respectively. It suffices to verify this for χ ¨ ω as
the verification for χ1 ¨ ω is analogous. Firstly we note that χ ¨ ω is τ -admissible,
this follows because the τ -multiperversity conditions are local to A, noting also
that
dpχ ¨ ωq “ dpχq ^ ω ´ χ ¨ dpωqloooomoooon
τ -admissible
. (6.2)
To verify that dpχq ^ ω is τ -admissible, consider that χ depends only on the
U1-variables, that is
RApdpχqq P Ω0,0,1ppi´1A rU1 Y U2s X SAq,
so that if
RApωq P
à
iďτpk´hq
Ωi,j,hppi´1A rU1 Y U2s X SAq,
then we have
RApdpχq ^ ωq P
à
iďτpk´hq
Ωi,j,h`1ppi´1A rU1 Y U2s X SAq.
Having verified that χ ¨ ω and χ ¨ ω1 are τ -multiperverse forms, we note that
βpχ1 ¨ ω,´χ ¨ ωq “ χ1 ¨ ω ` χ ¨ ω
“ pχ` χ1q ¨ ω
“ ω .
This verifies the surjectivity of β and proves the result.
Remark 6.2. The validity of the short exact sequence in Equation 6.1 induces a
long exact sequences on cohomology
. . .ÑMHkτ pXq αÝÑMHkτ pY1q‘MHkτ pY2q βÝÑMHkτ pY1XY2q δÝÑMHk`1τ pXq Ñ . . . .
(6.3)
It is useful to recall the definition of δ, the connecting morphism obtained via the
snake lemma. Let rηs PMHkτ pY1X Y2q be a cohomology class. By the surjectivity
of β we have βpχ ¨ η, χ1 ¨ ηq “ η, but also
βpdpχ ¨ η, χ1 ¨ ηqq “ dpηq “ 0,
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implying that dpχ ¨η, χ1 ¨ηq P kerpβq. From this we conclude that there exists some
ω P MΩkτ pXq with αpωq “ dpχ ¨ η, χ1 ¨ ηq; this is essentially the τ -multiperverse
form patched together from dpχ ¨ ηq and dpχ1 ¨ ηq. Then δprηsq is defined to be this
rωs.
Example 6.3. Consider the flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified spaces
Y1 “ cS ˆU1 and Y2 “ cS ˆU2, where U1 and U2 are smooth manifolds and cS is
a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone. If further
X “ pcS ˆ U1q Y pcS ˆ U2q
and cS ˆ pU1 X U2q are flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified spaces, then
using the above Lemma 6.1 we obtain a short exact sequence
0 ÑMΩ‚τ pXq αÝÑ MΩ‚τ pY1q ‘MΩ‚τ pY2q βÝÑMΩ‚τ pY1 X Y2q Ñ 0 .
Lemma 6.4. Let X be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. Let Y1
and Y2 be open subsets with clXpY1 X Y2q Ď regpXq disjoint from all the singular
strata of X and Z “ Y1 Y Y2. There exists a short exact sequence
0 ÑMΩ‚τ pZq αÝÑ MΩ‚τ pY1q ‘MΩ‚τ pY2q βÝÑ Ω‚pY1 X Y2q Ñ 0 , (6.4)
where α is defined by ω ÞÑ pω|Y1 , ω|Y2q, and where β is defined by pη, η1q ÞÑ
pη|Y1XY2 ´ η1|Y1XY2q. Note that MΩ‚τ pY1 X Y2q “ Ω‚pY1 X Y2q, for we have assumed
that Y1 X Y2 does not approach the singular strata, so that the τ -multiperversity
conditions on Y1 X Y2 are null.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 6.1. The morphism α maps τ -
multiperverse forms to τ -multiperverse forms, this follows because the τ -multiperversity
conditions are local to each singular stratum and the intersection Y1XY2 does not
intersect any singular stratum. The map β maps τ -multiperverse forms to smooth
forms, this follows because the intersection Y1 X Y2 does not meet any singular
stratum. Next we verify that Equation 6.4 defines a short exact sequence, where
we begin by noting that α is injective and that impαq Ď kerpβq. To verify the
statement kerpβq Ď impαq, let βpη, η1q “ 0, so that η|Y1XY2 “ η1|Y1XY2 , so that we
may patch η and η1 into a τ -admissible form on Z. Furthermore, we have
dβpη, η1q “ dpη|Y1XY2 ´ η1|Y1XY2q “ pdηq|Y1XY2 ´ pdη1q|Y1XY2 ,
so that we may patch dη and dη1 into a τ -admissible form on Z, proving that the
patching of η and η1 is τ -multiperverse. Finally, it remains to verify the surjectivity
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of β, that is to show that impβq “ Ω‚pY1 X Y2q; for this we fix two functions
χ : regpZq ÝÑ R and χ1 : regpZq ÝÑ R .
For the two functions above we can assume that χ ` χ1 ” 1, supppχq Ĺ regpY1q
and supppχ1q Ĺ regpY2q; we can also assume that these functions are liftable. For
a form ω P Ω‚pY1 X Y2q we verify that the forms χ ¨ ω and χ1 ¨ ω are both τ -
multiperverse forms, in MΩ‚τ pY2q and MΩ‚τ pY1q respectively. It suffices to verify
this for χ ¨ ω as the verification for χ1 ¨ ω is analogous. To deduce that χ ¨ ω is
τ -multiperverse, consider that for a singular stratum A we have rχ|θ´1X rAs ” 1 (in
fact this is valid in an open neighbourhood of θ´1X rAs in deshirring), whence χ does
not modify ω near any singular stratum, where χ ¨ ω vanishes, and χ ¨ ω is hence
τ -multiperverse. This verifies the surjectivity of β and proves the result.
Remark 6.5. As in Remark 6.2, we note that the validity of the short exact se-
quence in Equation 6.4 induces a long exact sequence on cohomology
. . .ÑMHkτ pXq αÝÑMHkτ pY1q ‘MHkτ pY2q βÝÑ HkpY1 X Y2q δÝÑMHk`1τ pXq Ñ . . . .
As a consequence of the two Mayer-Vietoris sequences of Lemmas 6.1 and 6.4
we can deduce, under certain assumptions, that the cohomology of a flat-type
depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space is finite dimensional.
Corollary 6.6. Let X be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. If
the cohomology groups of all link bundles SA and of regpXq are finite dimensional,
then the τ -multiperverse cohomology groups MH‚τ pXq are finite dimensional.
Proof. For a fixed singular stratum A P SSpXq fix a finite good cover tUiuNi“1
of A which trivialises piA; we note that a good cover trivialises a bundle. This
yields a finite cover of TA of the form tpi´1A rUisuNi“1, where each pi´1A rUis is the
multicontrolled space Ui ˆ cSA. Firstly we assume that N “ 1, where A “ U1
is Rn, so that X “ U1 ˆ cSA, so that MH‚τ pXq is finite dimensional because the
cohomology of SA is finite dimensional. From there we proceed by induction on the
number of elements in the finite cover tUiuNi“1, using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence
of Lemma 6.1. If the result is valid for a finite good cover of N open subsets, then
consider a manifold A having a good cover by N ` 1 open subsets tUiuN`1i“1 . Now
the intersection
pU1 Y U2 Y . . .Y UNq X UN`1
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has a finite good cover with N open sets, namely U1XUN`1 to UN XUN`1. From
this we deduce that MH‚τ ppi´1A rU1 Y . . . Y UN`1sq is finite dimensional using the
Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Lemma 6.1 for the two subsets U1 Y U2 Y . . . Y UN
and UN`1. For this we note that MH‚τ ppi´1A rUN`1sq is finite dimensional since
UN`1 is Rn, and MH‚τ ppi´1A pU1 Y U2 Y . . .Y UNq X UN`1q is finite dimensional by
assumption, for it has a finite good cover by N open subsets. This establishes that
MH‚τ pTAq is finite dimensional for each singular stratum A P SSpXq. Finally we
apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Lemma 6.4 to the regular stratum regpXq
and the union
Ť
APSSpXq TA of all the TA (note here that the TA are disjoint).
Since regpXq XŤAPSSpXq TA is diffeomorphic to a disjoint union of the SA, then it
has finite dimensional cohomology, as does regpXq by assumption, and thus the
τ -multiperverse cohomology of X is finite dimensional.
1.2 Partial Ku¨nneth formula for multiperverse
cohomology
In this subsection we will obtain a partial1 Ku¨nneth formula for multiperverse
cohomology. A similar result for intersection cohomology, where the intersection
forms are also based on smooth forms, can be found in [26] (Theorem 8.4); the
result herein differs from the result therein by the presence of details related to
the definition of multiperverse forms and the use of the pullback to the boundary
R. The proof is based on the classical presentation of the Ku¨nneth formula in
[9](pp. 47 - 50).
Firstly we recall the multicontrol data for X ˆM . In Definition 4.4 we have
defined the multicontrol data for the cylinder XˆR based on the multicontrol data
for X. If M is a smooth manifold and X is a depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
space, and we consider X ˆM , with the strata given by
SpX ˆMq :“  AˆM : A P SpXq ( ,
then, by replacing the identity map 1R by 1M in the arguments of Definition 4.4,
we obtain the multicontrol data for XˆM . Immediately, if X is of flat-type, then
so is X ˆM , following similar arguments to Subsection 3.4, and furthermore, for
X ˆM , by following an analogous argument to Proposition 5.49, we obtain the
following result.
Proposition 6.7. Let M be a smooth manifold. There exists an isomorphism
between the lattice MpXq and the lattice MpX ˆMq.
1The word partial here serves to distinguish this from the full Ku¨nneth formula for intersection
homology, as in [18] (6.3); the result there is obtained using sheaf theory.
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Proof. In the proof of Proposition 5.49, replace dimpRq by dimpMq in Equation
5.81, obtaining the same cancellation in Equation 5.82, finally yielding that
codimXˆMpS 1A ˆMq “ dimpXq ´ dimpSAq “ codimXpS 1Aq .
The conclusion now follows as in the proof of Proposition 5.49.
Lemma 6.8. Let M be a compact smooth manifold and let X be a flat-type depth
1 multicontrolled cone. There exists an isomorphism
MHkτ pX ˆMq –
à
i`j“k
`
MH iτ pXq bHjpMq
˘
.
Proof. The verification of this result follows the outline of the proof of the usual
Ku¨nneth formula. However, because there are two inductions, and extra details
related to the multiperversity conditions, we split the proof up into four parts.
Part 1. The first part of the proof is to define the appropriate map Ψ, which we
will then demonstrate to be an isomorphism. In this part we can assume that M
is an arbitrary smooth manifold. The map has the form
Ψ : MHkτ pXq ˆHk1pMq ÝÑ MHk`k1τ pX ˆMq (6.5)
and is defined by the correspondence
p rωs, rηs q ÞÝÑ “ p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq ‰ ,
where pM and pregpXq denote the natural projections from regpXˆMq “ pregpXqˆ
Mq onto M and regpXq. These two maps are the following:
pM : regpXq ˆM ÝÑ M ,
pregpXq : regpXq ˆM ÝÑ regpXq .
Next we verify that the morphism in Equation 6.5 is well-defined; this is similar
to the smooth case, but where appropriate we must verify the preservation of the
τ -multiperversity conditions.
Part 2. Fix two cohomology classes rωs PMHkτ pXq and rηs P Hk1pMq. We begin
the verification of the well-definition of Ψ by showing that p˚regpXqpωq ^ pM˚pηq is
τ -admissible. For this we fix a singular stratum A P SSpXq, where we obtain
directly that
RAˆM
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “ RApωq ^ p˚Mpηq . (6.6)
In the above Equation 6.6 and hereinafter we let R denote either of RAˆM or RA,
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as appropriate, these are as defined in Subsection 1.2 in Chapter 2. From the
τ -multiperversity of ω we obtain that
Rpωq P à
iďτpk´hq
i`j`h“k
Ωi,j,hpSAq ,
from where, for the above Equation 6.6, we deduce that
Rpωq ^ p˚Mpηq P
à
iďτpk´hq
i`j`h`k1“k`k1
Ωi,j,h`k
1pS ˆMq ,
showing that p˚regpXqpωq^pM˚pηq is τ -admissible onXˆM . To show that p˚regpXqpωq^
pM˚pηq is τ -multiperverse, we must also show that the form
d
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘
is τ -admissible on X ˆM . To show this we apply the Leibniz rule to obtain
d
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “
p˚regpXqpdωq ^ p˚Mpηq ` p´1qk ¨ p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpdηq ,
and then note the following:
R
`
p˚regpXqpdωq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “ Rpdωq ^ p˚Mpηq P à
iďτpk`1q
i`j`h`k1“k`1`k1
Ωi,j,h`k
1pS ˆMq ,
R
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpdηq
˘ “ Rpωq ^ p˚Mpdηq P à
iďτpk`1q
i`j`h`k1`1“k`k1`1
Ωi,j,h`k
1`1pS ˆMq .
From this we deduce that the Ψ in Equation 6.5 maps τ -multiperverse forms to
τ -multiperverse forms.
Part 3. The next step is to verify that Ψ is well-defined on cohomology classes.
First we verify that Ψ maps closed forms to closed forms. If we assume that
dpηq “ 0, and that dpωq “ 0, and then consider the expression
d
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq
˘ “
p˚regpXq pdωqlooooomooooon
“ 0
^ p˚Mpηq ` p´1qk ¨ p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpdηqlooomooon
“ 0
“ 0 ,
we obtain the required conclusion. Next we verify the validity of the equality
p˚regpXqpω ` dγ1q ^ p˚Mpη ` dγq ´ p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpηq “ dγ2, (6.7)
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where η and ω are closed forms, γ1 is τ -multiperverse by assumption, and γ2 is to
be constructed and to be shown to be τ -multiperverse, that is to be shown to be
contained in MΩk`k1´1τ pX ˆMq. The above Equation 6.7 reduces to`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpdγq
˘` `p˚regpXqpdγ1q ^ p˚Mpηq˘` `p˚regpXqpdγ1q ^ p˚Mpdγq˘ “ dγ2,
and to obtain γ2 we remark that the following equations are verified:
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpdγq “ p´1qk ¨ d
`
p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpγq
˘
. (6.8)
p˚regpXqpdγ1q ^ p˚Mpηq “ d
`
p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ p˚Mpηq
˘
. (6.9)
p˚regpXqpdγ1q ^ p˚Mpdγq “ d
`
p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ p˚Mpdγq
˘
. (6.10)
Using the right-hand sides in the above yields
γ2 “ p´1qk¨ `p˚regpXqpωq ^ p˚Mpγq˘ ` p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ p˚Mpηq (6.11)
` p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ p˚Mpdγq .
Let us verify that the right-hand side in the above Equation 6.11 defines a τ -
multiperverse form; this would prove the validity of Equation 6.7 as required.
In Equation 6.8, which holds because dω “ 0, the form p˚regpXqpωq ^ pM˚pγq is
τ -multiperverse because ω is τ -multiperverse. In Equation 6.9, which holds be-
cause dη “ 0, the form p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ pM˚pηq is τ -multiperverse because γ1 is τ -
multiperverse. Finally, in Equation 6.10 the form p˚regpXqpγ1q ^ pM˚pdγq is τ -
multiperverse because γ1 is τ -multiperverse. From this we deduce that the form
on the right-hand side in Equation 6.11 is τ -multiperverse; this proves that Ψ is
a well-defined bilinear map between the cohomology groups, as in Equation 6.5.
Using the fact that Ψ is bilinear, we note that Ψ further induces a natural map
Ψ : MHkτ pXq bHk1pMq ÝÑ MHk`k1τ pX ˆMq . (6.12)
Part 4. The next and final stage in the proof is to show that Ψ defines an
isomorphism; this is achieved as follows:
1. By an induction on the number of open subsets in the finite good cover of
M for X “ cS. In this part it is useful to weaken the condition on M from
compact to having a finite good cover.
2. By induction on the number of open subsets in the finite good cover of A
for X “ TA, using Lemma 6.1.
3. By induction on the number of cusps in X, using Lemma 6.4.
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Part 4.1. Let us now proceed with the first induction. Here we let X be cS, with
SSpXq “ tptu, and we assume that M has a finite2 good cover tUiuNi“1. From the
good cover tUiuNi“1 of M we have an induced cover tcS ˆ UiuNi“1 of cS ˆM .
To begin with let U1 and U2 be two arbitrary subsets of M , with Y1 “ cS ˆM
and Y2 “ cS ˆU2. Then we consider the standard long exact sequence for U1 and
U2:
. . .Ñ HjpU1 Y U2q αÝÑHjpU1q ‘HjpU2q
βÝÑ HjpU1 X U2q δÝÑ Hj`1pU1 Y U2q Ñ . . . .
We can tensor this long exact sequence with MHk´jτ pcSq to obtain a long exact
sequence3
. . .ÑMHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1 Y U2q Ñ
´
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1q
¯
‘
´
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU2q
¯
ÑMHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1 X U2q δÝÑMHk´jτ pcSq bHj`1pU1 Y U2q Ñ . . . ,
which we sum over j“0, . . . , k to obtain
. . . Ñ
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHj´1pU1 X U2q Ñ
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1 Y U2q
Ñ
kà
j“0
´
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1q
¯
‘
´
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU2q
¯
Ñ
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjpU1 X U2q Ñ
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHj`1pU1 Y U2q
Ñ . . . .
2Any smooth manifold has a good cover ([9], Theorem 5.1). If M is compact this good cover
can be chosen to be finite.
3Note that all the objects here are R-vector spaces and that every R-vector space is flat as an
R-module, so that the functor MHk´jτ pcSq b ´ is an exact functor, thus preserving long exact
sequences.
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In order to proceed with the next step, we introduce the following notation:
Dk1 :“
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjτ pU1 Y U2q.
Dk2 :“
kà
j“0
`
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjτ pU1q
˘‘ `MHk´jτ pcSq bHjτ pU2q˘ .
Dk3 :“
kà
j“0
MHk´jτ pcSq bHjτ pU1 X U2q.
Ck1 :“MHkτ pcS ˆ pU1 Y U2qq.
Ck2 :“MHkτ pcS ˆ U1q ‘MHkτ pcS ˆ U2q.
Ck3 :“MHkτ pcS ˆ pU1 X U2qq.
The Dki define objects linked by the long exact sequence described above, while the
Cki are linked by the long exact sequence of Equation 6.3 which followed Lemma
6.1. Recalling the definition of Ψ as in Equation 6.12 for X “ cS, we then consider
the following diagram:
. . . // Dk1
α˚ //
Ψ

1
Dk2
β˚ //
Ψ

2
Dk3
δ //
Ψ

3
Dk`11
Ψ

// . . .
. . . // Ck1
α˚ // Ck2
β˚ // Ck3
δ // Ck`11 // . . .
(6.13)
By a slight abuse of notation we let α, β, and Ψ, denote the various maps, as in
Equation 6.3, and their extensions to D‚i , as in Equation 6.13 above. Let us verify
the commutativity of the squares in the diagram in Equation 6.13 above.
We begin with the leftmost square 1 , where we are required to verify that Ψα “
αΨ; for this we fix an element rωs b rηs P Dk1 , with rωs P MHk´jτ pcSq and rηs P
HjpU1 Y U2q. Then we compute Ψαprωs b rηsq and αΨprωs b rηsq:
Ψ pαprωs b rηsqq “ Ψ prωs b rη|U1sq ‘Ψ prωs b rη|U2sq
“ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1pη|U1qs ‘ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U2pη|U2qs,
αΨprωs b rηsq “ αrp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1YU2pηqs
“ rpp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1YU2pηqq|cSˆU1s ‘ rpp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1YU2pηqq|cSˆU2s
“ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1pη|U1qs ‘ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U2pη|U2qs.
This verifies the commutativity of the leftmost square.
For the middle square 2 , we verify that Ψβ “ βΨ; for this we fix an element
prωs b rηsq ‘ prω1s b rη1sq P Dk2 , (6.14)
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with rωs P MHk´jτ pcSq, rω1s P MHk´j1τ pcSq rηs P HjpU1q, and rη1s P Hj1pU2q.
Then we compute Ψβ and βΨ applied to the element in Equation 6.14:
Ψβ pprωs b rηsq ‘ prω1s b rη1sqq “ Ψprωs b rη|U1XU2sq ´Ψprω1s b rη1|U1XU2sq
“ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1XU2pη|U1XU2qs ´ rp˚regpcSqpω1q ^ p˚U1XU2pη1|U1XU2qs,
βΨ pprωs b rηsq ‘ prω1s b rη1sqq “ βprp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1pηqs ‘ rp˚regpcSqpω1q ^ p˚U2pη1qsq
“ rpp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1pηqq|cSˆpU1XU2qs ´ rpp˚regpcSqpω1q ^ p˚U2pη1qq|cSˆpU1XU2qs
“ rp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1XU2pη|U1XU2qs ´ rp˚regpcSqpω1q ^ p˚U1XU2pη1|U1XU2qs.
This verifies the commutativity of the middle square.
For the rightmost square 3 , we recall the definition of δ that appears in Remark
6.2 to Lemma 6.1. We verify that Ψδ “ δΨ; for this we fix an element rωs b rηs P
Dk3 , with rωs PMHk´jτ pcSq and rηs P HjpU1XU2q. Then we compute Ψδprωsbrηsq
and δΨprωs b rηsq:
Ψδprωs b rηsq “
#
´Ψprωs b rdpχ1 ¨ ηqsq on U1
Ψprωs b rdpχ ¨ ηqsq on U2
“
# “
p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pdpχ1 ¨ ηqq
‰
on cS ˆ U1“
p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pdpχ ¨ ηqq
‰
on cS ˆ U2
“
# “
dχ1 ^ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηq
‰
on cS ˆ U1“
dχ^ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηq
‰
on cS ˆ U2
δΨprωs b rηsq “ δprp˚regpcSqpωq ^ p˚U1XU2pηqsq
“
# “
dpχ1 ¨ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηqqq
‰
on cS ˆ U1“
dpχ ¨ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηqqq
‰
on cS ˆ U2
“
# “
dχ1 ^ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηq
‰
on cS ˆ U1“
dχ^ χ ¨ p˚regpcSqpωq ^ pU˚1XU2pηq
‰
on cS ˆ U2
This follows because in the above χ and χ1 are liftable smooth functions chosen4
as in Lemma 6.1, we have omitted indicating their restrictions to U1 and U2 for
readability. This proves the commutativity of the diagram in Equation 6.13.
For the final part of the first induction we apply the five-lemma ([25], p.205,
Lemma 4), where from the commutativity of the diagram in Equation 6.13, if
Ψ is an isomorphism for cS ˆ U1, cS ˆ U2, and cS ˆ pU1 X U2q, then Ψ is an
isomorphism for cS ˆ pU1 Y U2q; this follows directly from the statement of the
4Recall that under this choice χ` χ1 ” 1, supppχq Ĺ regpcS ˆU1q, supppχ1q Ĺ regpcS ˆU2q,
and χ and χ lift from a partition of unity for U1 and U2.
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five-lemma. If M “ Rm, that is if M has a good cover by 1 open subset, then Ψ
is an isomorphism by the Poincare´ lemma for cS ˆ Rm in Corollary 5.69. If Ψ is
an isomorphism for a good cover of N open subsets, then consider a manifold M
having a good cover by N ` 1 open subsets tUiuN`1i“1 . Now the intersection
pU1 Y U2 Y . . .Y UNq X UN`1
has a good cover with N open sets, namely U1 X UN`1 to UN X UN`1. But then
Ψ is an isomorphism for cS ˆ pU1 Y . . .Y UNq, for cS ˆ UN`1 – cS ˆ Rm and for
cS ˆ pU1 Y U2 Y . . .Y UNq X UN`1, so that it is an isomorphism for cS ˆM “
cS ˆ pU1 Y . . .Y UN`1q as well. This completes the proof of the first induction.
Part 4.2. Let us now proceed with the second induction. For this, let X again be
an arbitrary flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified space. For each singular
stratum A P SSpXq we fix the finite good cover tVA,iuNAi“1 of A, as in Definition
5.58, so that TA ˆM can be expressed asď
i“1,...,NA
`
cS ˆ pVA,i ˆMq
˘ “ ď
i“1,...,NA
UA,i,
where UA,i :“ cSˆpVA,iˆMq. The second induction is an induction on NA, where
our aim is to prove that Ψ is an isomorphism for TA ˆM . For N “ 1 this follows
directly from Part 4.1. For the induction step we proceed similarly to Part 4.1,
where we consider X with a finite good cover of N ` 1 open subsets, so that we
consider ď
i“1,...,NA
Ui X UNA`1. (6.15)
The above Equation 6.15 has a decomposition into N open subsets of the form
U1 X UNA`1 to UNA X UNA`1. Then we apply the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of
Lemma 6.1, proceeding as before to obtain that since Ψ is an isomorphism forŤ
i“1,...,NA Ui, UN`1, and
Ť
i“1,...,NA Ui XUN`1, then we obtain a commutative dia-
gram to which the five lemma can be applied, deducing that Ψ is an isomorphism
for
Ť
i“1,...,NA`1 Ui “ TA ˆM .
Part 4.3. Now let Z be such that X ˆM is the union of all the TA ˆM , for
A P SSpXq, such that Z is a smooth manifold obtained by enlarging regpXq ˆM
slightly into the TAˆM , so that Z X pTAˆMq is diffeomorphic to SAˆM . Now
we apple the Mayer-Vietoris sequence from Lemma 6.4 to Z YŤi“1,...,N TA ˆM ,
where there are a finite number N of cusps TAˆM , to obtain the final result.
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2 Local Poincare´ duality
In this section we will define the complex of relative multiperverse forms and
the complex of lift-compact multiperverse forms for a depth 1 multicontrolled
stratified space; we will also obtain a version of Poincare´ duality for certain flat-
type multicontrolled spaces.
2.1 Relative multiperverse forms
In this subsection we will define the complex of relative multiperverse forms, where
these forms will be relative to a subset whose closure is disjoint from the singular
strata. We will also introduce a long exact sequence to calculate relative multiper-
verse cohomology.
Definition 6.9 (Relative multiperverse forms). Let X be a depth 1 multicon-
trolled stratified space and let E Ĺ X be an open subset with clXpEq Ă regpXq.
We define the complex of E-relative τ -multiperverse forms on X by
MΩkτ pX;Eq :“ MΩkτ pXq ‘ Ωk´1pEq, (6.16)
with the coboundary operator d : MΩkτ pX;Eq ÑMΩk`1τ pX;Eq defined as
dpω, ω1q :“ ` dregpXqpωq, i˚Epωq ´ dEpω1q ˘, (6.17)
where iE˚ : Ω
k
l pXq Ñ ΩkpEq is the pullback by the inclusion of E into X. For each
integer k P Zě0 the cohomology of the above complex MΩkτ pX;Eq is written as
MHkτ pX;Eq :“ HkpMΩ‚τ pX;Eqq.
If for each singular stratum A P SSpXq we have E X TA ‰ H, and if E X TA is
EA :“ p0.5, 1q ˆ SA, where regpTAq is reparametrised as p0, 1q ˆ SA, then we will
say that E is adapted to the control data of X, or just that E is adapted to X. If
the identity X “ E YŤAPSSpXq TA is verified, then we will say that E partitions
X.
Remark 6.10. The statement clXpEq Ă regpXq should be interpreted as specifying
that the open subset E does not approach the singular strata, whereby the support
of a form in the relative complex is not specified to be zero at any of the singular
strata of X.
For the complex of E-relative τ -multiperverse forms MΩkτ pX;Eq one obtains
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a short exact sequence of complexes
0 Ñ Ω‚´1pEq αÝÑ MΩ‚τ pX;Eq βÝÑMΩ‚τ pXq Ñ 0, (6.18)
where αpω1q :“ p0, ω1q and βpω, ω1q :“ ω. One verifies directly that kerpβq “ impαq,
for βp0, ω1q “ 0. Note that
αpdωq “ p0, dωq “ dp0,´ωq,
but that, nevertheless, the short exact sequence in Equation 6.18 induces a long
exact sequence on cohomology:
. . .Ñ Hk´1pEq αÝÑMHkτ pX;Eq βÝÑMHkτ pXq δÝÑ HkpEq Ñ . . . . (6.19)
For certain E and X we will be able to calculate the E-relative τ -multiperverse
cohomology MH‚τ pX;Eq using the τ -multiperverse cohomology MH‚τ pXq and the
above long exact sequence. With this purprose in mind, we verify the definition
of the snake map δ ([25], p.206, Lemma 5), following [9] (Claim 6.48, p.78).
Proposition 6.11. In the above Equation 6.19 we have δ “ iE˚.
Proof. Note that δ is a well-defined map. Consider the following commutative
diagram formed from the short exact sequence of complexes in Equation 6.18.
0 // Ωk´1pEq α //
d

MΩkτ pX;Eq β //
d

MΩkτ pXq
d

// 0
0 // ΩkpEq α //MΩk`1τ pX;Eq β //MΩk`1τ pXq // 0
Fix an η P MΩkτ pXq which is closed, that is an η which satisfies dpηq “ 0. By
the surjectivity of β there is some pη, η1q P MΩkτ pX;Eq with βpη, η1q “ η; now
dpη, η1q “ p0, iE˚pηq ´ dpη1qq, because dpηq “ 0, so that
βpdpη, η1qq “ dpβpη, η1qq “ 0,
and thus p0, iE˚pηq ´ dpη1qq P kerpβq. From this we deduce that there exists some
ω P ΩkpEq with
αpωq “ p0, ωq “ p0, i˚Epηq ´ dpη1qq ,
so that δrηs “ rωs. Further we compute
δrηs “ ri˚Epωq ´ dpη1qs “ ri˚Epωqs ,
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which proves the result.
Remark 6.12. Above we have used the notation δ to denote the snake map ([25],
p.206, Lemma 5), as is standard. Previously the notation δF has been used to
denote the adjoint of dF . The two maps are unrelated.
2.2 Relative multiperverse cohomology of cS and cSˆM
In this subsection we will compute the relative multiperverse cohomology of cS
and MˆcS, where these spaces are of flat-type and E is naturally chosen. To
achieve this we will use the long exact sequence of Equation 6.19, as introduced
in Subsection 2.1.
Proposition 6.13. Let cS be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone. For the open
subset E “ S ˆ p1,8q Ĺ cS the cohomology of the relative complex MΩ‚τ pcS;Eq
satisfies
MHkτ pcS;Eq – H
k´1pEq
iE˚MH
k´1
τ pcSq . (6.20)
Furthermore, the above may be expressed as
MHkτ pcS;Eq –
à
i`j“k´1
iěτpk´1q`1
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ . (6.21)
Proof. First we consider the long exact sequence of Equation 6.19:
. . .ÑMHk´1τ pcSq i
˚
EÝÑ Hk´1pEq αÝÑMHkτ pcS;Eq βÝÑMHkτ pcSq Ñ . . . .
To prove the result it will suffice to show that kerpiE˚q “ 0; in this case impiE˚q “
MHk´1τ pcSq, from where we would obtain
impαq “ H
k´1pEq
kerpαq “
Hk´1pEq
impiE˚q
“ H
k´1pEq
iE˚MH
k´1
τ pcSq .
Moreover, by considering the long exact sequence
. . .Ñ Hk´1pEq αÝÑMHkτ pcS;Eq βÝÑMHkτ pcSq i
˚
EÝÑ HkpEq Ñ . . . ,
we would obtain that
impβq “ kerpi˚Eq “ 0,
so that impαq “ kerpβq “MHkτ pcS;Eq, from where
MHkτ pcS;Eq “ impαq “ H
k´1pEq
iE˚MH
k´1
τ pcSq .
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To show that kerpiE˚q “ 0 we first consider the following diagram.
MHk´1τ pcSq
–

i˚E // Hk´1pEq
–

Hk´1pMΩ‚τ pSqq   // Hk´1pSq
rpS˚pηqs
_

 i
˚
E // rpS˚pηqs
_

rηs  // rηs
The commutativity of the above diagram is verified as follows. Let rωs PMHk´1τ pcSq.
From Corollary 5.63 we have rωs “ rpS˚pηqs for some η P MΩ‚τ pSq. From there
rRpωqs “ rηs P Hk´1pMΩ‚τ pSqq and moreover riE˚pωqs “ rpS˚pηqs for some rηs P
Hk´1pSq, where, by a slight abuse of notation, we let pS denote projection to S
from either of E or regpcSq, as appropriate. From this we deduce that, under the
assumption
ri˚Eωs “ rp˚Spηqs “ 0 in Hk´1pEq ,
we have rηs “ 0 in Hk´1pSq. To show that rωs “ 0 in MHk´1τ pcSq it will suffice to
show that rηs “ 0 in Hk´1pMΩ‚τ pSqq. This last part follows by the same argument
as in Theorem 5.66, which itself followed the same argument as in Theorem 5.43.
Remark 6.14. In the above Proposition 6.13, for k “ 0, we have
MH0τ pcS;Eq – H
´1pEq
iE˚MH
´1
τ pcSq “ 0 . (6.22)
Let us remark that the proof still applies in this case. For this we consider the
following long exact sequence
. . .Ñ H´1pEq αÝÑMH0τ pcS;Eq βÝÑMH0τ pcSq i
˚
EÝÑ H0pEq Ñ . . . ,
where impβq “ 0 and impαq “ 0 by definition, from where we obtain that
MH0τ pcS;Eq “ 0.
Corollary 6.15. Let cS be a product-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone. For the
open subset E “ S ˆ p1,8q Ĺ cS the E-relative τ -multiperverse cohomology sat-
isfies
MHkτ pcS;Eq –
à
i`j“k´1
iěτpk´1q`1
`
H ipL1q bHjpF q˘ .
Proof. This follows directly from Proposition 6.13.
Corollary 6.16. Let cS be a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled cone and let mppq P
MpcSq be the multiperversity associated to a perversity p for cS; this is specified
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by an integer ppptq P r´1, dimpSqs. For the open subset E “ S ˆ p1,8q Ĺ cS the
E-relative τ -multiperverse cohomology satisfies
MHkmppqpcS;Eq –
#
0 if k ď ppptq ` 1,
Hk´1pSq if k ą ppptq ` 1,
–
#
0 if k ă ppptq ` 2,
Hk´1pSq if k ě ppptq ` 2. (6.23)
Proof. For this result we consider Equation 6.21 in Proposition 6.13. We claim
that MHkmppqpcS;Eq vanishes if k´1 ď ppptq, for in this case mppq “ codimpS 1q´1,
so the identity i ě mppq ` 1 reduces to i ě codimpS 1q “ dimpF q ` 1, from where
the claim follows. Similarly we obtain that if k ´ 1 ą ppptq, then the value of
MHkmppqpcS;Eq is Hk´1pSq.
Proposition 6.17. For the open subset
E3 “ pE ˆMq “ pS ˆ p1,8q ˆMq Ĺ pcS ˆMq ,
the cohomology of the E˛-relative complex MΩ‚τ pM ˆ cS;E˛q satisfies
MHkτ pM ˆ cS;E3q –
à
i`j“k
H ipMq bMHkτ pcS;Eq, (6.24)
where we recall that E “ S ˆ p1,8q Ĺ cS, as in the above Proposition 6.13.
Proof. By Lemma 6.8 there is an isomorphism
MHkτ pcS ˆMq –
à
i`j“k
MH iτ pcSq bHjpMq ,
so that it will suffice to show that kerpiE˚3q “ 0 to prove the result; in this case
impiE˚3q –MHkτ pM ˆ cSq, from where
impαq “ H
k´1pE3q
kerpαq “
Hk´1pE3q
impiE˚3q
– H
k´1pE3q
iE˚3MH
k´1
τ pcS ˆMq .
Moreover, as impβq “ kerpiE˚3q, we would obtain that impαq “ kerpβq –MHkτ pcSˆ
M ;E3q, so that
MHkτ pcS ˆM ;E3q “ impαq “ H
k´1pE3q
iE˚3MH
k´1
τ pcS ˆMq .
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To show that kerpiE˚3q “ 0 we will consider a commutative diagram, where we let
Ck :“ à
i`j“k
H ipMΩ‚τ pSqq bHjpMq ,
Dk :“ à
i`j“k
H ipSq bHjpMq ,
further letting the k-form pS˚pηq ^ pM˚pη1q be a base form, with η an i-form and η1
a j-form.
MHk´1τ pcS ˆMq
–

i˚
E3 // Hk´1pE3q
–

Ck´1 
 // Dk´1
rpS˚pηq ^ pM˚pη1qs
_

 // rpS˚pηq ^ pM˚pη1qs
_

rηs b rη1s  // rηs b rη1s
Assuming that iE˚3rpS˚pηq^pM˚pη1qs “ 0 in Hk´1pE3q, we obtain that rηsbrη1s “ 0
in Dk´1. To show that rpS˚pηq^pM˚pη1qs “ 0, it will then suffice to show that under
these assumptions rηs “ 0 in H ipMΩ‚τ pSqq; this follows by the same argument as
in Theorem 5.66.
2.3 Lift-compact multiperverse forms
In this subsection we will introduce the complex of multiperverse forms with com-
pactly supported lifts; we will call these forms lift-compact multiperverse forms.
Definition 6.18 (Multiperverse forms with compactly supported lifts). Let X be
a depth 1 flat-type multicontrolled stratified space. Denote by MΩklc,τ pXq the sub-
set of MΩkτ pXq consisting of those elements ω PMΩkτ pXq whose lift rω P ΩkpDpXqq
is a compactly supported form on DpXq. Note that this subset is naturally a sub-
complex. Elements of MΩklc,τ pXq are called lift-compact τ -multiperverse forms,
where we denote the cohomology of the above complex MΩklc,τ pXq by
MHklc,τ pXq :“ HkpMΩ‚lc,τ pXqq.
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Remark 6.19. If the support suppprωq of the lift of a lift-compact τ -multiperverse
form ω is disjoint from the preimages in DpXq of all singular strata of X, then the
τ -multiperversity conditions on ω are null. From this we deduce that any liftable
form ω P Ωkl pXq, the support of whose lift rω is compact and disjoint from the
preimages in DpXq of the singular strata of X, is automatically a lift-compact
τ -multiperverse form.
To compute the lift-compact cohomology of the multicontrolled cone cS, we
will need to construct an extended space cS, which is defined as follows, where we
reparametrise cS to S ˆ r0, 1q with the 0-coordinate collapsed:
cS :“ cS Y `S ˆ r1, 2q˘ .
Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of Lemma 6.4 for Y1 “ cS and Y2 “ Sˆp0.5, 2q,
so that Y1 Y Y2 “ cS, we obtain, as in Equation 6.3, the long exact sequence:
. . .ÑMHkτ pcSq αÝÑMHkτ pcSq ‘HkpS ˆ p0.5, 2qq
βÝÑ HkpS ˆ p0.5, 1qq δÝÑMHk`1τ pcSq Ñ . . . .
Using a standard argument we obtain that α is injective and surjective onto
MHkτ pcSq, so that MHkτ pcSq –MHkτ pcSq.
Let regpcSq be Sˆp0, 1q and regpcSq be Sˆp0, 2q. Fix an E which is adapted
to cS and partitions cS, we can assume that E “ S ˆ p1.5, 2q and we will write E
to denote both the subset considered in regpcSq and its preimage in DpcSq, where
the latter is
θ´1
cS
rEs “ `S ˆ p1.5, 2q˘Y `SA ˆ p´1.5,´2q˘.
Furthermore, fix three further open subsets which satisfy
E Ĺ E 1 Ĺ regpcSq,
so that E 1 “ E0.5, where for t P p0, 2q we fix the identification
θ´1
cS
rEts “
`
S ˆ pt, 2q˘Y `SA ˆ pt,´2q˘.
Using the five lemma we obtain that MHkτ pcS;Eq is isomorphic to MHkτ pcS;E0.5X
cSq, which we write as MHkτ pcS;E0.5q for brevity; for this we can consider the
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following commutative diagram, in which the squares 1 , 2 and 3 commute.
. . . // Hk´1pEq //
–

1
MHkτ pcS;Eq //

2
MHkτ pcSq //
–

3
HkpEq //
–

. . .
. . . // Hk´1pE0.5q //MHkτ pcS;E0.5q //MHkτ pcSq // HkpE0.5q // . . .
Proposition 6.20. For each t P p0, 1q there exists an invertible smooth map
qt : DpcSq ÝÑ DpcSq
with inverse
st : DpcSq ÝÑ DpcSq
such that for some small  ą 0:
1. q|θ´1
cS
rE2´s is the identity.
2. q|DpcSqzθ´1
cS
rEs is the identity.
3. q maps θ´1
cS
rEts into θ´1cS rEs.
4. q lifts from a function defined on regpcSq.
5. q is smoothly homotopic to the identity on DpcSq.
Proof. It suffices to define the map q : S ˆ p´2, 2q Ñ S ˆ p´2, 2q satisfying the
properties above. Furthermore, it suffices to define an endomorphism of p0, 2q sat-
isfying the appropriate properties, this is done by specifying the function directly
and smoothing out where appropriate; this also defines the appropriate smooth
homotopy to the identity.
For the maps qt and st as in the above Proposition 6.20, we note that the following
diagrams commute.
DpcSq qt // DpcSq
θ´1
cS
rEts
iEt
OO
qt|Et
// θ´1
cS
rEs
iE
OO
DpcSq st // DpcSq
θ´1
cS
rEs
iE
OO
st|Et
// θ´1
cS
rEts
iEt
OO
From this we can deduce that the pullback qt˚ induces a morphism of complexes
q˚t : MΩ
‚pcS;Eq ÝÑ MΩ‚pcS;Etq,
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to verify this we compute directly:
dq˚t pω, ω1q “ dpq˚t pωq, q˚t pω1qq “ pdq˚t pωq, i˚Etq˚t pωq ´ dq˚t pω1qq
“ pq˚t pdωq, q˚t i˚Epωq ´ q˚t pdω1qq
“ q˚t pdω, i˚Eω ´ dω1q “ q˚t dpω, ω1q.
Using the long exact sequence for relative τ -multiperverse cohomology, as in Equa-
tion 6.19, we also obtain that qt˚ induces an isomorphism between MH
k
τ pcS;Eq
and MHkτ pcS;Etq. Analogous remarks hold for st˚ .
Lemma 6.21. Let cS be a flat-type cone and let τ PMpcSq a multiperversity for
cS. Assume that S is a compact manifold and let E be a subset which partitions
and is adapted to cS. Then there exists an isomorphism of cohomology groups
MHklc,τ pcSq – MHkτ pcS;E0.5q.
Proof. Let us write q for q1.0 and s for s1.0. Then we define the map Θ : MH
k
lc,τ pcSq Ñ
MHkτ pcS;Eq by first mapping a lift-compact cohomology class rωs to the element
rpω, 0qs of MHkτ pcS;E1.0q and then applying s˚ to obtain rps˚ω, 0qs PMHkτ pcS;Eq.
This map is well defined and we will verify that it is injective and surjective.
Firstly let us verify that Θ is injective. If rpω, 0qs PMHkτ pcS;E1.0q is a class such
that pω, 0q “ dpη, η1q, then
dpηq “ ω and i˚E1.0pηq “ dpη1q.
Fix a function χ : regpcSq Ñ R which is equal to 1 on a neighbourhood of E, say
E1.4, and is equal to 0 on regpcSqzE1.1. Then we consider the following calculation:
i˚
E
pη ´ dpχ ¨ η1qq “ 0.
From this calculation we deduce that the form η´dpχ ¨η1q is supported away from
E, so is represented by a class rpη ´ dpχ ¨ η1q, 0qs P MHkτ pcS;Eq. However, if we
then map this class to rq˚pη ´ dpχ ¨ η1qq, 0qs P MHkτ pcS;E1.0q, then we obtain an
element of MHklc,τ pcSq, since the support of q˚pη ´ dpχη1qq is disjoint from E1.0.
dpq˚pη ´ dpχ ¨ η1qqq “ dpq˚pηqq ´ ddq˚pχ ¨ η1q
“ q˚pdηq ´ 0 “ q˚pωq.
But rpq˚ω, 0qs “ rpω, 0qs, for example by directly computing q˚pS˚γ on a represent-
ative rωs “ rpS˚γs, or by noting that q˚ is homotopic to the identity, descending to
τ -multiperverse forms. Furthermore q˚pη ´ dpχη1qq is still τ -multiperverse, since
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by construction it is identically equal to η in a neighbourhood of pt. This shows
that rωs “ 0 and completes the proof of injectivity.
Secondly let us verify the surjectivity of Θ; for this we will need the result of Pro-
position 6.13 in Subsection 2.2. Every element MHkτ pcS;Eq can be represented
by rp0, pS˚ηqs where
η P à
i`j“k´1
iěτpk´1q`1
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ .
Fix χ : regpXq Ñ R as above, so that dpχq is a 1-form with compact support
in E1.0zE. Then we claim that Θprdpχq ^ pS˚ηsq “ rp0, pS˚ηqs, which we verify by
noting that
dpχ ¨ p˚Sη, 0q “ pdpχ ¨ p˚Sηq, i˚Epχ ¨ p˚Sηqq
“ pdχ^ p˚Sη, p˚Sηq
“ pdχ^ p˚Sη, 0q ` p0, p˚Sηq.
This completes the proof of surjectivity, from where we deduce that Θ is an iso-
morphism.
Remark 6.22. In Proposition 6.13 every class rωs PMHkτ pcS;Eq is represented by
rp0, pS˚ηqs where
η P à
i`j“k´1
iěτpk´1q`1
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ . (6.25)
To represent this class by a lift-compact form, we follow the proof of Lemma 6.21,
obtaining, for some compactly supported dχ with support in p0.25, 0.5q:
rp0, p˚Sηqs “ rpdχ^ p˚Sη, 0qs in MHkτ pcS;Eq.
Thus the lift-compact representative dχ ^ pS˚η does not intersect the singular
stratum, that is Rpdχ^ pS˚ηq “ 0. The reason that only forms with the condition
in Equation 6.25 make up the lift-compact τ -multiperverse classes follows because
forms satisfying the opposite condition are not exact.
2.4 Poincare´ duality for cS
In the first part of this subsection we will briefly demonstrate that there is an
isomorphism between MHmτ pcSq and MHdimpSq`1´mDpτq pcS;Eq when cS is of product-
type. In the remainder of the subsection we will demonstrate this result for cS in
the flat-type case including the explicit construction of the pairing.
Let us begin by briefly presenting the Poincare´ duality isomorphism for a
product-type cone cS. Fix a multiperversity τ P MpcSq, recalling the definition
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of the dual multiperversity Dpτq from 6.26 on page 138:
Dpτqpkq “ codimpS 1q ´ 1´ τpcodimpptq ´ k ´ 1q ´ 1 (6.26)
“ dimpSq ` 1´ dimpS 1q ´ 1´ τpdimpSq ` 1´ k ´ 1q ´ 1
“ pdimpSq ´ dimpL1qq ´ τpdimpSq ´ kq ´ 1.
Using Corollary 6.15 from the preceding Subsection 2.2 we obtain
MHkDpτqpcS;Eq –
à
i`j“k´1
iěDpτqpk´1q`1
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘
– à
i`j“k´1
iěpdimpSq´dimpL1qq´
τpdimpSq´k`1q
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ . (6.27)
Next we fix an integer m P Z satisfying m P r0, dimpSq ` 1s, and then substitute
k “ dimpSq ` 1´m into the above Equation 6.27, obtaining
MH
dimpSq`1´m
Dpτq pcS;Eq “
à
i`j“dimpSq´m
iěpdimpSq´dimpL1qq
´τpmq
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ .
Now we apply the Poincare´ duality for F and L1. First we assume that
i` j “ dimpSq ´m,
i ě pdimpSq ´ dimpL1qq ´ τpmq,
so that, from these assumptions, there exists an isomorphism
`
H ipF q bHjpL1q˘ – ´HdimpF q´ipF q bHdimpL1q´jpL1q¯ ,
where, we claim, dimpL1q ´ j ` dimpF q ´ i “ m and dimpF q ´ i ď τpmq. The
claim is established as follows. The equality dimpL1q´ j`dimpF q´ i “ m follows
by direct computation:
´j ´ i “ m´ dimpSq ,
dimpL1q ´ j ` dimpF q ´ i “ m´ dimpSq ` dimpF q ` dimpL1qloooooooooomoooooooooon
“dimpSq
,
dimpL1q ´ j ` dimpF q ´ i “ m.
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The inequality dimpF q ´ i ď τpmq also follows by direct computation:
´i ď ´dimpSq ` dimpL1q ` τpmq ,
dimpF q ´ i ď ´dimpSq ` dimpF q ` dimpL1qloooooooooomoooooooooon
“dimpSq
`τpmq ,
dimpF q ´ i ď τpmq .
From this we deduce that there exists an isomorphism
MHmτ pcSq – MHdimpSq`1´mDpτq pcS;Eq – MHdimpSq`1´mlc,Dpτq pcSq. (6.28)
Let us now present the explicit pairing for the flat-type cone cS, where we fol-
low the above outline, but verify the extra details that arise from the flat-type
assumption and construct the pairing explicitly.
Proposition 6.23. There exists an isomorphism
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ – ´HdimpL1q´jpL1,HdimpF q´ipF qq¯˚ .
Proof. Firstly consider the bilinear pairing
HjpL1,HipF qq bHj1pL1,Hi1pF qq ÝÑ Hj`j1pL1,Hi`i1pF qq ,
defined by the correspondence
rαi,js b rβi1,j1s ÞÝÑ rαi,j ^ βi1,j1s.
This map is well-defined on cohomology classes, for if βi
1,j1 “ dpηq and dpαi,jq “ 0,
then we compute:
rαi,j ^ βi1,j1s “ rαi,j ^ dpηqs “ rp´1qi`j ¨ dpαq ^ β ` α ^ dpβqs
“ p´1qi`j ¨ rdpαi,j ^ βi1,j1qs .
Note further that for the fixed orientation of S, so for a fixed fundamental class rSs,
the cohomology groupHdimpL1qpL1,HdimpF qpF qq is the cohomology groupHdimpSqpSq,
which is isomorphic to R since S is compact. Let j1 “ dimpL1q ´ j and i1 “
dimpF q ´ i, then we want to show that the pairing
HjpL1,HipF qq bHdimpL1q´jpL1,HdimpF q´ipF qq Ñ R
is nondegenerate. To construct the pairing we will use a submersion metric gS
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on S; because µ : S Ñ S 1 is flat with respect to the group IsompF, gq, we can
assume this metric to be geometrically flat ([1], p.3), so that the metric is locally
a product. Note that by [3] (9.15) this submersion metric is uniquely determined
by a Riemannian metric on S 1 “ L1. From gS we obtain the Hodge star ˚S
satisfying:
if ω P Ωi,jpSq then ˚S pωq P ΩdimpF q´i,dimpL1q´jpSq.
Note that ˚S is an isomorphism from ΩkpSq to ΩdimpSq´kpSq, we further note that it
is an isomorphism from Ωi,jpSq to ΩdimpF q´i,dimpL1q´jpSq. Further, any class in rωs P
HjpL1,HipF qq may be represented by a unique harmonic pi, jq-form with respect
to gS. This follows by considering the Hodge decomposition ω “ dSpαq`δSpβq`γ,
where γ is harmonic, that is ∆Spγq “ 0. From the closedness of ω we obtain:
dSpωq “ dSdSpαqlooomooon
“0
`dSδSpβq ` dSpγqlomon
“0
“ 0.
From this we deduce that dSδSpβq “ 0, so thatż
S
δSpβq ^ ˚SpδSβq “
ż
S
dSδSpβq ^ ˚Spβq “ 0,
so that further δSpβq “ 0, from where the Hodge decomposition for ω is ω “
dSpαq ` γ. This shows that rωs “ rγs. Let us now verify that ˚S is an isomorph-
ism on cohomology classes in HjpL1,HipF qq. For a class rγs P HjpL1,HipF qq
represented by a harmonic form γ, we obtain:
δSpγq “ 0 implies dSp˚Sγq “ 0,
dSpγq “ 0 implies δSp˚Sγq “ 0.
From this we deduce that ˚Spωq represents a harmonic form and thus a class in
HdimpL1q´jpL1,HdimpF q´ipF qq. Thus we obtain that
rωs b r˚Sωs ÞÑ rω ^ ˚Sωs ÞÑ
ż
S
ω ^ ˚Sω “ ||ω||2L2pS,gSq “ 0
if and only if ω “ 0. Thus the pairing is nondegenerate and the map given by
integration
HjpL1,HipF qq Ñ pHdimpL1q´jpL1,HdimpF q´ipF qqq˚ ,
that is by rωs ÞÑ ş
S
ω ^´, is an isomorphism.
Lemma 6.24. Let cS be a depth 1 flat-type multicontrolled cone. There exists an
isomorphism
MH
dimpSq`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcS;Eq –MHmτ pcSq˚.
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Furthermore, this isomorphism is given by the map
Ψ : MH
dimpSq`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcSq ÝÑ MHmτ pcSq˚ ,
which is defined by integration on lifts rrωs ÞÑ ş
DpcSq rω ^´.
Proof. As in the first part of this subsection, we can obtain the existence of an
isomorphism combinatorially by using the isomorphism from Proposition 6.23:
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ – ´HdimpL1q´jpL1,HdimpF q´ipF qq¯˚ .
Let us now verify that the pairingż
DpcSq
: MH
dimpSq`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcSq bMHmτ pcSq ÝÑ R
given by rωs b rω1s ÞÑ ş
DpcSq ω ^ ω1 is nondegenerate. Note that this pairing is
well defined on cohomology classes. By Remark 6.22 every cohomology class in
MH
dimpSq`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcS;Eq is of the form rωs “ rdχ^ pS˚pηqs, where
η1 P à
i`j“dimpSq´m
iěDpτqpdimpSq´mq`1
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ .
Similarly, every cohomology class in MHmτ pcSq is of the form rω1s “ rpS˚pη1qs,
where
η P à
i`j“m
iďτpmq
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ .
Thus, if we assume that the pairing
ş
DpcSq degenerates, that is we assumeż
DpcSq
p˚Spηq ^ dχ^ p˚Spη1q “ 0,
then, since the integral of the one form dχ is 1, we obtain thatż
S
η ^ η1 “ 0,
so that, by applying Proposition 6.23, the pairing
ş
DpcSq is nondegenerate.
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2.5 Lift-compact cohomology and Poincare´ duality for
cS ˆ R
To compute the lift-compact multiperverse cohomology of cSˆRn we will apply a
modification of the standard Poincare´ homotopy operator for compactly supported
forms ([9], 37-40). For this we fix a flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled stratified
space X and then we consider integration along the fibre
p˚ : ΩklcpX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1lc pXq,
which is defined on the basis forms of DpXq ˆ R as follows:
fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ÞÝÑ 0,
fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt ÞÝÑ η ^
ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw.
Furthermore, we also consider the map
P : Ωk´1lc pXq ÝÑ ΩklcpX ˆ Rq,
which is defined on lifts by η ÞÑ p˚DpXqpηq ^ ψ, where ψ “ eptq ^ dt P Ω1cpRq is a
compactly supported 1-form with total integral equal to 1. Then we define the
homotopy operator
Kklc : Ω
k
lcpX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1c pDpXq ˆ Rq
by the following correspondence on lifts:
fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ÞÝÑ 0,
fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt ÞÝÑ
p˚DpXqpηq^
´ ż w“t
w“´8
fpx,wq dw ´
ż w“t
w“´8
epwq dw ¨
ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw
¯
.
For the above it is necessary to remark that p˚Pη is η, this is obtained by the
choice of ψ “ e^ dt with total integral 1.
Lemma 6.25. Let ω P ΩklcpX ˆ Rq be a lift-compact k-form with k P Zě1. Then
the form Kklcpωq P Ωk´1c pDpXq ˆ Rq is the lift of a form on regpXq, leading to a
well-defined map
Kklc : Ω
k
lcpX ˆ Rq ÝÑ Ωk´1lc pX ˆ Rq.
Proof. It suffices to prove the result when rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt, where
η P Ωk´1pDpXqq and fpx, tq is the lift of a liftable function in X, that is a lift-
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able function for each fixed t; note also that fpx, tq is compactly supported (the
restriction to θ´1cS rregpXqs may not be compactly supported, however). Now we
apply the Poincare´ homotopy operator Kklc to ω, obtaining
Kklcpfpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dtq “
p˚DpXqpηq ^
´ ż w“t
w“´8
fpx,wq dw ´
ż w“t
w“´8
epwq dw ¨
ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw
¯
.
To prove that this is a lift of a form on X ˆ R it will suffice to show that the
function
px, tq ÞÝÑ
´ ż w“t
w“´8
fpx,wq dw ´
ż w“t
w“´8
epwq dw ¨
ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw
¯
is liftable, where px, tq P regpXq ˆ R. The expression şw“t
w“´8 fpx,wq dw is liftable
as in Lemma 3.20, the expression
şw“t
w“´8 epwq dw ¨
şw“8
w“´8 fpx,wq dw is liftable by
a similar argument, while the expression
şw“t
w“´8 epwq dw is liftable because it is
independent of x.
Lemma 6.26. For all k P Zě1 and ω P ΩklcpX ˆ Rq the following identity holds
Kk`1lc pdωq ` dKklcpωq “ p´1qk´1pω ´ Pp˚ωq. (6.29)
Thus K‚lc defines a chain homotopy between the identity and Pp˚ endomorphisms
of Ω‚lcpX ˆ Rq.
Proof. This follows by applying the result of [9] (Proposition 4.6) on lifts.
Lemma 6.27. Let τ PMpXq be a multiperversity for X. The endomorphism Pp˚
maps τ -multiperverse forms to τ -multiperverse forms.
Proof. If the lift of ω is rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq, then p˚pωq “ 0. On the other
hand, if the lift of ω is rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt, then
Pp˚pωq “ p˚DpXqpηq ^
ˆż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw
˙
^ eptq ^ dt.
Then, for each singular stratum A P SSpXq, we compute the pullback to the
boundary:
RAˆRpPp˚ωq “ RAˆR
´
p˚DpXqpηq ^
ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw ^ peptq ^ dtq
¯
“ RA
´ ż w“8
w“´8
fpx,wq dw ^ η
¯
^ peptq ^ dtq . (6.30)
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From the assumption that ω is τ -multiperverse, the following pullback to the
boundary is obtained:
RAˆRprωq “ RAˆRpfpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dtq
“ F ps, tq ¨RApηq ^ dt P
à
iďτpk´h´1q
i`j`h`1“k
Ωi,j,h`1pSA ˆ Rq,
for some function F , so that RApηq P À iďτpk´hq
i`j`h“k´1
Ωi,j,hpSq. We apply this to
Equation 6.30, obtaining
RAˆRpPp˚ωq “ F ps, tq ¨RApηq ^ dt,
so that Pp˚ is then τ -admissible. This proves that Pp˚ maps lift compact τ -
multiperverse to lift-compact τ -admissible forms, which proves the result.
Lemma 6.28. The homotopy operator Kklc descends to lift-compact τ -multiperverse
forms:
Kklc : MΩ
k
lc,τ pX ˆ Rq ÝÑ MΩk´1lc,τ pX ˆ Rq.
Thus, for a lift-compact τ -multiperverse form ω PMΩklc,τ pX ˆ Rq:
Kk`1lc pdωq ` dKklcpωq “ p´1qk´1pω ´ Pp˚ωq.
Proof. If ω PMΩklc,τ pX ˆRq and rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq, then Kklcpωq “ 0; thus it
will suffice to prove this result in the case when
rω “ fpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dt.
In this case we obtain by direct computation:
Kklcpωq “ Kklcpfpx, tq ^ p˚DpXqpηq ^ dtq
“ p˚regpXqpηq ^ F px, tq,
where F px, tq is the 0-form part of the expression. The rest of the verification
proceeds as in Lemma 5.52.
Corollary 6.29. Let τ P MpXq be a multiperversity for X and X ˆ R. For all
integers k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
MHklc,τ pX ˆ Rq –MHk´1lc,τ pXq.
Proof. This follows from the above Lemma 6.26 in the same way as Corollary
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3.23 follows from Lemma 3.17. For convenience we reproduce the details. Let
rωs PMHklc,τ pX ˆ Rq be a cohomology class. From Equation 6.29 in Lemma 6.26
we have
Pp˚ω ` p´1qk ¨ dKklcpωq “ ω ,
so that rωs “ rPp˚ωs in MHklc,τ pX ˆ Rq. Note that P and p˚ are morphisms of
complexes ([9], p.38) and that the map
rωs “ rPp˚ωs ÞÝÑ rp˚ωs
is linear and well-defined; this correspondence is also injective because ψ “ e^dt ‰
0. To show that it is surjective let rηs PMHk´1lc,τ pXq. Then we obtain
rPηs “ rPp˚Pηs ÞÝÑ rp˚Pηs “ rηs,
from where we conclude that MHklc,τ pX ˆ Rq is isomorphic to MHk´1lc,τ pXq.
Corollary 6.30. Let τ PMpXq be a multiperversity for X and XˆRn. Then for
all k P Zě0 there exists an isomorphism
MHklc,τ pX ˆ Rnq –MHk´nlc,τ pXq.
In particular, if X “ cS, then there exists an isomorphism
MHklc,τ pcS ˆ Rnq – MHk´nlc,τ pcSq
– MHk´nτ pcS;Eq
– à
i`j“k´n´1
iěτpk´n´1q`1
`
HjpL1,HipF qq˘ .
Proof. The first part follows from the above Corollary 6.29 by induction, while the
second part, for X “ cS, follows from the first part, Lemma 6.21, and Proposition
6.13.
Corollary 6.31. Let τ P MpcS ˆ Rnq be a multiperversity. There exists an iso-
morphism
MH
dimpSq`n`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcS ˆ Rnq – MHmτ pcSq˚.
Furthermore, the isomorphism is given by the map
Ψ : MH
dimpSq`n`1´m
lc,Dpτq pcS ˆ Rnq ÝÑ MHmτ pcSq˚,
which is defined by integration on lifts rrωs ÞÑ ş
DpcSˆRnq rω ^´.
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Proof. This follows from the above Corollary 6.30 by the same proof as in Lemma
6.24, using the non-degeneracy of the pairing for S in Proposition 6.23.
3 Global Poincare´ duality
In this section we will use Lemma 6.21 and the Mayer-Vietoris argument to deduce
a global Poincare´ duality for certain types of flat-type depth 1 multicontrolled
spaces.
3.1 Isolated singularities
In this subsection we will consider a depth 1 flat-type multicontrolled stratified
space X with isolated singularities. Let us assume that dimpregpXqq “ n and
further that X has N P Z isolated singularities pti P SSpXq, so that X is a union
X “ E Y
ď
1ďiďN
Tpti .
First consider the case when N “ 1 and X “ E Y Tpt. To prove the Poincare´
duality for X we will need to consider two short exact sequences:
0 ÑMΩ‚αpTpt Y Eq αÝÑ MΩ‚τ pTptq ‘ Ω‚pEq βÝÑ Ω‚pEptq Ñ 0, (6.31)
0 ÑΩ‚cpEptq α
1ÝÑ MΩ‚lc,τ pTptq ‘ Ω‚cpEq β
1ÝÑMΩ‚lc,τ pTpt Y Eq Ñ 0. (6.32)
In the above Ept is the intersection of Tpt and E, this can be chosen to be p0.5, 1qˆ
SA, where we reparametrise regpTAq to p0, 1qˆSA. The above Equation 6.31 is the
short exact sequence from Lemma 6.4. The above Equation 6.32 is the analogous
short exact sequence for lift-compact forms, where the map α1 is defined by the
correspondence
ω ÞÝÑ p´jregpTptqpωq, jEpωqq , (6.33)
where j´ denotes extension by zero, while the map β1 is defined by the corres-
pondence
pη, η1q ÞÝÑ jregpTptqYEpηq ´ jregpTptqYEpη1q . (6.34)
Proposition 6.32. The maps α1 and β1 are appropriately defined and Equation
6.32 defines a short exact sequence.
Proof. The map α1 is appropriately defined because jregpTptqpωq is automatically
liftable and τ -multiperverse, its pullback to the boundary being 0. For β1, as in
Equation 6.34, we note that jregpTptqYEpηq is automatically τ -multiperverse and
lift-compact as η is τ -multiperverse and lift-compact; further jregpTptqYEpη1q is also
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automatically τ -multiperverse and lift-compact as η1 is trivially τ -multiperverse.
To verify exactness, we note that α1 is injective and that impα1q Ď kerpβ1q, for
kerpβ1q Ď impα1q we note that, if β1pη, η1q “ 0, then necessarily supppηq Ď E and
supppη1q Ď regpTptq, so that they are in fact the same compactly supported form
on Ept. It remains to verify the surjectivity of β
1. For this we fix χ and χ1 as in
the proof of Lemma 6.1. For ω PMΩ‚lc,τ pXq, we note that
pχ1 ¨ ω,´χ ¨ ωq PMΩ‚lc,τ pTptq ‘ Ω‚cpEq,
and that β1pχ1ω,´χωq “ ω. In the above we have used that χ1 ¨ ω is liftable with
the support of its lift is compact, this follows because it is a closed subset in a
compact subset, hence compact; a similar remark applies to ´χ ¨ ω. This proves
the result.
From the short exact sequences in Equations 6.31 and 6.32 we obtain long exact
sequences on cohomology:
. . .ÑMHkτ pXq αÝÑMHkτ pTptq ‘HkpEq βÝÑ HkpEptq δÝÑMHk`1τ pXq Ñ . . . ,
. . .Ñ Hkc pEptq α
1ÝÑMHklc,τ pTptq ‘Hkc pEq β
1ÝÑMHklc,τ pXq δ
1ÝÑ Hk`1c pEptq Ñ . . . .
Using these two sequences, Poincare´ duality for manifolds and the local Poincare´
duality for Tpt “ cS we obtain the following diagram:
...

...

Hn´kc pEptq
ş
Ept //
α1

1
HkpEptq˚
β˚

MHn´klc,DpτqpTptq ‘Hn´kc pEq
ş
regpTptq`
ş
E
//
2β1

MHkτ pTptq˚ ‘HkpEq˚
α˚

MHn´klc,DpτqpXq
ş
regpXq //
δ1

3
MHkτ pXq˚
δ˚

Hn´k´1c pEptq
ş
Ept //

Hk`1pEptq˚

...
...
(6.35)
In the above the
ş
maps denote the pairings, mapping a form ω to the R-valued
function
ş
ω ^ ´. Let us briefly indicate the commutativity of the three squares
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1 , 2 and 3 . For the top square 1 we compute:˜
β˚
ż
Ept
¸
pωqpη, η1q “
ż
Ept
ω ^ i˚Eptpηq `
ż
Ept
ω ^ i˚Eptpη1q (6.36)˜ż
regpTptq
`
ż
E
¸
pα1ωqpη, η1q “
ż
regpTptq
ω ^ η `
ż
E
ω ^ η1 (6.37)
In the above ω P Hn´kc pEptq, η P MHkτ pTptq and η1 P HkpEq. The expression on
the right-hand side in the above Equation 6.36 is equal to the Equation on the
right-hand side in the above Equation 6.37 because the (compact) support of the
forms ω^ iE˚ptpη1q and ω^η is equal and within this support they are equal, so the
integrals are equal, and the same for η1. For the middle square 2 we compute:
α˚
˜ż
regpTptq
`
ż
E
¸
pω, ω1qpηq “
ż
regpTptq
ω ^ i˚regpTptqpηq ´
ż
E
ω1 ^ i˚Epηq. (6.38)ˆż
regpXq
˙
pω, ω1qpηq “
ż
regpXq
ω ^ η ´
ż
regpXq
ω1 ^ η (6.39)
In the above ω PMHn´klc,DpτqpTptq, ω1 P Hn´kc pEq and η PMHkτ pXq. The expression
on the right-hand side in the above Equation 6.38 is equal to the expression on
the right-hand side in the above Equation 6.39 because the (compact) support
of the forms ω ^ i˚regpTptqpηq and ω ^ η is equal and within this support they are
equal, so the integrals are equal, and the same for ω1. For the bottom square 3
we compute:
δ˚
ˆż
regpXq
˙
pωqpηq “
ż
regpXq
ω ^ δpηq (6.40)
“
ż
Ept
ω ^ dpχηq (6.41)
“
ż
Ept
ω ^ dpχq ^ η (6.42)˜ż
Ept
¸
pδ1ωqpηq “
ż
Ept
δ1pωq ^ η (6.43)
“
ż
Ept
dpχq ^ ω ^ η (6.44)
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In the above ω P MHn´klc,DpτqpXq and η P Hk`1pEptq. The above Equation 6.42 is
equal to Equation 6.44 up to sign. In Equations 6.43 and 6.40 we have used the
definition of δ and δ1, via the snake lemma (see also Remark 6.2); in Equation 6.41
we have used the fact that η is a closed form, as we have done in the conclusion of
Equation 6.44. Thus the square commutes up to sign, but this is sufficient. Using
the five lemma we obtain the following:
Lemma 6.33. Let X be a depth 1 flat-type multicontrolled stratified space with
isolated singularities. For a multiperversity τ P MpXq there exists a Poincare´
duality isomorphism
MH
dimpXq´m
lc,Dpτq pXq – MHmτ pXq˚.
Furthermore, this isomorphism is induced by integration on regpXq.
Proof. Consider first the case with a single isolated singularity and recall the
commutative diagram in Equation 6.35 on 147 above. Using the five lemma we
obtain that if
ş
is an isomorphism for H‚c pEptq, MH‚lc,DpτqpTptq and H‚c pEq, thenş
is an isomorphism for MH‚lc,DpτqpXq. Note that a multiperversity for X is a
multiperversity for Tpt. For the general case we proceed by iteration on the number
of cusps and using Lemma 6.1 instead of Lemma 6.4, replacing H‚c pEq with the
τ -multiperverse lift-compact cohomology and glueing on a single cusp at a time;
the verification of the commutativity of the analogous diagram follows as above for
Equation 6.35. Note that the multiperversity τ for X can be naturally considered
as multiperversity for any cusp of X.
3.2 General case
In this subsection we will consider the general case of global Poincare´ duality for
multiperverse cohomology. We will use an argument analogous to that of Equation
6.35, but using also Corollary 6.31 and a similar inductive proof as for the Ku¨nneth
formula in Lemma 6.8.
Theorem 6.34. Let X be a depth 1 flat-type multicontrolled stratified space. For
a multiperversity τ PMpXq there exists a Poincare´ duality isomorphism
MH
dimpXq´m
lc,Dpτq pXq – MHmτ pXq˚.
Furthermore, this isomorphism is induced by integration on regpXq.
Proof. The verification of this results follows the outline of the proof of Lemma
6.33, in particular we use the argument to obtain the commutative diagram in
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Equation 6.35, which we do not repeat here. However, because there are two
inductions, we split the proof up into two parts.
Part 1. The first part of the proof is to obtain Poincare´ duality for a general
cusp TA of X, where A P SSpXq is a fixed singular stratum of X. This is done by
induction on the number N “ NA P Zě1 of elements in a finite good cover tUiuNAi“1
of A. If N “ 1 then the result follows by Corollary 6.31. If we assume that the
result holds for a good cover by N open subsets, then using the five lemma applied
to a diagram as in Equation 6.35. Using the Mayer-Vietoris argument, as in Part
4.2 of Lemma 6.8, we obtain the result for a good cover by N ` 1 open subsets.
This establishes the duality for TA, so we have verified that
MH
dimpXq´m
lc,Dpτq pTAq – MHmτ pTAq˚.
Part 2. Fix a subset E, which is a slightly enlarged regpXq, so that EXTA “ EA
is SAˆp0.5, 1q, where regpTAq is SAˆp0, 1q. Then E is a smooth manifold, so that
Poincare´ duality holds. Then we proceed by iteration on the number of cusps, as
outlined in the proof of Lemma 6.33. This establishes the result.
4 Self-dual multiperversities
In this section we consider the concept of a self-dual multiperversity, which extends
some aspect the concept of the self-dual middle perversity on a Witt space ([23],
Section 5.2; in particular Corollary 5.2.4).
4.1 Further properties of multiperversities
In this brief subsection we introduce some further properties of the lattice of
multiperversities MpXq, these will be relevant when we consider the self-dual
multiperversities.
The first property we consider is the extension of Lemma 1.1 in [20] to mul-
tiperversities. The content of the result below states that any multiperversity
τ P MpXq, which is not the top multiperversity mptq, may be increased by a
“single step”, though this increase may be done in a number of distinct ways, this
number being governed by the number of elements which cover τ in MpXq.
Proposition 6.35. Let X be a multicontrolled stratified space. There exists an
order preserving function
rk : MpXq ÝÑ Zě0
which satisfies the following condition: if τ ă τ 1 in MpXq then there exists τ 2 P
MpXq with rkpτ 1q “ rkpτ 2q ` 1 and τ ď τ 2 ă τ 1. Hence MpXq is a ranked lattice.
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Proof. The rank function is defined as a double sum
rkpτq :“
ÿ
APSSpXq
ÿ
iPZ
τpAqpiq,
where we note that this iterates the rank function on pZop,Zq. If τ ă τ 1, then there
exists some singular stratum A P SSpXq such that τpAq ă τ 1pAq is satisfied; fix
this singular stratum A. For this fixed singular stratum A there exists a smallest
integer i P Z such that τpAqpiq ď τ 1pAqpiq. We now fix the smallest integer
j P Z which satisfies (i) i ă j and (ii) for all j1 P Z which satisfy j ď j1 we
have τpAqpj1q ă τ 1pAqpjq; if there does not exists a j satisfying the two preceding
conditions, then then we take j “ codimpAq. The element τ 2pAq P pZop,Zq is then
defined by the following expression
τ 2pAqpkq :“
$&% τ 1pAqpkq if k ‰ jτpAqpkq ` 1 if k “ j
while, for B P SSpXq with B ‰ A, we define τ 2pBq “ τ 1pBq. From the construction
of τ 2, we see that it satisfies the required properties.
The above result implies that all maximal chains in MpXq are finite and of equal
length.
4.2 Self-dual multiperversities
In this subsection we consider the concept of a self-dual multiperversity, that is of
a multiperversity τ PMpXq such that Dpτq “ τ .
Example 6.36. Consider a depth 1 controlled stratified space X in which is a
pseudomanifold such that all strata have even codimension, then ([23], Example
5.2.2) X is a Witt space. To consider this situation explicitly, consider the cone cS
over S “ T 3, then codimcSpptq “ 4 is even, so cS is an example of a Witt space.
In fact, it is a Witt space simply because the upper and lower middle perversities
take the same value, m “ m “ 4
2
´ 1 “ 1. Let us further assume that S 1 “ S1,
so that codimcSpS 1q “ 3 and cS is a depth 1 multicontrolled cone. Then if we
consider the multiperversity
τ “ mpmq “ mpmq,
we can illustrate τ on the following diagram.
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´1
0
1
2
´1 0 1 2 3 4
τpkq
k
Figure 6.1: Diagram representing the multiperversities mpmq and mpmq.
As the dashed lines illustrate, this multiperversity τ cuts the multiperversity t in
half, from this remark it is clear that Dpτq “ τ .
Example 6.37. Consider a depth 1 controlled cone cS over S, where dimpSq “ 2r
but HrpSq ‰ 0. The cone cS is a pseudomanifold, but not a Witt space because
HrpSq ‰ 0, so the two middle perversities do not induce the same intersection
cohomology; there is no self-dual perversity. Take, for example S “ T 4, which
has non-zero cohomology in degree 2 (and all degrees from 0 and 4). Consider a
product-type multicontrolled structure for cS given by letting S 1 “ L1 “ S1, so
that F “ T 3, with codimcSpptq “ 5 and codimcSpS 1q “ 5 ´ 1 “ 4. Define the
multiperversity τ as follows:
τpkq “
$’’’’’’&’’’’’’%
3 if k ă 0
3 if k “ 0
3 if k “ 1
1 if k “ 2
´1 if k ě 3
We can illustrate τ PMpcSq on the following diagram.
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´1
0
1
2
3
´1 0 1 2 3 4 5
τpkq
k
Figure 6.2: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ .
To illustrate that τ is self-dual, we recall the formula for Dpτq, as in Equation
6.26 on page 138:
Dpτqpkq “ pdimpSq ´ dimpL1qq ´ τpdimpSq ´ kq ´ 1
“ p4´ 1q ´ τp4´ kq ´ 1
“ 2´ τp4´ kq.
Using this formula we compute the values of the multiperversity Dpτq:
Dpτqp´1q “ 2´ τp4´ p´1qq “ 2´ p´1q “ 3,
Dpτqp0q “ 2´ τp4´ 0q “ 2´ p´1q “ 3,
Dpτqp1q “ 2´ τp4´ 1q “ 2´ p´1q “ 3,
Dpτqp2q “ 2´ τp4´ 2q “ 2´ 1 “ 1,
Dpτqp3q “ 2´ τp4´ 3q “ 2´ 3 “ ´1,
Dpτqp4q “ 2´ τp4´ 4q “ 2´ 3 “ ´1,
Dpτqp5q “ 2´ τp4´ 5q “ 2´ 3 “ ´1.
Thus we see directly that τ “ Dpτq; by consulting Figure 6.2, where the guide
shading has been drawn, we see that the multiperversity τ fits together with
itself to make the top multiperversity. Further, we can consider the inequality for
τ “ Dpτq as used in the definition of intersection cohomology.
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0 1 2 3
0
1
i
j
0 1
1 2
Figure 6.3: Diagram representing the multiperversity τ on fibre degrees of F and
L1.
As the Betti numbers5 in the cohomology of S1 and T 3 are all non-zero, we ob-
tain that this multiperversity τ gives τ -multiperverse cohomology that does not
correspond to any intersection cohomology group.
5 L2-cohomology of fibre cusps
In this section we will compute the weighted L2-cohomology of certain cusps
whose natural compactifications are depth 1 product-type multicontrolled strati-
fied spaces.
5.1 L2-cohomology of double-product cusps
Fix two compact manifolds F , L1 with dimpF q “ f , dimpL1q “ l1. Consider a
double-product cusp
Y :“ Rą0 ˆ F ˆ L1 ,
equipped with the doubly-warped Riemannian metric
dsY :“ dr2 ` e´2a1rds2F ` e´2a2rds2L1 ,
where a1, a2 P Rą0 are two constants with a1 ě a2 ([3], 9.11 Warped Products);
if a1 “ a2 we obtain intersection cohomology, so we assume that a1 ą a2. Using
Zucker’s Ku¨nneth formula ([32], Corollary 2.36), we obtain the following compu-
tation.
Proposition 6.38. The weighted L2-cohomology of the double-product cusp Y
5The Betti number for the cohomology of Tn “ pS1qn is given by coefficients of its Poincare´
polynomial p1` xqn.
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with the Riemannian metric dsY satisfies
WHkp2qpY ; a0q “
à
i`j“k
cpi,jqă0
H ipF q bHjpL1q ,
where cpj, kq is defined as
cpi, jq “ a1
ˆ
i´ f
2
˙
` a2
ˆ
j ´ l
1
2
˙
` a0 .
Here a0 is a small constant so that we have cpi, jq ‰ 0 for all i, j P Zě0.
Proof. Using Zucker’s Ku¨nneth formula ([32], Corollary 2.36) the computation is
obtained as follows:
WHkp2qpY ; a0q “
l1à
k“0
WHk´jp2q
`
Rą0 ˆ F ; a2
`
j ´ l
1
2
˘` a0˘bHjpL1q
“
fà
i“0
l1à
j“0
WHk´i´jp2q
`
Rą0; cpi, jq
˘bH ipF q bHjpL1q .
The result then follows by using the following result ([19], in proof of Proposition
2), which computes the weighted L2-cohomology of Rą0 with non-zero weight:
WH0p2q
`
Rą0; cpi, jq
˘ “
$&%R if cpi, jq ă 00 if cpi, jq ě 0
Furthermore we have WH1p2q
`
Rą0; cpi, jq
˘ “ 0 because cpi, jq ‰ 0 ([19], in proof
of Proposition 2). From this the result follows.
In the above Proposition 6.38 the weight function
cpi, jq “ a1
ˆ
i´ f
2
˙
` a2
ˆ
j ´ l
1
2
˙
` a0
can be presented as a function τpkq of the argument k “ i` j, with the condition
cpi, jq ă 0 replaced by i ă τpkq. To construct τ , firstly we rearrange the inequality
a1
ˆ
i´ f
2
˙
` a2
ˆ
j ´ l
1
2
˙
` a0 ă 0 ,
by using the substitution j “ k ´ i to obtain
a1i ` a2pk ´ iq ă a1f
2
` a2l
1
2
´ a0 ,
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from where we obtain the inequality
i ă
a1f ` a2l1
2
´ a0 ´ a2k
a1 ´ a2 .
We define τpkq to be the floor of the right-hand side in the above equation. Thus
we arrive at the following.
Corollary 6.39. The weighted L2-cohomology of the double-product cusp Y with
the Riemannain metric dsY satisfies
WHkp2qpY ; a0q “
à
i`j“k
iďτpkq
H ipF q bHjpL1q .
5.2 Compactifications of double-product cusps and the
relation to multiperverse cohomology
The cusp Y :“ Rą0 ˆ F ˆ L1 of the preceding subsection 5.1 has two natural
compactifications; these are in some way analogues of the Borel-Serre ([5],III.5)
and the reductive Borel-Serre ([5],III.6) compactifications for locally symmetric
spaces. The first compactification is obtained by adjoining to Y the space F ˆ L1
at the zero-coordinate to obtain
Y :“ pRą0 Y8q ˆ F ˆ L1 ,
which is analogous to the Borel-Serre compactification; we will call Y the topo-
logical compactification of Y . Note that Y can be stratified by a single singular
stratum BY :“ t8u ˆ F ˆ L1, with regpY q “ Y . The second compactification is
obtained by collapsing BY to a point pt, thus obtaining
Yˆ :“ cpF ˆ L1q .
This is analogous to the reductive Borel-Serre compactification; we will call Yˆ the
metric compactification of Y and Yˆ can be stratified as the cone, with the sole
singular stratum pt. Furthermore, given the structure of Y , we obtain that Yˆ is
a depth 1 product-type multicontrolled stratified space.
Corollary 6.40. Let Y and τ be as in Corollary 6.39. There exists an isomorph-
ism
WHkp2qpY ; a0q –MHkτ pYˆ q.
Proof. This follows because the calculation in Theorem 5.43 and Corollary 6.39
yield identical computations.
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